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Objectives

The rich cultural heritage of Okinawa - an “Asian crossroads”, both historically and culturally - enjoys a unique identity even within Japan, and is receiving
interest from all over the world. In the Okinawa International forum, we focused
on Utaki (places considered to have a sacred atmosphere), festivals and traditional
performing arts such as music and dances in Okinawa. These are all part of an
intangible cultural heritage that is still alive today, amid everyday life all over
Okinawa. We considered the significance of Utaki and traditional performing arts,
which the people of Okinawa have handed down through the generations, and how
they relate to other parts of Asia. Finally, together with overseas experts and community leaders attending the Forum, we examined what we should do to preserve
these precious cultural heritages for future generations.
What is it that Utaki and traditional performing arts in Okinawa are attracting
so much interest now? To begin with, they have an important characteristic that
has been difficult to find anywhere else in Japan. Utaki and traditional performing
arts in Okinawa are “living cultural heritage”. Still today, they are deeply
entwined with the hearts and minds of people who live on the islands of Okinawa,
and closely linked to the very roots of their existence. Such deep links between
daily life and culture used to exist all over Japan, in a wealth of forms. However,
owing to the urbanization of lifestyles and the impact of development, they have
been lost in many places, without even being missed. In many parts of the country, people have come to reappraise the rich and precious nature of culture that has
been lost. But it is not easy to revive lost culture in this way. Even in Okinawa,
better endowed than anywhere in Japan in the richness of its folk culture, this has
also become an issue. For it has been pointed out in recent years that, owing to
development and changes through successive generations, traditional lifestyles that
were once considered natural have been transformed. And now, people are trying
to think what we can do to pass on the living culture and traditional performing
arts, handed down by our ancestors, to the future generations. These people are
engaged in various initiatives throughout the islands of Okinawa.
Meanwhile, turning our attention to other parts of Asia that share close historical and geographical links with Okinawa, we see other people engaged in similar efforts to pass on their unique cultural heritage to posterity. In the Philippines,
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for example, the Ifugao people are attempting to preserve their unique living culture of rice cultivation. This is a comprehensive effort that includes both tangible
and intangible aspects - not just rice cultivation as traditional agriculture, but also
the preservation of song, dance and other traditional performing arts that have been
nurtured amid agricultural work, and the beautiful landscapes of terraced paddy
fields. Then there are the Akha and Hani ethnic people that inhabit mountainous
regions straddling northern Thailand, the Yunnan province of China, Laos and
Myanmar. These people are engaged in efforts to pass on to younger generations
the wealth of folklore that has been orally handed down from their ancestors. The
task of preserving intangible cultural heritage such as language, songs, and dances,
nurtured and handed down amid daily life, presents different levels of difficulty to
that of preserving tangible cultural heritage. Nevertheless, the experiences in
Okinawa to tackle this difficult theme have several points in common with those of
people in the Philippines, Thailand, and elsewhere, in terms of their problem
awareness. It must surely be possible to learn lessons from each other’s experiences.
Broadening the perspective further to the world as a whole, a “Convention
for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage” was adopted at the
UNESCO General Conference in Paris last autumn, and there is increasing concern over the preservation and transmission of intangible cultural heritage.
UNESCO has achieved much in preserving the important cultural heritage of
humanity through its “world heritage” system, aimed at tangible cultural heritage,
such as historical sites and buildings, and natural heritage. But the preservation
and transmission of traditional performing arts, oral traditions and other forms of
intangible cultural heritage could still be described as a new field. Traditional performing arts, festivals, and other intangible cultural heritage occupy a very important position in cultural heritage of Okinawa. On the islands of Okinawa, people
have had the precious experience of protecting a rich intangible cultural heritage
through their own efforts, and this is attracting interest in UNESCO and other bodies concerned with intangible cultural heritage.
In the Forum, we investigated ways of preserving this rich cultural heritage
in future, together with participants from Asia and other parts of the world, by
reappraising how the cultural heritage of Okinawa, including Utaki and traditional
performing arts, have been passed down by the people of Okinawa. We hope to
offer new ideas on preservation and transmission of cultural heritage, as a message
from Okinawa.
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Tuesday, March 23th: Panelists arrived in Okinawa
Wednesday, March 24th: Site visits to Utaki on Okinawa Main Island
Thur.-Fri., March 25-26th: Site visits to Utaki and Traditional Performing Arts on
Taketomi Island
Saturday, March 27th: Symposium (Venue: National Theatre Okinawa)
10:00-10:10 Opening Remarks (Governor of Okinawa, The Japan Foundation)
10:10-10:40 Keynote Speech:
KONO Toshiyuki (Japan, Graduate School of Law, Kyushu University)
* The basic principles of the new UNESCO Convention for Safeguarding
of Intangible Cultural Heritage
10:40-12:30 First Session:
moderated by KAMIO Yoshiharu (Japan, Musashino University of the Arts)
1. Ethnological and Historical Aspect regarding sacred spaces in Asia and
Okinawa
2. Values of Intangible Cultural Heritage in Asia and Okinawa
ASATO Susumu (Okinawa, Boad of Education of Urasoe-City)
* From Gusuku to Utaki: Sacred Spaces in Okinawa from Archaeological
Viewpoint
ANG Choulean (Cambodia, APSARA Authority)
* A Similar or a Comparable Attitude of Humans vis-à-vis Nature through
Khmer Spirit Cult
* The Present-day Intangible Heritage in Angkor Villages
Joycelyn BOLHAYON-MANANGHAYA
(The Philippines, National Commission for Culture and the Arts)

* The Tangible and Intangible Heritage of the Ifugaos
CHAO Chi-Fang (Taiwan, National Dong-Hwa University)
* Intangible Cultural Heritage in Taiwan: Comparison with Taketomi
Island
OSHIRO Manabu (Okinawa, National Theatre Okinawa)
* Ritual Spaces and Traditional Performing Arts in Okinawa
12:30-14:00 Lunch Break
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14:00-15:50 Second Session:
moderated by MASUDA Kanefusa
(Japan, Tokyo Nat’l Univ. of Fine Arts and Music)

1. Efforts in other Asian countries
HIGASHIDE Noriko
(Thailand, South East Asian Mountain People’s Culture and Development Highland
Research Institute)

* Preservation and Dissemination of Archaic Resources of the Akha
CHEN Yong-Long (Taiwan, Workshop for Bio-Cultural Diversity)
* Conservation of Sacred Spaces for Cultural Survival of Thao People in
Taiwan
2. Efforts in Okinawa and Support of the Public Sectors
UESEDO Tomoko (Okinawa, Kihoin-shushukan Museum in Taketomi Island)
* Transmission of Traditional Folklore Performing Arts in Taketomi
Island
BISE Hiroko (Okinawa, Urban Science Associates)
* Efforts of Community Development in Okinawa
FUJIOKA Keitaro
(Japan, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transportation, Government of Japan)

* Public Sectors Support for the Community Development
HAGIO Toshiaki
(Okinawa, Culture Section, Department of Education, Okinawa Prefecture Government)

* Public Sectors Support for the Tangible and Intangible Cultural Heritage
3. Efforts in the World
Herb STOVEL (ICCROM)
* On Efforts of International Community
15:50-16:10 Coffee Break
16:10-16:50 Second Session (continued): Discussion and Q&A
16:50-17:20 Concluding Speech:
Rieks SMEETS (UNESCO)
* Towards an Integrated Approach to Safeguarding Tangible and
Intangible Heritage
17:20-17:50 Okinawa Declaration on Tangible and Intangible Cultural Heritage
17:50-18:00 Closing Remarks
Sunday, March 28th: Panelists left Okinawa
* Information on participants is as of March, 2004
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乕Profiles of Participants (In order of appearance)

[as of November, 2004]

KONO Toshiyuki
After receiving B.L. and LL.M from Kyoto University, became Associate Professor of Law at
Kyushu University in 1986, and then Professor in 1997. Since 90th , has been involved in legal
issues related Cultural Heritage through the committee for legal, financial administrative issues
of ICOMOS, and has contributed to the UNESCO Convention to Safeguard Intangible Cultural
Heritage as a member/advisor of the Japanese delegation.

KAMINO Yoshiharu
Graduated from Keio University. Received Ph.D. in folklore from Kokugakuin University.
After serving as a folk museum curator, has played a role in the conservation of intangible folklore cultural properties such as festivals, and tangible folklore cultural properties such as fishing
equipments in all over Japan as a cultural property investigation officer of the Agency of
Cultural Affairs. Became Associate Professor at Musashino Art University in 1996, and then
Professor in 1997, he has been teaching at the museum curator course.

ASATO Susumu
Graduated from History Division of Department of Law and Letters, the University of Ryukyus.
After spending 80th in archeological projects in Osaka, joined the Board of Education of
Urasoe-City, Okinawa in 1990. Since 1993, took an active role in the excavation of Urasoe
Castle as the head of Culture Division for about 10 years. Currently involved in various cultural
projects, as the Managing Director of Culture Department. Publications include “Koukogaku
kara mita ryukyu shi” (History of Ryukyus from Archeological Perspective.)

ANG Choulean
After studying Archeology in Phnom Penh, went France to study Ethnology in 1974. Earned Ph.
D. in Ethnology in 1982. Major field of research is religious ethnology of Cambodia. Since
returning to Cambodia in 1994, has contributed the establishment of the Authority for the
Protection and the Management of Angkor and the Region of Siemreap (APSARA Authority).
Currentlly co-researcher of the French School of East Asian Studies (Chercheur associe de l’
Ecole francaise d’ Extreme-Orient).

Joycelyn BOLHAYON-MANANGHAYA
Currently the Heritage Conservation Officer of the Heritage Sites Office of the National
Commission for Culture and the Arts, Philippines. After studying Architecture at University of
the Philippines, went Mexico to study and received Masters degree in the Restoration of
Historical Monuments from the Escuela Nacional de Concervacion, Restauracion y Museografia
“Manuel del Castillo Negrete” del Instituto Nacional de Antropogia e Historia in 2003. Has
been actively involved in many conservation activities of vernacular architecture in various
regions in the Philippines including Ifugao Province, a UNESCO World Heritage in danger, and
Batanas Province, UNESCO World Heritage List Nomination Project.
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CHAO Chi-Fang
Currently an Assistant Professor in the Department of Culture of Indigenous People at National
Dong-hwa University in Taiwan. Received Ph. D of Dance Studies from the University of
Surrey, in UK in 2001, her doctoral dissertation is entitled “Dancing and Ritualization: An
Ethnographic Study of the Social Performances in southern Okinawa, Japan”

OSHIRO Manabu
Graduated with a Master’s degree from The Hosei University Graduate School of Humanities.
After serving at the Culture Department of the Education Agency of Okinawa Prefecture, and
the Okinawa Prefectural University of Arts, joined the National Theatre of Okinawa as a
Director of Planning and Production in 2002. Publications include “Okinawa no geinoshi
Gairon” (Historical Overview of Performing Arts in Okinawa.)

MASUDA Kanefusa
Completed Doctor Course of Kyoto University. After spending 10 years as a conservation
architect at the Board of Education of Kyoto Prefecture, joined the Agency of Cultural Affairs in
1982. Completed Architectural Conservation Course at ICCROM, Rome in 1984. Actively
involved in various conservation projects and projects related to the World Heritage in the
Agency. Since 1999, teaching conservation studies as Professor at Graduate School of the
Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music. Currently Professor at Research Center for
Disaster Mitigation of Urban Cultural Heritage of Ritsumeikan University.

HIGASHIDE Noriko
Master’s degree in Cultural Anthropology at Tokyo University for Foreign Studies in 2002. Has
taken part in various field studies including Motobu village in Okinawa and Chiang Rai
Province in Northern Thailand. Since 2002, joined MPCD/SEAMP-HRI as a Senior Researcher
and actively involved in transmission program of Akha and Hani people’s cultural heritage.
Acting Director of MPCD/SEAMP-HRI since January, 2003.

CHEN Yong-Long
Ph. D at Graduate Institute of Building and Planning of National Taiwan University in 2003.
Academic Specialty includes various topics such as Political Economy of Space, Sustainable
Development, and Cultural Study. In addition to research projects, actively involved with many
educational and training projects. President of “Training Camps for Record of Communities’
Cultures and School’s History” (2003, Ministry of Education)

UESEDO Tomoko
Received into the Buddhist priesthood at Jodo Shinshu Hongwanji, and then entered the Kihoin
temple on Taketomi Island, where she is currently the head preist. Since 1971, actively involved
in conservation and transmission of traditional folklore performing arts (dance) of Taketomi
Island. Also, teaching traditional dance to youth as a lecturer of Taketomi Elementary and
Junior High School since 1995.
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BISE Hiroko
Graduated from Department of Residential Environment and Design at Nara Women’s
University. Joined the Urban Research Institute in Kyoto as a researcher in 1971, and then contributed in founding Urban Science Association in Okinawa in 1983. Fields of interest include
conservation of community landscapes, and town planning studies. Has served on a number of
committees including the Okinawa Public Works Evaluation and Monitoring Committee and the
Environmental Assessment Council.

FUJIOKA Keitaro
Graduated with a Master’s degree in Urban Engineering form the Department of Engineering at
the University of Tokyo, and joined the Ministry of Construction (now the Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure and Transportation) in 1993. Has worked in urban and town planning at the
national and municipal level. Currently serves concurrently as Assistant to the Manager of the
Streets Section of the City and Regional Development Bureau at the Ministry of Land,
Infrastructure and Transportation, and Assistant to the Councilor in charge of Okinawa General
Coordination in the Cabinet Office.

HAGIO Toshiaki
After graduating from the Division of Social Studies, Faculty of Law and Letters, University of
Ryukyus in 1980, received a Master’s degree from the Graduate School of Regional Studies,
University of Tsukuba in 1984. After serving as a teacher of public high schools and a curator at
Okinawa Prefecture Museum, joined the Okinawa Prefecture Agency of Education in 1999, and
now head of the Cultural Property Section of Culture Department. Specialized in Folklore
Studies.

Herb STOVEL
After graduating with a B. Arch from McGill University, Montreal, in 1972, received M. Sc.
(Environmental Conservation) in 1978 from Heriot-Watt University/Edinburgh College of Art in
UK. Involved with ICCROM since 1984 as technical consultant, as lecturer in ICCROM’s ARC
(Architectural Conservation) courses and as organizer of the urban component of ARC courses
in the early and mid 90s and appointed to ICCROM’s staff in 1998. Served as Director of
ICCROM’s Heritage Settlements Unit till Aug. 2004. Has played a major role in international
conservation having served as the president of APTI (Association for Preservation Technology
International) (1989-91), and as secretary-general of ICOMOS International (1990-93).

Rieks SMEETS
Worked as a descriptive linguist specialized in the languages and cultures of Caucasus at Leiden
University, Netherlands for many years. After a short period as secretary-general of the
Netherlands National Commission for UNESCO, was appointed chief of UNESCO’s Intangible
Cultural Heritage section in April 2003. Participated in ten missions to the Caucasus and Balkan
areas on behalf of the OSCE and the EU, and published various works on languages and language policies.
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Report of Site Visits
(Okinawa Main Island/ Taketomi Island/
the making of Okinawa Declaration)

Rapporteur Notes
AKIEDA Yumi Isabelle
Doctoral student, Graduate School of Conservation,
Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music

Site visits on Okinawa Main Island (Mar.24th)
and the making of the Okinawa Declaration (Mar.26th)
HATTORI Kumie
Doctoral student, Graduate School of Conservation,
Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music

Record of exchange meetings between visiting panelists
and local residents on Taketomi Island (Mar.25th and 26th)

Report of Site Visits

Main themes and keywords that have been
discussed throughout the programme
AKIEDA Yumi Isabelle

Faith, Utaki, Sacredness
relations between people/Utaki/land; people/faith/social system; the structure of
faith and rituals in Taketomi Island; relation to the abstract, relation to nature

Fundamental concepts and terminology
language and words of Okinawa; specific terms: ‘Utaki 御嶽（うたき）’, ‘kami 神
（かみ）
’, ‘kamitsukasa 神司（かみつかさ）’, ‘matsuri 祭（まつり）’ (in many cases,

the experts that participated thought the ‘usually accepted’ translation for these
words was not quite adequate for the aspects discussed)

Intangible cultural heritage, the relation between the
‘intangible’ and the ‘tangible’
understanding the nature of what is ‘intangible’; the relation between the ‘intangible’ and the ‘tangible’; the interaction between tangible and intangible (these must
be considered as a set); the value of what is intangible; living intangible cultural
heritage, its protection and its listing; the Intangible Cultural Heritage Convention

Handing down and protecting
tradition and development; the act of handing down and the benefits of tourism;
how to hand down something as World Heritage; what can be listed and what can
not; what can be handed down, what can not; externalization of one’s culture;
inheriting traditions in daily life

What is in common, what is similar (within each of the above themes)
in Asia, in the international community; Okinawa/ Taiwan/ Cambodia/ the
Philippines/ Japan; prospects of joint studies
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Outline of discussions
HATTORI Kumie

Items that are difficult to understand with keywords alone have been added some
supplementary explanations.
* The existence of “national borders” when considering the sacred spaces of
minorities and aboriginal peoples
Minorities and aboriginal peoples have freely crossed national borders since the
time when even the concept of national borders didn’t exist.
* Effects of tourism in protection of sacred spaces
In Thailand, tours to view the sacred spaces and culture of aboriginal peoples are
not conducted in a manner that respects their culture. Rather, there is the problem of tours serving simply as sightseeing excursions to view things that are odd
or unusual.
* Belief and religions that encompass sacred spaces, what has been inherited
and passed on by minorities and aboriginal peoples, and the relationship
between these and Christianity or Buddhism
* The relationship between the traditional beliefs and religions of
minorities/aboriginal peoples and religious order/law
Beliefs, which minorities and aboriginal peoples have inherited from their ancestors, can’t be separated from their daily lives. Some cases are, however, seen
that people get confused or deny their traditional life styles, as new beliefs like
Christianity or Buddhism are getting popular with them.
* Partnerships in the academic world between so-called “developed countries” and “developing countries”
Lots of researchers from so-called “developed countries” visit villages of Asian
minorities. There are some researchers native to the villages, but they serve
rather as translators or tour guides for the ones from “developed countries”.
* Systems for preserving tangible and intangible cultural properties
* Regional characteristics and unique aspects of the different cultures of the
Okinawa and Yaeyama regions
* Residents’ attitudes with regard to World Heritage
15
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* About Taketomi’s status as a Preservation District for Groups of Important
Historic Buildings
* Characteristics of Taketomi Island and similarities with surrounding
regions
* Lifestyles of local residents
* Items related to biodiversity on the island
Vegetation on Taketomi Island is in large part similar to ones in the Philippines,
Taiwan and Cambodia.
* The media and Taketomi Island
* Resident activities and school education
Lots of resident activities have been held on Taketomi Island to preserve sacred
spaces, nature and traditional buildings. Efforts by residents of the island
receive a high evaluation from outside, as Taketomi elementary school has got
lots of awards.
* Sacred spaces and taboos surrounding such space
* Gods, beliefs, religion, and related terminology, problems in translating
these terms into English
* “Ryukyu” history
* Impacts on “sacred spaces” caused by changes in the island’s population in
present days
* Budgetary problems surrounding conservation and restoration of cultural
properties
* Research methods in cultural anthropology and the role of residents
* Conservation and utilization of cultural properties-around a residence on
Taketomi Island
Buildings on Taketomi Island are preserved under the system of “Preservation
Districts for Groups of Important Historic Buildings”. Such buildings have still
existed on the island not only by protection of the system, but by efforts of residents, who open windows of village homes to let fresh air in, close shutters
when typhoons hit the island, and regularly clean rooms.
* Relationship between archeological remains and current residents
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Report of Site Visits
AKIEDA Yumi Isabelle and HATTORI Kumie

Wednesday, March 24th, 2004
Morning: visit of Tsuboya area in Naha City (optional)
Places visited
the area of Tsuboya, including: the Niigaki House (Important Cultural Property),
‐ Banjuga),
‐ pottery workshop, kilns (Fenu-gama),
‐
wells (Agarinka,
sacred trees
‐
(Binjurugwa) and trees growing nearby wells or kilns (Ficus microcarpa L.f.,
Bischofia javanica Bl.); the market.
Main themes discussed
* Similarities, common points, exchanges between Okinawa and other areas in
Asia
* Trees and sacred spaces; common points regarding sacred spaces (especially
Okinawa, Taiwan, Cambodia, the Philippines)
Afternoon: site visits of Okinawa Main Island (mainly of Utaki)
Sites visited:
‐ area of Shuri (stone-paved streets, the Muraya,
‐ the big
* Shuri Castle, Kinjo
Akagi-tree Bischofia javanica Bl...), Sefa Utaki; Gusuku (Tamagusuku Gusuku,
Itokazu Gusuku); two sites of former Utaki whose forests were lost and now
used as park or playground
* Roads: the road of Shuri (the road of the Ryukyu Kingdom) / the road of sacred
‐
spaces (the road of Kikoe-Okimi). (Visits of the sites of Utaki and Gusuku were
made by following the road of rituals)
Main themes discussed:
* Sacred spaces: Utaki inside Shuri Castle, Utaki in the town of Shuri, Sefa Utaki,
Utaki of other areas.
Utaki are found in different situations today: remaining as a whole/ remaining
although not in complete state/ “reconstructed”/ used for a different purpose than
originally due to partial destruction (land use and development).
* About the Utaki, what constitutes the Utaki:
17
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Characteristics of the Utaki of Okinawa: a place where there is nothing but
nature, a place that is rooted in the daily life of people. Some Utaki related to
political power could be provided with gates or walls: Sonohyan Utaki, Suimui
Utaki.
* Women play an essential role in the beliefs and rituals of Okinawa (e.g. originally only women were admitted to enter Sefa Utaki, and still today only women
are admitted to the most sacred part of the Utaki).
* What links the Utaki (ex: Shuri castle and Sefa Utaki): rituals and festivities (the
‐
ritual visits by Kikoe-Okimi; water collected under specific stalactites in Sefa
Utaki was delivered to Shuri Castle for use in rituals); names of places (for
example ‘Ufugui’ is the name of a room in Shuri Castle and of a place in Sefa
Utaki); people and places (including tangible and intangible aspects).
* Shuri Castle used to be the place where the most important personages in the
political hierarchy and the religious hierarchy would both be: it shows the parallelism and the relations between power and religion, Shuri Castle and Sefa Utaki
(places), men and women (leading personages of the hierarchy).
* Similarities of sacred spaces and what is considered to be sacred (Okinawa/
Taiwan/ Cambodia): the Ficus microcarpa L.f. tree, the Bischofia javanica tree,
and the ecosystem that supports them.
* Similarities in the rituals and fundamental aspects (Okinawa, Cambodia, Japan):
the use of sake (alcohol), rice, water; confinement; use of temporary buildings.
* About the Gusuku: there is ongoing discussion about what a Gusuku used to be
(the castle for a powerful person? A place to perform rituals?).
* Utaki and Gusuku (comparison of their numbers, state of protection as cultural
properties, development, state of conservation, consciousness of them being part
of culture): there are approximately 1000 Utaki and 300 Gusuku in Okinawa
(including cases when a Gusuku is an Utaki or when an Utaki is located inside a
Gusuku). Amongst the 300 Gusuku, 30 are listed Important Cultural Property
and are under proper protection, but there are very few Utaki that are listed
Cultural Property by the government.
* People, faith, development; faith, Utaki, tradition in people’s lives:people pray‐area (people take care
ing in front of Engakuji temple (faith in daily life), Kinjo
of the Utaki around the Bischofia javanica tree, and place new incense burners
‐ street (how to widen
by the entrance to a nearby former raid-shelter); Ryutan
roads, develop towns and still keep the original atmosphere); examples of Utaki
whose forests have been destroyed.
* ‘Sacredness’ in daily life and towns: Engakuji Temple, festivities and practices
18
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〈Different aspects of Utaki〉

Suimui Utaki in Shuri Castle

The Utaki by the Akagi Bischofia tree, Kinjo area of
Shuri

Sefa Utaki
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Collection of ritual water in Sefa Utaki (the water collected under these stones was delivered to Shuri Castle
for use in rituals)

Kudaka-jima Island (viewed from Sefa Utaki)

Construction carried out by the entrance to Sefa Utaki

Stone-paved streets, Kinjo area in Shuri

〈What links the Utaki (top right and left)〉
〈Tradition in towns, Utaki and development
(bottom right and left)〉
20
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in different Utaki (Sefa Utaki, the Utaki by the Bischofia tree and the neighbouring air-raid shelter...).
‐ area of Shuri (the
* Town and tradition (taking the ‘road’ as a viewpoint): Kinjo
‐
‐
Muraya, stone-paved streets...), Ryutan street (the discussion as to widen or not
the road in front of the Okinawa Prefectural Museum).
* The Utaki as cultural heritage, with both its intangible and tangible aspects, are
not yet recognised.
* The issue of the continuation of the Utaki in the context of modern life (by
example of places where the Utaki has been turned into a playing ground):
the issue of contradiction between beliefs and the necessity of land use and
development in life, the lack of a system to protect the Utaki.
* The reconstruction of Utaki in Shuri Castle: all wooden buildings and parts of
Shuri Castle were destroyed during World War II, and buildings or Utaki in the
Castle were reconstructed recently. Among the numerous Utaki that were located in the Castle precinct, Suimui Utaki could be reconstructed. However, the
‐
reconstruction of Kyonouchi
Utaki might prove difficult due to the lack of
remaining evidence.
* New development and construction within the buffer zone of the site of Sefa
Utaki (listed World Heritage).
* The issue of transmission between generations (to be continued in the discussion
‐
for the Okinawa Declaration): festivities for Kikoe-Okimi
in Kudaka-jima
Island, off the sea from Sefa Utaki.
* Terminology: Utaki, Kami; Cultural Property/ Asset/ Heritage and Warisan
Evening: meeting (at the Okinawa Miyako Hotel)
* About the Utaki, festivities and rituals, focusing on the example of Taketomi
Island.
* Problems related to the externalization of culture, and the attitude to adopt in
regard to tourism. How to use culture as a living resource for tourism without
losing the culture’s essence.

Thursday, March 25th
Morning: Travel from Okinawa to Ishigaki Island, then to Taketomi Island
The panelists gathered in the lobby of the Okinawa Miyako Hotel at 10:15
A.M. and traveled by bus to Naha Airport. From the airport, they traveled by air to
Ishigaki Island. After having lunch in Ishigaki, they traveled by boat to Taketomi
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Island. The panelists included people from national governments and agencies as
well as individuals and members of NGOs and international organizations that are
actively involved with local residents and regional town development. Although
travel to Taketomi Island required more than half of the first day, they used this
time to exchange opinions on tangible and intangible aspects of sacred spaces in a
manner that went beyond their individual backgrounds. The issues that were
raised in discussions held by the panelists and two rapporteurs during this time can
be summarized as follows:
a) Items related the existence of “national borders” when considering the sacred
spaces of minorities and aboriginal peoples
b) effects of tourism in protection of sacred spaces
c) belief and religions that encompass sacred spaces, what has been inherited and
passed on by minorities and aboriginal peoples, and the relationship between
these and Christianity or Buddhism
d) the relationship between the traditional beliefs and religions of minorities/aboriginal peoples and religious order/law
e) partnerships in the academic world between so-called “developed countries”
and “developing countries”
f) systems for preserving tangible and intangible cultural properties
g) regional characteristics and unique aspects of the different cultures of the
Okinawa and Yaeyama regions.
These issues are presented in a concise manner on pp.15-16. When necessary, supplemental explanations provide the background against which the panelists held their discussions about these issues.
Afternoon: Tour of buildings and Utaki on Taketomi Island
When the panelists arrived at Taketomi Island at 2:10 P.M., they were given
a warm reception by the local residents, who presented a gari dance for them. It is
said that the gari dance, which is written 願禮 in Japanese, is performed to welcome the gods.
After unloading their baggage at their lodgings, the panelists gathered in the
Taketomi Machinami Hall at 2:40 P.M. They were then shown the Utaki that dot
the island and other sacred places by Mr. UESEDO Yoshinori of Kihoin
Shushukan. Kihoin Temple is the southernmost temple (Jodo Shinshu sect Nishi
Honganji School) in Japan. Mr. UESEDO’s explanation was unique in that he
spoke in rhymes and in a manner that played on words. Also, at each site he told
stories about people who have lived on the island in the past as well as present res22
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idents. The participants gained a strong sense of Mr. UESEDO’s deep love for the
island with each explanation. However, because many of the panelists had come
from other countries, I wonder if this unique element of his explanations was properly communicated to everyone through the interpreter.
The following are excerpts of Mr. UESEDO’s explanations.
(Introduction about the area, circumference, population, etc., of
Taketomi Island.) Five babies were born this year. Although there had
been no doctors on the island, a doctor came to Taketomi from Tokyo.
There are four nationally designated items on Taketomi Island:
1) the national park, 2) rows of houses (Preservation District for
Groups of Historic Buildings designated by the Agency for Cultural
Affairs), 3) Tanadui (Important Intangible Cultural Property), and 4)
minsa weaving (Intangible Cultural Property). Town development that
makes use of the natural environment and traditional culture is taking
place all over the island. Taketomi Island is an extremely beautiful
place where valuable things are being properly protected, and thus
there are calls for the island to be registered as a World Heritage site.
But given the slow pace of time on Okinawa, this is a topic that could
be discussed by the next generation, or perhaps even the generation
after that.

Gari dance -- Residents of Taketomi Island welcomed and saw off panelists with Gari dance.
(Photo by CHEN Yong-Long)
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Mr. UESEDO’s explanations are firmly rooted in the region, and have
become something like a form of energy that arises from his continuous activity.
They are so charming that you could even describe them as intangible cultural
properties themselves. Many of Taketomi Island’s residents are wonderful people
who can tell stories masterfully, just like Mr. UESEDO.
The panelists took the following route during their tour of the island.
1) Machinami Hall (meeting place) 蚋 2) Yomochi Utaki 蚋 3) Koumoto Utaki 蚋
4) Hanashiro Utaki 蚋 5) Hazama Utaki 蚋 6) Machi Utaki 蚋
7) Kihoin Temple Shushukan

During the tour, the following discussions took place between the panelists
and Taketomi residents, researchers that are conducting long-term research while
staying on the island, and researchers that are native to the island (itemization is as
continued from the points mentioned under the A.M. of March 25).
h) Residents’ attitudes with regard to World Heritage
i ) About Taketomi’s status as a Preservation District for Groups of Important
Historic Buildings
j ) characteristics of Taketomi Island and similarities with surrounding regions
k) lifestyles of local residents
l ) items related to biodiversity on the island
m) the media and Taketomi Island
n) resident activities and school education.
These items are supplemented on pp.15-16.
Evening: Viewing of performing arts offered on the occasion of the Tanadui at
Seimei Utaki
From 5:30 P.M., the panelists viewed performing arts that are offered on the
occasion of the Tanadui. This was a special presentation for this time of year. The
performances viewed were 1) Kantsukasa-suburui, 2) Tanurya, and 3) Masakai.
Each of the three villages on the island - Ainotta, Innotta, and Najji - presented one
of the performances. After a while, Mr. KARIMATA, an ethnologist who is originally from the region, and Mr. UESEDO served to preside over the performances
and to provide explanations.
First of all, the participants join with the kamitsukasa to greet the gods. The
dances are prayers to the gods, with participants making sure they do not make any
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Performing arts usually offered at the Tanadui

hand or foot errors.
Performance explanation provided by Mr. KARIMATA (National
Association for the Preservation of the Culture of Taketomi Island) : Each of the
villages - Ainotta, Innotta, and Najji - present one of the dances. The dances performed are as follows:
a. Kantsukasa-suburui
This is a song and dance for the gods of the muuyama (the six important on
[Utaki] on Taketomi Island).
b. Tanurya
This is an elegant dance. Performers dance and plant foxtail millet seeds.
c. Masakai (people who moved to Iriomote and who began rice paddy cultivation);
Performers: common wakashu (young males who have yet to attain manhood)
in a garden dance (women do not perform this dance) using a jinbo (stick into
which a coin is inserted to make noise-an instrument for dancing)
The Tanadui dances are performing arts offered to the gods (they are not for
people’s entertainment, but rather are for the gods to see). Therefore, laughing and
showing of the teeth are frowned upon. In addition to the dances performed by the
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three villages, a play was also presented.
d. Play: Yuuhiki
The play has the following story: 1) A village elder and his grandchildren
appear, and the elder talks about the year’s good health and abundant crop. 2)
He tells the young people to bring out a cart. 3) Two men dance in celebration
(kudoki). 4) Dance of the two grandchildren. 5) (To conclude) “Today is a truly
joyous event. We celebrate the rank afforded us by the Ryukyu king”.
Before the presentation of these performing arts in Seimei Utaki, Mr. UESEDO
gave us the following background explanation.
Previously, a crew from a television station requested to do some filming in
the sacred space of this island. In a ceremony using rice, the islanders asked the
gods of the Utaki for permission to photograph. They asked five times and were
refused five times. The gods of Taketomi are said to be watching people’s souls.
The gods of Taketomi did not permit entry into the sacred spaces to photograph
simply for commercial purposes. This indicates that the gods of Taketomi are
extremely strict. However, on the other hand, they are gentle gods that wish for
the island’s residents to be at peace. This time, when the gods were asked in a
similar manner using rice if the performing arts of the Tanadui at Seimei Utaki
could be performed, it is said that the answer was a “100% yes”. For the panelists’
visit in March, which is not the period for the Tanadui at Seimei Utaki, the island’s
residents went through a lot of trouble and held dialogues with the gods. After sufficient preparation, the performing arts were offered, and this gave the panelists an
opportunity to see them.
Night: Exchange meeting held by the panelists and Taketomi residents at the
Machinami Hall
Beginning at 8:25 P.M., an exchange party sponsored by the residents of
Taketomi Island was held at the Machinami Hall. At the meeting, muchane (rice
cakes) that were handmade by the residents were presented, as well as garlic used
in the Tanadui and cooking that is offered at the Pui. The Director of the hall, Mr.
UCHIMORI, offered a greeting to the participants. In his greeting, he explained
why the performing arts that are ordinarily offered only at the Tanadui were performed for the symposium excursion, and he described the hard work that the
island’s residents had put in as well as the processes involved. At times the panelists responded by praising the tangible and intangible heritage that had been preserved by the island’s population.
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Making of muchane by residents of Taketomi Island

Muchane

The Kantsukasa (priestesses for the Utaki) eat the
food that is offered to the gods on the occasion of the
Pui
-- the direction of the first pick is defined
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Friday, March 26th
Morning: Tour of Taketomi Island by microbus
The panelists departed on a bus tour of the island at 9:00 A.M. The course for this
morning’s tour was as follows.
1) Niiran Stone 蚋 2) the kuramoto of Mr. NISHITO -- a great man of the Ryuku Kingdom
蚋 3) Kumahara Utaki 蚋 4) A village house that is being dismantled and repaired

The following discussions were held during this day’s tour (itemization continues from above).
o) Sacred spaces and taboos surrounding such spaces
p) gods, beliefs, religion, and related terminology, problems in translating these
terms into English
q) “Ryukyu” history
r) impacts on “sacred spaces” caused by changes in the island’s population in present days
s) budgetary problems surrounding conservation and repair of cultural properties
t) research methods in cultural anthropology and the role of residents
u) conservation and utilization of cultural properties-around a residence on
Taketomi Island
v) relationship between archeological remains and current residents.
Around Midday: departure from Taketomi Island and travel to Naha
The panelists boarded the ferry from Taketomi Port at 11:45 A.M., with residents sending them off again with the gari dance, as they did for the panelists’
arrival. The panelists arrived at Ishigaki Port at 11:55 A.M., departed Ishigaki
Airport at 12:55 P.M., and arrived in Okinawa at 1:45 P.M. They arrived at
Okinawa Miyako Hotel at around 2:30 P.M.
Afternoon: Discussion meeting for the making and conclusion of the Okinawa
Declaration
(Key points discussed by the experts have been re-arranged according to main
themes)
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The Okinawa Declaration: its aims as a result of an experts’ discussion
* Protect the Utaki from destructive development projects. The community should
take the initiative in the protection of things such as Utaki or dances.
* Much of what is intangible is related to tangible values. If the tangible is not
protected, the intangible will also be lost.
* With the help of Asian experts that are well acquainted with the local level, the
aim is to appeal to the international community that although Okinawa is located
in Eastern Asia, it still shares a lot with other Asian countries.
* Since the position and way of thinking related to intangible and tangible are fundamentally different, it is extremely difficult to merge the two sides. Taking the
Utaki as a central focus, and the issue of ‘what is now required in Okinawa’, the
proposal text for the Declaration was based mainly on the intangible aspects,
while tangible aspects were taken as example regarding conservation.
* Before doing any editing or discussing specific terms for the declaration, it is
necessary to discuss the thinking on which the Declaration is based. This discussion is a time for exchanging ideas.
* A point of interest is to see how the proposal will be reworked after visiting the
Utaki and meeting the people of Taketomi Island.
Discussion about the Declaration (themes discussed on basis of the proposed
text)
-- Linking Okinawa, Taketomi Island, Asia, and the international community

* The Utaki of Okinawa and Taketomi Island are very fragile and contrasted; this
situation requires a response. Experts participating to the programme wish to
link the island with the rest of the world, let the world know about this situation.
The document should reflect the situation of the people from the island.
* More than 1800 people live in the area of Angkor monuments. These people
live together with historic heritage, their living heritage and specific traditions.
Seeing Okinawa and Taketomi island have brought out both new notions (e.g.
the role of women as leaders of religion) and familiar notions (e.g. the notion of
an abstract divinity). What is very similar between Okinawa and Cambodia is
the representation of ‘god/divinity’. This notion is still a living tradition in
Cambodia, and is not yet subject to research. While the conception of divinity is
basically the same, looking at both Okinawa and Cambodia should allow making a new understanding about the organization of rituals. Okinawa and
Cambodia might be physically distant, but they share more than a mere similarity.
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* The agreement of the delegation for the Intangible World Heritage Convention
was to ‘safeguard the dying Intangible Heritage in the world’. At the same time,
very few know what Intangible Heritage represents. Therefore it was necessary
to provide concrete examples, and two lists were prepared: the list of ‘Heritage
in need of urgent safeguarding’ on one hand, and the list of ‘representative
Intangible Cultural Heritage’ on the other. Taketomi currently has the means to
maintain itself, and would thus fit in the list of ‘representative heritage’.
-- Taketomi Island and international recognition

* Where ‘conservation is needed’, something ‘is being lost’. Taketomi needs to be
recognised.
* Today in Taketomi Island, Mr. UESEDO and volunteers among islanders are
making great efforts to transmit the culture, but who will take over this work? It
is not possible to rely only on personal efforts. For the future, international
recognition is therefore necessary.
* Today, the people of Taketomi have the means of solving their problems through
discussions. However, the situation is not stable. To protect the culture, transmit it, and to protect the order of the island on the long term are difficult tasks.
* The people of Taketomi today are ‘externalizing’ their culture. Even if today the
situation looks good, future threats from this “externalization”should not be forgotten.
* If the islanders are to continue living as they are doing today, recognition from
the international community might be a secondary matter, although such recognition will definitely change their perception of what they are as a group of people.
* Many people might keep the practice of rituals but feel that they are obsolete;
many feel obliged by family traditions but are ashamed of these things being
old-fashioned... In such cases as well, recognition from the outside and the feeling of being morally supported is essential.
* Recognition from the international community will give the people more confidence, as well as the power to maintain the traditions. It will give people the
incentive to make greater efforts to keep their traditions.
-- The benefits of protecting intangible cultural heritage

* To keep the Utaki means that through keeping the tangible one keeps intangible
heritage, and therefore keeps history.
* Our aim is ‘awareness-raising’. We must encourage awareness at the local,
national and international levels, especially in governments that are ‘afraid’ of
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diversity. Elements of diversity and intangible cultural heritage are not dangerous. Intangible cultural heritage of one’s own and that of others should be
acknowledged; where these are not respected, cultural problems may arise.
-- Intangible Cultural Heritage; tangible aspects, intangible aspects and their mutual relationship

* The characteristics of a piece of intangible folk cultural property are as follows:
the local society is supporting it; it is well preserved in the area to which it
belongs; it is representative of the life and way of thinking of the area. These are
the reasons for such properties to be listed. For example, in the case of the rituals and matsuri of the Yaeyama islands, the performing arts of Taketomi Island
have been selected because they are well-protected in the daily life at the same
time as being representative of the area. The fact of being ‘representative’ is
important in this matter, and this selection does not mean that the performing
arts of Taketomi are ‘better’ than others.
* For intangible folk cultural properties such as ceremonies and performing arts,
the limitations in context of time and place where and when these are performed
are a constitutive characteristic. Should these limitations of context be changed
for personal or practical reasons, the original property is affected.
* The intangible and tangible are closely intertwined; it is thus essential to raise the
awareness that both intangible and tangible elements should be safeguarded
together. When one aspect is subject to listing, it becomes difficult to admit that
the other aspect is deeply related in the whole as well, and in many cases the latter undergoes drastic changes. Taking the Tanetori-sai (Tanadui) as example,
tangible aspects are the stage, the existence of the Utaki, the robes, and intangible aspects are the dances that are offered. Each tangible object tells a lot about
intangible culture such as techniques, the ways of using, or beliefs. Intangible
culture, or techniques, knowledge and beliefs that have already been lost, can be
recovered through these tangible things. When such ‘evidence’ is lost, it is the
history of the village, the oral traditions, and the whole intangible heritage that is
in the background, which are being lost.
* What the people of Taketomi Island have saved (including their beliefs) is very
impressive. However, intangible aspects of the Utaki may change in the future.
* Tourism may affect long term preservation. Support from tourists may also have
negative impacts (as seen in the on-going construction works very near the
Utaki). This may affect the sacredness of the Utaki; regulations are needed
about the number of visitors.
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* Tangible constructions in the Utaki change the ‘sense and feeling of place’. The
tangible has an effect on how rituals are done. Taking the example of a tree that
is considered sacred, reinforcing it with concrete or surrounding it with fences,
transforms the way the place and the tree are felt. Often people feel that
improvements are necessary in places they consider important, but changes may
affect the preservation of intangible cultural heritage.
-- The threats to intangible aspects of culture

* Intangible cultural heritage is extremely fragile. There is no intangible cultural
heritage which is safe from any risk.
* Even in Taketomi Island, there have been changes in the way residents think.
The fact that the Tanetori-sai (Tanadui) has been recognised has been an incentive from the outside for the islanders to ‘straighten up’. People felt the importance of what was fading away; they felt the duty of transmitting it to their children, so [Ms. UESEDO] started teaching dances to primary school children
about 10 years ago.
* The Community Centre is currently worried that children of Taketomi Island go
so seldom to the Utaki. As a child, [Ms. UESEDO’s] favourite place to play
after school was the omiya (Utaki). It is through this kind of daily living that
[she] learned the songs and dances. This is not possible any longer, though. Are
children too busy, or is it the trend of the times? Although it is not possible to
live as in the past days, [Ms. UESEDO] would like to teach the children the
dances, games, matsuri and songs at least half an hour every day. We must train
the bearers of our culture while [we are/ these things are] still alive.
* The omiya must be a place where it is always possible to go, where it is always
possible to play. The omiya also used to be a place where one could talk about
one’s troubles, but today it has been overly ‘sacralized’. When only the respect
for the place increases unilaterally, people tend to keep away from the place.
* Changes in the living environment made people busier, and it is not possible to
learn the dances or songs but in an intensive manner.
* The Akha and Hani people are not recognised as being a minority group by the
Thai government. Although in villages, one still finds a culture that is rich in
ceremonies and rituals, but changes in the environment that includes not only the
natural environment but also the social environment, have transformed daily life
itself. As a result, even though it is also important to protect tangible and intangible cultural heritage, simply eating everyday can become the foremost issue.
However, even when life is difficult, language is something that should be pro32
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tected by all means.
-- The Community

* In Taketomi Island there is the tradition of living in harmony with the kami.
* The islanders are bound with the ‘spirit of utsugumi’. All share the same pride
and confidence in regard of the matsuri and the Utaki.
* The community should be self-reliant.
* One must not forget about the empowerment of the community.
* It is necessary to ask the community’s opinion about the Declaration and its
main subject.
Concluding and editing the Declaration text
The Declaration proposal (in English) was corrected on basis of the discussion and each participant’s comments. Ms. UESEDO Tomoko and Ms. BISE
Hiroko have given their opinion as representing Taketomi and Okinawa.
* The participants to the discussion all share a common understanding of the
Utaki, but it is necessary to include in the text of the Declaration an explanation
of what an Utaki is . The process of the making must also be explained in the
introduction.
* The Okinawa Declaration is to be widely addressed to governments and the
international community. Moreover, not only ‘Inter-states’ but also ‘Intra-state’
diversity of culture must be taken into consideration.
* The Utaki of Okinawa are really in a wide variety of situations. The situation of
the Utaki is representative of similar situations throughout the world.
* The fact that intangible and tangible work as a set must be stressed from the
community’s point of view.
* The fact that what bring risks to culture are changes in the political and social
environments, and the resulting changes in the consciousness and values of
young people, must be stressed. The impact of tourism also needs to be emphasized.
Okinawa Declaration, Japanese text
After the finalization of the text of the Okinawa Declaration in English, it
was translated into Japanese by the Japanese experts participating to the programme. The main text is the Declaration in English, and therefore special care
was taken to stay as close and true as possible to the text resulting from the discussion by all the participating experts.
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Utaki on Taketomi Island
The below is a list of names of Utaki, showing there are two types of names used
by islanders of Taketomi and mainlanders.
on Taketomi

on Mainland

漓玻座間御嶽

Uurya On

Hazama Utaki

滷仲筋御嶽

Saaji On

Nakasuji Utaki

澆幸本御嶽

Kontuu On

Koumoto Utaki

潺久間原御嶽

Kumaara On

Kumahara Utaki

潸花城御嶽

Hanakku On

Hanashiro Utaki

澁波利若御嶽

Baiya On

Hariwaka Utaki

六御嶽（Muuyama）

八御嶽（Yaayama［
）the below two Utaki are added to Muuyama］
清明御嶽

Mainu On

Seimei Utaki

国仲御嶽

Fuinaa On

Kuninaka Utaki

九御嶽（Kunuyama［
）the below is added to Yaayama］
西塘御嶽

Nishitoo On

Nishitou Utaki

十御嶽（Touyama［
）the below is added to Kunuyama］
世持御嶽

Yuumuchi On

Yomochi Utaki

* The information was kindly provided by Mr. UESEDO Yoshinori,
Dr. CHAO Chi-Fang and Ms. HATTORI Kumie.
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The Basic Principles of the Convention for Safeguarding of Intangible Heritage

《 Keynote Speech》

The Basic Principles of the Convention for
Safeguarding of Intangible Heritage: A Comparative
Analysis with The Convention for Protection of World
Natural and Cultural Heritage and Japanese Law
KONO Toshiyuki
Graduate School of Law, Kyushu University

1. Introduction
You may know the Yellowstone National Park, which was designated as
National Park for the first time in the world in 1872. In 1965, the Committee on
Natural Resources of the White House Conference on International Co-operation
started to discuss the possibility of setting up a fund for World Heritage. And in
1972 President Nixon proposed to make a Convention until 1972, since the year
1972 was the centennial anniversary of the National Park system in the USA.
UNESCO put this movement and its own initiative to draft a convention on the
occasion to safeguard the temple of Abu Simbel together into one and the
Convention was adopted in November 1972. This is the Convention Concerning
the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage (below cited as the WH
Convention). The USA became the first member state of this Convention.
Japan has recently taken initiatives in order to adopt a Convention, as the
USA did about 30 years ago. This is the new UNESCO Convention for the
Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage (below cited as the ICH
Convention), which was adopted on October 17th 2003. Japan ratified it on June
15th 2004.

2. Background of the ICH Convention
If you would talk about the ICH in Europe or USA, most of people would
ask you “what is it ?” If you mention the ICH in Japan, the reaction would probably be the same. However, if you say “Living National Treasure”, most of
Japanese would know about it, while European or American would ask again
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“what is it ?” “Living National Treasure” is not the notion used in the Law for the
Protection of Cultural Properties in Japan. It has been created by mass media and
has become very popular in Japan. Exactly speaking, the person who bears “highly sophisticated skill” in a traditional performing art, for example, can be designated as a so-called Living National Treasure, and his/her skill is intangible cultural
heritage.
Some Noh performers for example have been designated as “bearer of
important cultural properties”. Although Noh is popular today, it was in serious
danger after the Meiji Restoration due to tendencies to praise Western culture in
Japanese society. Similarly various traditional cultures in the world are in serious
danger today due to the wake of globalization. UNESCO has concerned about
such serious situations and published the Recommendation on the Safeguarding of
Traditional Culture and Folklore in 1989. However this Recommendation focuses
mainly on the methods for recording of folklore culture, and it was based on a
nowadays outdated anthropological theory. This Recommendation was not successful from the view point of preservation of the ICH. UNESCO has launched
also other programs related to the ICH such as “Living Human Treasure Program”,
but these programs could not draw attention of many countries. The Proclamation
of Masterpieces of the ICH, where Noh Theater and Bunraku Puppet Theater have
recently been accepted, has not been so popular in many countries except Japan
and some other countries. In short, only a small number of countries like Japan
and Korea have been interested in the ICH.
On the other hand, the WH Convention was a big hit. The countries with
WHs in their territories enjoy reputation and attract many tourists. Since the
World Cultural Heritage premises basically an architectural culture, if other form
of culture than architectural one flourished in a country, such as oral transmission
of folktales, such country could not easily have even one WH despite its cultural
richness. In fact, more than 50% of the WHs are located in Europe and North
America. 90% of European countries have at least one WH, while 56% of countries in Asia and the Pacific have one WH. Although 40 countries in Africa except
Arabic area have ratified the WH Convention, only 7% of the WHs are located in
Africa.

3. Negotiation and Japan
Under such circumstances, UNESCO started to draft a Convention for the
ICH in 2001. Originally a convention with a very similar structure to the WH
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Convention was planned. A preliminary draft was prepared by a group of experts,
including myself. The drafting work was smoothly done. But the intergovernmental sessions turned out to be extremely tough: at the first intergovernmental
meeting, all European countries except the Netherlands expressly opposed the idea
to make such a convention, thus the meeting has almost collapsed. At the second
session, the adoption of only three provisions took one week despite lengthy
debates. It was Japan that played the leading role throughout tough debates and
negotiations during 4 intergovernmental sessions.
Why did Japan take such initiatives? Because it was Japanese Law that
adopted the notion of the intangible cultural property as a legal notion for the first
time in the world more than 50 years.
When the Law for Protection of Cultural Properties of 1950 was made, it
mainly focused on traditional dance and music. Since at that time Japan was still
occupied by SCAP (Supreme Commander of Allied Powers), all 5 preliminary
drafts were submitted to SCAP to be commented by them. SCAP was of the opinion that due to difficult financial situations at that time, the preservation of the ICH
would be too ambitious, so that the part on the ICH in the 1950 Law should be
omitted. However the Japanese Government insisted on the original concept and
could manage to add another category, i.e. craftsmanship.
The nature of the notion of intangible cultural property has changed through
introducing the concept of “important” designated intangible cultural property in
1954. Through the introductions of “folklore intangible cultural property” and
“selected preservation technique” (such as technique to make traditional music
instruments), the notion of ICH in Japanese Law has been expanded. The notion
of intangible cultural property has influenced some countries such as Korea,
Philippines, Thailand and France. These countries are however still the minority.

4. The Structure of the ICH Convention
To understand the impact of the new Convention in Japan, one should understand the structure of the ICH Convention. There are 4 main points: (1) What is
the ICH?, (2) How is it to be protected?, (3)What is the mechanism for safeguarding?, and (4) What are the financial resources?
(1) The first question related to the definition of the ICH. Art.2 of the ICH
Convention defines the ICH as “the practices, representations, expressions, knowledge, skills - as well as the instruments, objects, artifacts and cultural spaces associated therewith - that communities, groups and , in some case, individuals recog39
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nize as part of their cultural heritage.” It is a very abstract and broad definition and
open-ended as para.2 states that the ICH “is manifested inter alia in the following
domains: (a) oral traditions and expressions, including language as a vehicle of
intangible cultural heritage; (b) performing arts; (c) social practices, rituals and festive events; (d) knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe; (e)
traditional craftsmanship”. This definition must be further elaborated by operational guidelines. Art.2 of the WH Convention, which clearly defines the Cultural
Heritage, i.e. buildings, groups of buildings and sites, makes a sharp contrast.
(2) How to safeguard the ICH? Countries like Japan are very rare, which
established the legal system to protect the ICH over 50 years ago. Most of countries in the world even did not think about what in their territories to be protected
and safeguarded as the ICH. Therefore the part 3 of the ICH Convention is
designed to give enough flexibility to each member state. Many member states
should start from establishing their national inventories of the ICH in their territories. It is also expected that appropriate programs are made according to art.18.
(3) What is the mechanism of the Convention for safeguarding of the ICH?
The ICH Convention set up two lists; the one is the Representative List of the ICH
of Humanity (art.16), the other the List of ICH in Need of Urgent Safeguarding
(art.17). At a glance, they look similar to the system of the WH Convention, i.e.
the World Heritage List and the List of the WH in danger. But there is a difference
between the two Conventions and this was actually one of the most difficult issues
during the negotiations. I will discuss this later.
When 30 countries ratify the ICH Convention, the Convention will become
effective. The General Assembly of the member states and the ICH Committee to
be set up after the entry into force of the Convention will implement the
Convention.
(4) How should the operation of the Convention be financed? The ICH
Convention sets up the ICH Fund. It copied the structure of the WH Fund. Only
difference is the amount of compulsory contribution of each member state.
However, this was a very difficult issue throughout the negotiations.

5. Basic thoughts of the ICH Convention
What is the theoretical backbone of the above-mentioned structure of the
ICH Convention? Correct understanding is very important to use this Convention
especially in the framework of international assistance; in my view this
Convention would be very useful for example for JICA to nurture human
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resources in developing countries.
(1) Elitism?
This Convention has already been reported by some newspapers as an ICH
version of the WH Convention. It is not accurate. The WH Convention adopted
“outstanding universal value” as the criterion to include items into the WH List.
One could describe it as the “elitism” of heritage. On the other hand, the ICH
Convention para.2 of art.16 simply states the “Committee shall draw up and submit to the General Assembly for approval the criteria for the establishment, updating and publication of this Representative List.” The ICH Committee will not
adopt the similar criterion to “outstanding universal value”, since the ICH
Convention is based on the thought that all items of the ICH in the world should
have the same value. Therefore the term the “World” ICH was not used in the text
of the Convention. During the negotiations of the ICH Convention, criticism
against the elitism of the WH Convention was so often raised that even the word
“list” was hated by most of the delegations. At certain point, only three countries,
i.e. Senegal, Japan and Turkey supported to use “list”, while all other delegations
preferred “registry”.
And since the purpose of the Convention is to ensure the cultural diversity in
the world, various kinds of ICH should be safeguarded under this Convention.
Thus the definition of the ICH should be very broad. There was even a long list of
items, including tattoo and cooking, to be safeguarded as an annex to the definition.
(2) Community as bearer of the ICH
It was very apparent during the negotiations that many delegations were
interested in safeguarding of the ICH “transmitted through generations by various
communities or groups”. Commercially successful performing art was never discussed, even if it is traditional one.
(3) List of the ICH in Need of Urgent Safeguarding
The reason why the ICH Convention uses “safeguarding”, not “protection” is
to stress the urgent character of the Convention. In this sense, the List of the ICH
in Need of Urgent Safeguarding should be the main player. The Representative
List of the ICH was originally proposed as the list of “masterpieces” of the ICH,
but due to strong opposition against the naming “masterpieces”, which reminds of
the WH-List, the nature of the list was changed. The current Representative List
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of the ICH has the function to show international community concrete examples of
the ICH for the purpose of awareness-raising. Because, as I stated above, most of
people/countries do not know what the ICH is.

6. The ICH Convention and Japan in future
How should we understand the relationship between the Convention and the
current system in Japan? In my views, there is no apparent conflict between these.
However I see some possible frictions, especially friction of the basic thoughts in
the Convention and the Law for Protection of Cultural Properties.
(1) High value
First of all, under the Law for Protection of Cultural Properties, there are 3
categories, which could be treated as the ICH in this Convention: intangible cultural property, folklore intangible cultural property, and selected preservation technique. Among these three, intangible cultural property has been the main category. The Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties of 1950 had requested that
items should have “high value” to be protected. This criterion applies until today.
Here one can see a kind of elitism.
(2) Importance
In addition to that, according to the Law of 1950, only intangible cultural
property “in danger of deterioration” was to be protected. But in 1954, the requirement of “in danger of deterioration” was taken, and “important” was inserted
instead. This is the system, under which even commercially successful items
could be protected as long as it has high value and be important. Here one can see
the difference of basic principles of the ICH Convention and the Japanese Law.
Since, as I mentioned, the Convention does not adopt the elitism.
(3) The Relationship to “Proclamation of Masterpieces of Intangible Cultural
Heritages”
The above mentioned “Proclamation of Masterpieces of Intangible Cultural
Heritages” is integrated into the scheme of the Intangible Heritage Convention
through art.31. The items selected in the “Proclamation of Masterpieces of
Intangible Cultural Heritages” will be automatically included in the Representative
List of Intangible Cultural Heritage in the Convention. Noh and Bunraku, which
were selected, will be listed up. What should Japan recommend at the third
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“Proclamation of Masterpieces of Intangible Cultural Heritages” in 2005? Taking
strong opposition during the negotiation, Japan should not recommend items,
which are commercially successful, but such items that reflect the cultural diversity of Japanese traditional culture.
This suggests us a unique position of Japan: Japan developed various forms
of very sophisticated traditional cultures. Besides such traditional high cultures,
Japan could also maintain many folklore intangible cultural properties. However,
in many countries the ICH usually means only the latter. Therefore as the scope of
the Convention the folklore ICH was stressed during the negotiations. When the
Convention enters into force in near future, Japan should care in order to take a
better balance between high culture and folklore culture to satisfy the aims of both
the Convention and the Law for Protection of Cultural Properties. If only “important cultural properties” as high culture would be recommended to include the
Representative List under the Convention, such attitude would mean that Japan
disregards the purpose to protect the folklore ICH. To implement the Convention
in appropriate manner, after Japan ratified it, attention should equally be paid to
both high culture and folklore intangible cultural property.
(4) “Space” as intangible cultural heritage
The Intangible Heritage Convention recognized “cultural space” as a type of
intangible cultural heritage. Here we see also the relationship between the new
convention and the World Heritage Convention, since, under the World Heritage
Convention, many items have been recommended as “cultural landscape”, which
covers also intangible aspects of heritages. It should be Japan’s role to clarify this
relationship. In addition to that, Japan should make clear the relationship between
these concepts in these international legal instruments and the “Meisho” concept in
the Law for Protection of Cultural Property.

7. Summary
I discussed the basic principles and structure of the new ICH Convention,
comparing with Japanese system. Not only the ICH per se, but also how to preserve “spaces” where the ICH should take place is significant. Because the ICH
Convention adopted the notion “cultural space”. I look forward to learning a lot
from experts from various countries.
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The Significance of Utaki as Cultural Heritage:
Toward Integrated Preservation of Tangible
and Intangible Cultural Heritage
KAMINO Yoshiharu
Musashino University of the Arts

Introduction
“Utaki” is a unique sacred spaces that is found on the islands of Okinawa.
Many Utaki are small forests that are thick with subtropical vegetation, and they
are places that have been protected as places for religious services for honoring the
deities that guard villages. Ancestral deities and heroes of the islands, deities of
nature (trees, cereals, animals, fire, water, the sea, etc.), as well as various divine
spirits connected with human activity and ideas (travel, peace, etc.) are recognized
as residing in the Utaki. There are also Utaki for worshipping faraway deities. It
is thought that the Utaki have been places of security and inspiration for the
Okinawan people since ancient times-perhaps for hundreds or even thousands of
years. They were incorporated into the governing system during the Ryukyu
Dynasty, and served as the spiritual foundation of the Dynasty. The “Ryukyukoku
Yuraiki” (Origin of the Ryukyu Nation) of the 18th Century mentions some 770
Utaki. This is the number of so-called “officially recognized Utaki”, and it is
doubtless that the number of small Utaki in Okinawa’s villages reached several
times this figure. However, many Utaki have been lost as the region was turned
into a battlefield in the mid-20th Century, as areas were converted into military
bases in the postwar years, and as urbanization has progressed. Despite the fact,
there are still many Utaki forests on the Okinawa islands that have been protected
and miraculously survive today. These areas are serving as bases where colorful
festivals and the performing arts and tournaments that accompany them are held.
A visitor to one of these festivals will likely be astonished that the world of the
deities continues to survive, be amazed by the energy of village residents, and be
captivated by the charm of the event. Indeed, I can count myself as an admirer of
Okinawa’s festivals.
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Given that Okinawa’s sacred spaces-the Utaki-form the central theme of this
Okinawa Forum, the primary topic we must address becomes the fleshing out of
the characteristics of these spaces. Then, we must identify the significance that
these spaces have as cultural heritage, while drawing comparisons with how countries in East Asia are making similar efforts to protect their “sacred spaces”, as a
secondary topic. These points shall be covered in the First Session. The Second
Session shall feature discussions on both protection of these sacred spaces and
realistic policies toward town development amid depopulation and urbanization.
The objective of these discussions shall be to discover hints for viewing similar
cultural heritage in the world.

Mysterious experiences at Utaki
Before getting to the main points of my presentation, I would like to tell you
about some fairly “mysterious experiences” that I have had at Utaki. For a visitor
such as myself, Utaki are places that cannot be entered at will. There are some
islands where Utaki are strictly off limits to outsiders (and particularly to men),
and we must observe this rule. However, as is the case with Sefa Utaki on
Okinawa’s main island, which is registered as a World Heritage site, there are
some forests where visitors are given limited permission to enter. On the
Yaeyama Islands, located in the southwest of the chain, Utaki are referred to as
“on” among other names. I would like to tell you about the first time I visited a
quiet “on” that is normally absent of people. There was a pathway of white coral
sand through the forest that led to a small inner garden. Behind the garden was a
sacred space called an “ibi”. On this particular island, entry into the “ibi” is prohibited to all except women who lead religious ceremonies. However, I could
peek into it from a stone gate at the worship area. I could see a narrow area surrounded by thick growths of Chinese fan palms (kuba), Formosa palms (mani),
and other subtropical trees. While observing this space, I noticed a large fanshaped Chinese palm leaf in the sunlight move as if bowing in my direction. This
happened even though there was no wind. I thought it very spooky that only one
leaf would move without any wind. At another Utaki, I saw the tip of a long and
narrow Formosa palm leaf move as if beckoning me. This mysterious movement
sent shivers down my spine. I also saw a large white butterfly (rice-paper butterfly) about the size of my palm float in the air as if there were no gravity. I felt as if
I was witnessing a “spirit”. While I understand that these phenomena are probably
everyday occurrences, for me they were sufficiently mysterious. At a ceremony
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site of bare rock that is located at the very back of Sefa Utaki on the main island of
Okinawa, some students of Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music and
I saw small light - reminiscent of the spirit of a dead person - float into the air then
disappear quickly. I assumed that I had probably seen a ray from the setting sun
peeking through a hole in the thick forest, but even so, I was excited to think that I
had witnessed a very special moment. So, even though nothing particularly
extraordinary had occurred, the forest of the Utaki I visited still had sufficient
atmosphere to make me feel a spiritual presence. In this way, a visitor to the
Ungami of northern part of Okinawa Main Island, the Tanadui or Puri of the
Yaeyama Islands, or other such ceremonies can get a real sense of how the Utaki
continue to survive as important places of inspiration and security in the spiritual
lives of local residents. Such visitors can also come to fully appreciate the mysterious ceremonies and disciplined and diverse performing arts that emanate from
these sacred spaces.

Nature and culture in the Utaki
While “Utaki” is both the official and academic name for sacred spaces in
Okinawa, they are also known by a variety of other names at the regional level,
including, Utaki, ugan, Gusuku, yama, on, and wa. In this forum, we are engaged
in a discussion that is based on the results of an excavation study on the historical
relationship between Gusuku and Utaki that was conducted by Mr. ASATO
Susumu. Of the some 300 places called “Gusuku”, there are large sites that are
ruins of fortifications. With the exception of Shuri Castle, it is said that, since
modern times, most of these sites have been Utaki of a religious nature that are
typical of villages. Interpretation of the multilayered relationships of these kinds
of ruins and sacred areas is a topic that will likely become significant for the
Angkor ruins in Cambodia. Mr. ANG Choulean, who has been researching the
religious lives of people who live within these great ruins, discusses the multilayered relationship between the various types of sacred areas and ruins that survive
to this day. For example, he mentions the construction of a temple incorporating a
giant rock that existed as a sacred place before construction, and today this giant
rock, which is reminiscent of a phallus (ringa), has become exposed because the
brick structure around it has partially collapses. The rock thus continues as a religious object. This is symbolic of the multilayered relationship between ruins and
sacred places. Many of the Utaki of Okinawa are small forests located within villages or at the bases of hills situated behind villages. Perhaps another characteris48
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tic of these sacred spaces is the fact that they are adjacent to residential areas.
However, Utaki forests are not simply protected “small natural environments” that
are similar to bird or animal sanctuaries. To some degree, they are cultural spaces
that have been shaped based on a shared configuration. For example, they have a
certain territory that is delineated by stone walls or trees. They have an entrance,
an entrance path, and an inner garden that is used for religious ceremonies. And
behind this garden is a particularly sacred area. Some contain rows of large stones
or caves, and in many cases they are void of manmade items. In all cases, a minimum of manmade objects-such as stone walls to indicate boundaries or divisions;
structures, incense burners, and other instruments for religious ceremonies; etc.-are
used to signify the special nature of the “place”. Originally, these items were perhaps set up for festivals and removed after festivities were over. Thus, it may be
said that the Utaki is a “natural environment” that has been purposely allowed to
remain. However, if looked at from an overall perspective, the Utaki is not nature
in itself; it is in fact a place that has been specially selected because it gives people
a sense of the mysterious. Thus, over time, it becomes a manmade space whose
special qualities have been preserved. In areas with a rich natural environment, the
Utaki is surrounded by nature, and thus at first glance it appears to be natural.
However, it takes exhaustive efforts by local residents to maintain the Utaki as a
small cultural space. Without these efforts, the insatiable appetite of the wild forest would easily devour it. On the other hand, in regions in which urbanization is
advancing, an Utaki can appear to be a small natural space that has miraculously
survived between houses and buildings. However, this actually points to the fact it
is a cultural space that has been maintained by the spiritual support of local residents. Conversely, when this support wanes, the Utaki is simply to be considered
an empty lot, and it becomes very likely that it will become quickly devoured by
the insatiable appetite of public works projects. In other words, we must recognize
anew that it is the borderline nature of Utaki as natural and cultural heritage as well
as the delicate connection between their tangible and intangible aspects that make
maintaining Utaki difficult. This is also likely the case for many “places” that are
recognized as sacred spaces in such regions as Asia and Africa.

“Place” is the “linchpin” for passing on intangible cultural heritage
Utaki is a place where intangible cultural heritage that are representative of
Okinawa regularly appears. Many times throughout the year, these forest spaces
(where ordinarily “nothing happens”) become places where religious rituals to
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welcome the deities are performed and stages for performing arts that are offered
to the deities. In general, items referred to as “intangible cultural heritage” are
artistry and knowledge that has been stored in people’s bodies and minds. These
heritage are passed down over the generations and take form for the first time
when “time” and “place” come together. Furthermore, if we consider the appearance of intangible heritage, such items as songs and dances can change or disappear in an instant; indeed, this accounts for the “intangibility” of “intangible heritage”. However, we expect that the repetition of these activities will result in the
emergence of a “form” having a specific shape. In other words, while something
is “intangible”, it inevitably has an aspect that is “tangible”. As tradition is handed
down and inherited, artistry-such as stage art which is expressed primarily through
the talent of the individual-can be performed at any time if the conditions are right.
However, because ceremonial rituals and folk performing arts that are parts of folk
culture are shared and handed down by local groups, there are many elements for
which the local natural environment (time and place) and social relationships (people) cannot be separated. Above all, for intangible heritage that have come to be
expressed at specific “places” and at specific “times” (such as religious ceremonies
and performing arts offered at Utaki, which is the theme of this forum), the natural
environment of the “place” often plays an important role. Celestial objects, topography, climate of each season, animals and plants, and other items have a connection. For example, emphasis may be placed on the appearance of the moon and its
phase or on low tide, or special leaves of trees or grasses may be used in the construction of a stage or in dancers’ costumes. Nature-related knowledge and skill
(for example, in decoration of stages, creation of objects used in performing arts,
etc.) are also important elements of intangible cultural heritage. Words of prayer
and ritual activities are also expressed within the limitations of “place” and “time”.
Even many dances and songs have become activities that are presented only before
the deities being worshipped. Stage arts of this sort cannot be easily carried on by
just one person. Thus, rituals and performing arts that are not easily removed from
their original sites must be abbreviated for performance at different “places” or
“times”. Then, the possibility emerges that these rituals and arts will become
abbreviated even at their original sites. Furthermore, the type of labor being
expressed in a performing art and the instruments used often become stylized, and
the original knowledge and skills tend to become lost. Here, local museums and
other organizations are expected to play a role in their preservation. Then, there is
the labor represented in performing arts during festivals that forms the background
of the festival. At the Tanadui (seed gathering festival) on Taketomi Island, the
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work of collecting chestnuts and picking seeds as well as net-fishing for small fish
(called “suru”) is being continued by individuals. However, if only performing
arts that mimic these activities are handed down, the original wisdom and skills
behind them will most certainly be forgotten. Thus, the Utaki, as “space” where
these intangible cultural heritage are expressed, serves as the “linchpin” that comprehensively integrates various tangible and intangible aspects.
I see the Utaki as a kind of “hole” or “door” to the supernatural world that
has been built near the homes of Okinawans. On festival days, this door is opened
and the deities come to visit, and in this way the Utaki becomes a place where the
deities and people can come together.
As I have just mentioned, Utaki are positioned at the border between natural
and cultural heritage. They are a typical example of a cultural heritage that has
been preserved through the delicate balance of both tangible and intangible
aspects. It is thought that very similar types of cultural heritage exist among various peoples of Asia and Africa who have a view of the spirits that is based on worship of nature and their ancestors (i.e., so-called “animism”, etc.).

Spaces for religious ceremonies and spaces for production
Not only do the intangible technologies and rituals of spaces for religious
services need to be passed down, but so do those of spaces for production. This
forum has taken up the theme of “terraced paddy fields”, which are widely seen in
the paddy field regions of East Asia, as a form of living-space and productionspace asset. If you stand atop a rise having a view of a large “terraced paddy
field”, you will be impressed by the view of multiple layers of stone walls that are
as grand as massive castle walls. However, the value of terraced paddy fields as
cultural heritage does not stop at their stone wall structures; we must not forget
that there is value in the intangible cultural heritage that has been accumulated
through their cultivation. The technology for cultivating rice plants - including
skill in building stone walls and in managing water for paddy fields - functions in
an integrated manner and has resulted in the emergence of terraced paddy fields
with beautiful rows of green seedlings and golden rice plants. This production
environment is reflected in the rituals and performing arts that are passed along by
the people who work in these fields. Thus, a variety of intangible cultural heritage
are condensed in this “place” known as the terraced field. What impresses us
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when we view these fields is the fact that they are a “living tangible cultural heritage”. We must therefore examine measures that take a comprehensive view of
intangible cultural heritage that have been handed down together with tangible heritage. We must do this so that the stone walls will not simply become “ruins” that
have lost the intangible culture that supported them.
The Utaki of Okinawa are facing a crisis that is especially arised from urbanization and development through public works projects. However, having said
that, in such places as the Yaeyama Islands, the environments of Utaki are being
preserved as ceremonial spaces amid efforts to protect the traditional scenery of
villages, as is the case on Taketomi Island. There are regions in which active
efforts are being made to pass down tangible and intangible cultural heritage that
form the core of these spaces. These efforts include the fostering of people (i.e.,
“human resources”) who will take the lead in this area. It is thought that the integrated and comprehensive preservation of these tangible and intangible heritage as
cultural heritage in those places is extremely significant, even when viewed at an
international level. By establishing standards for evaluating the “cultural integration” of nature and culture, and of tangible and intangible cultural heritage, we
should be able to give great power to local people that are richly preserving similar
intangible cultural heritage that surround “sacred spaces”.
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From Gusuku to Utaki:
Okinawa’s Sacred Areas from an Archeological
Perspective
ASATO Susumu
Okinawa, Boad of Education of Urasoe-City

In a traditional Okinawan village, you will find a sacred area called an
“Utaki” where the residents’ ancestors are honored. In my report, I will examine
how the Utaki of Okinawan villages came to be by looking at their relationship
with the Gusuku.
Here, I will explain the relationship between Utaki and villages in a schematic manner. Utaki is located in the forest of a hilly region found behind a village,
and a small settlement is located on the slopes of these hills. Adjacent to the settlement and the Utaki are open areas called “toun” or “kami-asagi”. Because ordinary residents are not allowed to enter the Utaki, the gods are invited to these open
areas where people gather and hold festivals. Near the Utaki and toun is the home
of the village’s founding family, and below this are the residences of founding
family members and branch families. In principle, a village that is made up of a
single collection of houses contains one Utaki and one toun, while a village that is
made up of multiple groups of houses may have several Utaki and toun.
This traditional village-Utaki formation in
Okinawa is closely connected with the history of the
Gusuku. In the Ryukyu
Islands, there are over 300
ancient sites called Gusuku,
and almost all villages on
the Okinawa Islands have
Utaki. In the 1970s, what
was called the “Gusuku
Dispute” regarding the
the relationship between Utaki and village
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nature of the Gusuku. This dispute
centered on three theories: 1) that the
Gusuku were castles in which local
chieftains (called “aji”) lived, 2) that
they were sacred areas having the
same characteristics as Utaki, and 3)
(based on archeological digs) that
they were settlements built for defensive purposes.
This dispute was arranged and
given
order by Mr. TAKARA
Mr. TAKARA Kurayoshi’s Gusuku Model
Reference: Takara “Okinawa Rekishiron Josetsu”
Kurayoshi’s “Gusuku Model”.
(Preface of Okinawa’s historical essay)
According to the model, the first
Gusuku appeared at the beginning of the “Gusuku Period” (latter half of the 11th
Century to mid-15th Century) as highland settlements (defensive settlements) (B)
having sacred areas (b) within them. Then, Gusuku that survived conflicts with
other Gusuku developed as castles (A) in which the ajis resided. On the other
hand, in Gusuku that were defeated in these conflicts, the settlements were moved
outside of the Gusuku, with their sacred areas remaining behind. Thus, the Gusuku
themselves transformed into sacred areas. Furthermore, special Gusuku (C) also
arose as fortifications and tombs. Thus, according to Mr. TAKARA’s Gusuku
Model, the forms and functions of the Gusuku changed through time.
I see the transformation of Gusuku using a “large Gusuku” and “small
Gusuku” concept, which puts a different slant on the Gusuku Dispute. Many
Gusuku are “small Gusuku” having an area of 1,000 m2 or less. Although small
Gusuku include tombs to protect Naha Port or trade warehouses, there are many
that are made of low stone masonry that encloses areas of around 100 to 500 m2,
and others that are made simply of rocks without a stone-masonry enclosure.
These have become the Utaki seen in today’s villages.
Large Gusuku emerged in the 13th Century, with some large Gusuku developing around a small Gusuku at their core. Large Gusuku are typified as having a
“seiden” (large building for ceremonial purposes) with an una (open area) located
in front. They range in size from 2,000 m2 to Shuri Castle, which extends over
40,000 m2. These Gusuku are thought to have been the residences of aji and kings.
Large Gusuku always contain a sacred area, and almost all of these sacred areas
have become Utaki in modern villages. Shuri Castle contains Shurimori
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Neishi Gusuku

Shuri Castle

Toun of Itokazu Gusuku

Zakimi Gusuku

Gusuku and other sacred areas, and Nakijin Gusuku, Nakagusuku Gusuku, and
Katsuren Gusuku contain Utaki of modern villages.
Many of the large Gusuku that emerged in Okinawa during the Gusuku
Period were abolished during the first Shoshi Period (15th Century) when the
Ryukyu Kingdom was unified. Of the Gusuku in which royal families resided,
only Shuri Castle, Urasoe Gusuku, and Nakijin Gusuku remain from the Second
Shoshi Period (16th century), when a central authority was established. These sites
ceased to function as large Gusuku in 1609 when the Shimazu Clan conquered the
Ryukyu Islands.
However, the sacred areas of both large and small Gusuku remained, and
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they came to function as village Utaki in modern times. The names of Utaki in
various villages are recorded in “Ryukyukoku Yuraiki” (Origin of the Ryukyu
Nation), which was compiled by the Ryukyu royal government in 1713. Looking
at this work, we know that the sacred areas of both large and small Gusuku are
among the Utaki found in today’s villages. In fact, the sacred areas of almost all
Gusuku have become Utaki in modern villages. Furthermore, it is thought that not
only these sacred areas themselves but also the forests stretching through the
Gusuku became seen as Utaki.
Here, I would like to present an example of the process by which a sacred
area within a Gusuku came to be an Utaki in a modern village using the modern
village of Ozato Magiri Inafuku and the Inafuku Ruins of the Gusuku Period.
According to “Ryukyukoku Yuraiki”, Inafuku Village had four Utaki
(Yamagusukun Utaki, Uin Utaki, Nakamui, and Hakemui) and the Inafukunu
Toun. Today, these sites are known as Iinuugan (combined Yamagusukun Utaki
and Uin Utaki), and Nakamui, Nakamuranu Utaki, and Inafukunu Toun. Inafuku
Village is located on a hill, with Iinuugan located on a rise to the north and
Nakamui and Nakamuranu Utaki on the east. Near Iinuugan are Inafukunu Toun
and a collection of founding family residences.
The Inafuku Ruins of the Gusuku Period are an area in which Inafuku’s
Utaki and village overlap. There are three sets of ruins in the area: the Iinuugan
Ruins (12 th to 14 th Century), Nakamuranu Utaki Ruins (14 th Century), and
Inafukunu Toun Ruins, which include Inafukunu Toun and an area of founding
family residences (14th to 16th Century). The Iinuugan Ruins - with its large building (=seiden), open area (=una) around which residences, warehouses, and a
blacksmiths shop were built, and sacred areas - are thought to be an early large
Gusuku. The other two sets of ruins are thought to be small residential areas having sacred areas. The Inafuku Ruins were integrated as a settlement into the
Inafukunu Toun Ruins in the 14th century and later developed into today’s Inafuku
Village.
The Inafuku Ruins are thought to have been from a ruling clan made up of
two small groups, primarily including the Iinuugan group of the large Gusuku that
ruled the Ozato region. Later, when the Iinuugan group lost control of the Ozato
region in the latter half of the 14th Century, each group was unified into the site of
the Inafukunu Toun Ruins, which became the origin of the Inafuku settlement. It
is thus thought that the sacred areas of the Gusuku Period (and, later, the forests of
this region) became the sacred areas (i.e., Utaki) of Inafuku Village in subsequent
years.
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《 Session 1》

The Human-Nature Relationship Seen through
Animistic Belief and Ritual in Cambodia

ANG Choulean
Cambodia, APSARA Authority

Foreword
This article is a highly condensed version of an oral commentary of the same
title, which accompanied the projection of a series of images. I have refrained
from rewriting the commentary into a full-fledged theoretical study, for this would
have meant completely modifying its initial form and abandoning the principle of
the “proceedings” of a conference. On the other hand, had I reproduced the original commentary here without modification, the result would have been exceedingly abstract, and required the publication of all the images projected during the
presentation. I have therefore opted for an intermediary solution.

The Forest / Village Dichotomy
It is not an exaggeration to say that the forest/village dichotomy, which is, as
we know, of universal relevance, enjoys a particularly rich development within
Khmer language and thought.
Prei, “forest,” connotes a broad range of ideas such as “wild, dangerous,
hostile, non-cultivated, illegitimate...”.
Srok, “village,” signifies all that is “human, humanized, domesticated, cultivated, socially recognized...”.
The path of human life is constantly oscillating between the poles of this
dichotomy.

蠢. Prolung, “souls”
The notion of prolung, a Khmer term imperfectly translated as “soul,”
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reflects and participates in this dichotomy within which our life is inscribed. Each
individual possesses nineteen prolung. The state of good health is explained by
the presence of the prolung within the body. The problem is that some of these
prolung can escape or be lost when an unexpected event occurs: a sudden fright
due to a minor accident, for example, a change in social status due to the passage
from one social status to another (puberty, marriage, motherhood...). When the
prolung become separated from their rightful owner, it is systematically understood that they have become lost or trapped in the forest. Indeed, they are often
captured by spirits that haunt the woods. On such occasions, it is necessary to
bring back the prolung of the person in question, by means of a ritual known as the
“Hau Prolung,” the “Calling of the Souls,” which can take various different forms.

蠡. Rituals Concerning the Prolung
Since there are many situations in which the prolung can be lost, there are
many rituals serving to call them back, and in the first place the healing ceremony.
The prolung are reflected in a number of ritual objects made for such ceremonies;
these objects serve to represent, and indeed to bring about the collective presence
of all the prolung in the person’s body.
(1) Bay Prolung (fig. 1)
This object symbolizes the full presence of all a person’s prolung. It presents the latter as elements of nature - but a nature that has been domesticated, high-

fig. 1
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ly humanized. The Bay Prolung consists in a bowl of cooked rice topped with a
vertical cone made of banana leaf, which is surrounded by bananas and slices of
sugar cane. In this context, the banana and sugar cane plants incarnate domesticity
and gentleness. Inside the cone, a banana is placed vertically into the mound of
the rice. The ensemble evokes the union of male and female principles. Figure 2
shows a woman in the process of calling back the lost prolung of a sick woman.
With the aid of a ladle, she is collecting the prolung in a bowl. A young girl following close behind her carries a Bay Prolung in order to bring about the reunion
of the lost prolung. Once the call is finished, the reassembled prolung are given
back to their owner, the sick woman (figure 3; this woman’s head had previously
been shaved).
(2) Baysei Doem
In certain rites of passage, next to the Bay Prolung, we see another representation of the prolung: the Baysei Doem. This is an object of phallic form made
from a section of banana tree trunk to which a large number of sweets and other
treats have been attached (figure 4, left-hand image). The ensemble is wrapped in
banana leaves and then, as an outer layer, a piece of cloth. The right-hand image
in figure 4 shows these two ritual objects side by side, symbolizing the presence of
the prolung, during a Buddhist ordination ceremony.
(3) Angkar Snang
Figure 5 comes from a ceremony to “prolong the life” of an aged woman.
This ceremony, aimed at extending the life of an older person, is based on a symbolic enactment of the death-rebirth cycle. The individuality of the person in question is transferred into a substitute body, after which it is symbolically destroyed.
This process makes the rebirth of the person possible. The substitute body consists
in a package of husked rice with a coconut representing the head, pieces of sugar
cane representing the skeleton, and bananas as the ribs. In other words, the human
being is composed with natural elements, although once again, the nature in question has been domesticated.

蠱. Tutelary Spirits of Individuals
In theory, every individual has a sort of guardian spirit. In practice, only a
certain percentage of women in rural areas have a concrete experience of these
spirits. These women are known as Memot; they are mediums in whom certain
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fig. 2
fig. 3

fig. 4

fig. 5

types of spirits become incarnated in order to communicate with the living during
possession rituals. Each medium possesses a Kru Kamnoet, a “birth master.” It is
difficult to get a clear idea of these “masters,” because the mediums themselves do
not seem to conceive of them in an anthropomorphic manner. These “masters”
would be perfectly abstract if they were not materialized in a specific or personal
manner (at least in the Angkor region) by an object called Kachom. This object,
which is also an idol, is placed on a special shelf constructed in an appropriate
place in the medium’s house. The medium brings it out only for her possession
ceremonies. The trance depends on many factors: the general ritual ambiance, the
appropriate music and song, several types of offerings... But the presence of the
Kachom is absolutely indispensable. The medium stares at it for a long time and,
with the help of the music and ambiance, generally manages to enter into the state
of trance. She begins to dance in order to entertain her “master” (the Kachom),
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which she holds in her hand (figure 6, showing two mediums in trance).
Figure 7 shows three Kachom, each being the materialization of a master
who is the official guardian of a particular medium. The Kachom on the left
consists of a coconut to which rolled betel leaves, areca nuts and dried palm
leaves engraved with decorative floral and animal motifs have been attached
(naga-serpent heads can be seen at the base). In addition, a number of birds, also
made of palm leaves, are attached to pliable stalks such that they move in the air.
Basing ourselves on an examination of such objects as these, we can affirm that
while the Kachom speak the language of humans through the mouth of the medium during possession, they are constituted in a fundamental sense of animal and
vegetable elements. The Kachom of the middle image obeys the same principle,
although the coconut is replaced in this case by a wooden cylinder. However
there is a significant detail worth noting here: the conical red hat suggests a first
step towards anthropomorphism. The right-hand image goes even further in this
direction because, in addition to the hat, the master is adorned with a large red
belt. It is interesting to note that in every case, the entity with which, at least in
theory, each human being is attached from birth consists of domesticated and
humanized elements of nature. The floral motifs cut into the palm leaves are
highly stylized, and the naga are purely mythological snakes. In other words,
rather than a realistic representation of nature, we have what are known as
kbach: schematized nature-based motifs in which human intervention leaves a
profound mark. At the same time, the “master” is not fully anthropomorphized.
It retains its roots as “flora and fauna,” as if to remind us of the irreducible bond
that ties us to nature.

蠶. The Village Community and its Land
The village of Lovea is one of a number of round villages situated in the
Angkor region and in the Northeastern provinces of Thailand (figure 8). At its
center there is a wooden post called the “navel of the village” (phcet phum), or
simply “the august village” (preah phum). This latter appellation is particularly
interesting insofar as it allows us to deduce that the post stands in for the village
itself. And indeed, a study of ritual practices in these villages confirms that all the
energies of the land belonging to the village are concentrated in this navel.
Ablutions performed on the post - for example, during ceremonies aimed at bringing rain during a drought - have an effect upon the entire space of the village community. The relation between the post and the village is thus one of microcosm to
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macrocosm: the symbolic rain on the post will bring real rain to the whole village.
Throughout Cambodia, a rough stone or a termite hill (figure 9) can be worshiped as a part representing the whole. This is a very ancient belief. In
Brahmanic times (roughly from the 6th to the 13th centuries CE), the cult of the
linga came to overlay this belief seamlessly. The linga, this symbolic representation of the god Shiva as a stylized phallus, was not worshipped only in the familiar
sculpted form corresponding to Indian iconographic norms, but also in the form of

fig. 6

fig. 7

fig. 8

fig. 9
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a natural rock whose shape evoked a phallus in one way or another. Figure 10
shows a brick sanctuary in a cave, probably dating to the 6th century CE, and
which was erected to shelter a stalagmite seen to be a linga.
It is also interesting to note the existence of certain idols whose anthropomorphism is literally imprisoned, if you will, within the initial phallic concept: in
figure 11 on the left, we see a statue whose arms are represented schematically
without being separated from the body. Once again, we can suggest a correspondence between this form and an element of traditional Brahmanic iconography: the
mukhalinga (figure 11, right-hand image).
It would be an error to think that these references to the linga or to phallic
symbolism are compatible only with a single, irreducible signification: the male
sexual organ. The central post, the megalith, the termite hill, the linga... are
always intimately associated with the land from which they arise (or into which
they are planted). The land is essentially feminine: it is conceived by all of
humanity as the nourishing mother. What we have here is thus a binary malefemale ensemble, which only functions as such. The land concentrated in the central post is thus valorized here because it is integrally sexualized, capable of producing riches for the community.

蠹. Cultural Mineral Water
Water, as an element of nature, can also be valorized insofar as it is marked
by human intervention. A prime example of this phenomenon can be found in the
Kbal Spean river north of Siem Reap. The water flows over sculptures carved
directly into the stone riverbed. These sculptures represent Brahmanic mythological scenes, and comprise in particular a great number of linga-yoni pairs (male and
female principles). The water is consecrated as it flows over these sacred sculptures before reaching the rice fields downstream (figure 12). A similar procedure
serves to consecrate the water at the Western Baray, the largest artificial reservoir
constructed during the Angkorian period. In the middle of the Baray lies an artificial island, the Mebon, at the center of which there is a large stone-walled well
which is thought to have represented a hollow linga. As this linga is effectively
immersed in the Baray, the water is sanctified and made fertile before irrigating the
fields (figure 13).
The rapid overview we have provided here of a number of Cambodian
examples suggests a preliminary understanding of the way in which humanity,
whether the individual or the social body, is situated in an intimate, filial relation64
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ship to nature - but a nature that has been deeply marked by the demands of culture, in the broadest sense of the word. This is what we might call, according new
meaning to an over-worn expression, human nature.

fig. 10

fig. 11

fig. 12

fig. 13
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《 Session 1》

Safeguarding Ifugao Heritage
Amidst Transformations

Joycelyn BOLHAYON-MANANGHAYA
The Philippines

The theme safeguarding cultural heritage involves a thorough study of the
values of a heritage site needing protection. These are the natural and/or cultural
significant characteristics of a site, that have historical, aesthetic and scientific values worthy of preservation.
Initially before safeguarding can take place, both external and internal factors that have been causing, or those that may cause positive and negative impact
on these heritage values are determined. These are those that are initiated or influenced by forces in the political, economic, social, and/or cultural arena, which may
cause the site to deteriorate, or to be conserved. An analysis of these forces helps
in knowing the cause and effects of problems and assist in determining possible
solutions that will help mitigate negative impacts.
The etymology of the word safeguard is traced from Old French words sauve
or safe, and garde or guard. Safeguard means “a precautionary measure, stipulation or device”. This may also mean “to protect from harm” and “to take care”.
As a precautionary measure, safeguarding is performed to a well-conserved
site having intact heritage values, prior to the appearance of any negative incident
that will cause damage to the site. This is to prevent the site from physically experiencing problems of deterioration. In cases where a heritage site is already undergoing negative impact, safeguarding is carried out to prevent the site from
future/further negative impact that may lead to further degradation, damage or
deterioration. In general, safeguarding may also be defined as conservation.
In the case of Ifugao heritage, “conscious” safeguarding is presently being
undertaken as a consequence of its inscription in the UNESCO WHL, and much
later, as a result of it’s listing to the WHL in danger. Progressive transformations
taking place in the province have lead authorities to deliberate efforts of safeguard66
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ing their valuable heritage. Prior to inscription, the Ifugaos have been naturally
managing their rice terraces and culture, as instinctively and unconsciously as they
have done so in the past and through time immemorial. The Ifugao rice terraces
together with their culture have been passed on though generations.
Ifugao province significantly forms part of the Cordillera Region, whose
rice terraces and culture is the one, which have been inscribed in the UNESCO
World Heritage List. The first four priority sites that have been inscribed in the
WHL are located within the Ifugao province. The rice terraces and culture of the
Cordillera has been classified as a cultural landscape having both natural and cultural characteristics of outstanding universal value.
“The term ‘cultural landscape’ embraces a diversity of manifestations
of the interaction between humankind and its natural environment.
Cultural landscapes often reflect specific techniques of sustainable
land-use, considering the characteristics and limits of the natural environment they are established in, and a specific spiritual relation to
nature.”
WHL Convention explains the importance of protecting cultural landscapes
in an international level as follows: “the continued existence of traditional forms of
land-use supports biological diversity in many regions of the world. The protection of traditional cultural landscapes is therefore helpful in maintaining biological diversity.”
Studying the different cultures of the world does not only help in maintaining biological and cultural diversity but also assists in understanding how each and
every culture stands up to constant transformations that have contributed to their
disappearance. In safeguarding these cultures, the understanding of factors causing these transformations likewise helps determine appropriate approaches to conservation. Most cases in the world show that it is the same factors that are causing
such transformations, but approaches to conservation are normally performed on a
case-to-case basis. It is here where a thorough study of the specific characteristics
of a site is undertaken, to determine specific solutions to each problem.
In living cultures such as that of the Ifugaos, transformations are inevitable.
The culture in itself has evolved through time. However, it is only recently that
forces causing these transformations are thoughtfully being studied, as a result of
the rapidly progressing changes currently taking place in the province.
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WHL inscription describes the Ifugao rice terraces as a site that bears a
unique and exceptional testimony to a cultural tradition and civilization, which is
still living. In its environment is seen an outstanding example of a distinct type of
landscape and culture, which have manifested itself in an architectural and technological ensemble, illustrating significant stages in history. In the Ifugao is shown
an outstanding example of traditional human settlements and land-uses, representative of the uniqueness of their culture.
Ifugao has both natural and cultural heritage making it in the cultural landscape category. The site is located within the Philippine Cordillera mountain
range, amidst rugged mountainous landscapes, north of the island of Luzon,
Philippine archipelago. The name of people of this province, the “Ifugaos” is
derived from the root word Ipugo, which literally means “from the hills”. The
term Ipugo also refers to a kind of rice grain cultivated by the Ifugaos.
The Ifugao province concentrated on agricultural practices, which have
resulted to the development of their extensive mountainous environment into rice
terraces. Combined with traditional processes, these terraced landscapes have
enriched the areas’ cultural growth.
Theories by anthropologists indicate that Ifugaos are descendants of the 3rd
wave of settlers, the Malays, that inhabited the three main islands of the
Philippines (Luzon, Visayas and Mindanao), between 300 B.C. to 850 A.D. This
indicates that the terraces were developed approximate 2000 years ago. However,
other anthropologists believed that the development of Ifugao’s rice terrace culture
is dated on a later period, sometime during the 15th century. Others have dated
these to a much later century. Though dating of the fields has not been well established, this has not reduced the heritage value of the area. Significant to the area
are the traditions that came hand in
hand with agricultural development,
whose uniqueness have brought them
worldwide recognition.
The Ifugao culture is embedded
on traditions that are based on a
framework of strong thresholds of
beliefs, established from the power of
nature and animal worship. The culture is therefore entrenched in cus-
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toms and traditions strongly cosmological in
origin and animistic in nature. Ifugao myth
describes their belief in the existence of a
Sky world God. Successive events to this
belief lead to the development of the Ifugao
culture and traditional practices. Rituals
related to rice cultivation, the raising of animals for subsistence and their belief in the
sacrifice of these to appease gods in times of
trouble or glorify them have been practiced
as part of their existence. A ritual called the
baki, dedicated to man and rice culture, is
their basic rite and this was performed by
mumbakis or native priests.
The Bakle ritual (Rice cake ritual)
Rituals for every stage of the rice agricultural cycle are performed in granaries. Gods are invoked for favor to protect
each stage of the rice agricultural cycle and granary gods called bulul are brought
out, done simultaneously with the offering of animals and the drinking of the rice
wine or baya.
Work in the fields is strenuous and demanding and is considered a noble profession. During planting and harvesting season, men and women toil the land,
from morning to late afternoon. The rice terraces are a most valued possession,
given so much meaning and personal attachment that these have been handed
down through generations.
In 1995, the World Heritage Committee inscribed the Rice Terraces of the
Philippine Cordilleras under criteria (iii), (iv) and (v), based on the joint evaluation
by ICOMOS and IUCN. The rice terraces of the Philippine Cordilleras considered
outstanding examples of living cultural landscapes have been evaluated through
their cultural values, illustrating traditional techniques and presenting a remarkable
harmony between humankind and their natural environment.
The Ifugao culture, to date, has become vulnerable under the impact of irreversible changes. In 2001, the Rice Terraces of the Philippine Cordillera was
down inscribed to the List of World Heritage Sites in Danger because of the susceptibility of these terraced fields, together with its natural environment, to economic and social forces that have lead to its physical erosion and decay. Both tangible and intangible aspects of the cultural and natural heritage of the Ifugaos have
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therefore been affected by transformations that are a result of a variety of factors.
Out migration has been considered the prime mover in the changing
lifestyles of the Ifugaos. The abandonment of the terraces have been observed as
more Ifugao youth have migrated to other places because of the economically
profitable conditions presented outside the province. The agricultural yield is just
enough to sustain a family’s whole year food supply and a parent’s dream of
improving his children’s lives has resulted to their encouragement to study in the
cities. This quest for a progressive life has therefore brought people to live in
other places, resulting to the neglect of some of the terraced fields. And while
majority of the farmers living in the area are of the aged generation, the productive
young laborers are outside the province. This scarcity of working hands to maintain the land has also contributed to the slow disappearance of traditional agricultural practices.
National government programs directed toward the development of all
remote areas of the Philippines have also been seen as one influential factor affecting the integrity of significant heritage sites of the country. Programs aimed to
provide basic human necessities to remote places, like road systems, water and
electricity, communications have been considered to improve lifestyles and standard of livings, but at the same time have been known to impact on these cultural
values. Modern influences brought about by television and cable, have likewise
influenced young impressionable Ifugaos with what is in vogue in other parts of
the country and the world. The younger generation exposed to the outside world
has become appreciative and more assimilated to these other cultures.
As these modern influences filter through the region, it is not only social
transformations that have affected the integrity of their culture. Physical changes
in the rice terraces have also been observed. Modifications in the traditional manner of buttressing rice terrace walls using stones or sticky clay have been seen,
presently with the use of cement as consolidating material to facilitate work.
Fastness of this method has been appreciated but likewise feared to impact on the
disappearance of traditional practices. Moreover, pathways leading to rice fields
have recently been cemented to pave way for an effortlessness walk along mountain trails.
The depletion of surrounding watersheds (forests), as a result of the unregulated cutting of trees by community members, has also affected the integrity of the
rice fields. Likewise, the conversion of these areas into other uses such as quarry
sites, or the sourcing of timber for woodcarving, and the application of the slash
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and burn techniques (kaingin) on these forested areas for gardening, have actually
contributed to accelerated soil erosion, consequently affecting water sources. This
has lead to inadequate water supply of the rice fields.
And because of lack of maintenance, old irrigation systems too have experienced damage resulting to diminished water supply. Among others, the high cost
of repair has been seen as one of the other reasons for the lack of maintenance.
Consequently, the scarcity of water supply has caused the earth foundation to
become brittle, leading to erosions in the irrigation canals.
Inconsistent weather patterns influenced by the El Nino phenomenon has
also been seen to bring drought to the region. And because of lack of maintenance
of the fields, drought has resulted to their destruction. During rainy season, these
dried up paddies have become prone to erosion, leading to the collapse of terrace
walls. The rice terrace landscape then becomes a picture of damaged walls.
Modern influences to traditional systems are manifested in the scarcity of
traditional settlements within the region. Present Ifugaos have been subjected to
western influences in their present concept of space. The original four-walled single room house called bale became a multiple roomed structure, complete with all
modern amenities seen in contemporary living. Improvements using new materials and systems of construction have allowed modifications to this traditional
building architecture. Galvanized iron sheets have likewise replaced old thatched
roofs of surviving granaries, while house components have been modified using
contemporary materials. Rarely can be seen the once famous traditional settlements that made the region’s landscape distinctly unique.
The dependency on financial assistance from international and national funding agencies has also contributed to the disappearance of traditional methods of
agricultural practices. The reliance on new systems and the neglect of the old has
been feared to cause impact on the preservation of cultural values.
Government programs that superficially allow improvements to traditional
systems have been considered as another prime mover of these transformations
taking place in the province. An example is the introduction of non-endemic flora
species in forests, and fauna in the rice terraces to help improve lives of the people
and therefore augment their income. Although initial intentions were good, these
have actually caused problems to the province. The proliferation of incompatible
flora in the forests have likewise affected watersheds, while the introduction of
animal species in the rice fields to add to their food supply, like the Japanese golden snails, have in reality caused pestilence on the fields.
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Inadequate government policies that fail to regulate developments, like the
un-controlled urbanization and commercialization of some centers, have also
resulted to the destruction of the cultural landscape. In the Banaue district, for
example, haphazard appearance of newly constructed or unfinished buildings
encroaching the once serene forest cover of the area has been observed. Lack of
building codes to regulate these developments is seen as one of the perpetrators.
Zoning regulations not in congruence with conservation principles, are also seen as
one factor causing the degradation to the heritage values of the site.
Although these transformations taking place, particularly the upgrading of
the standards of living of these mountain people, are considered as improvements
to the cultural development of the region, they have unfortunately likewise lead to
the erosion of the cultural foundations of the people, which may specifically result
to the gradual disappearance of their traditional practices. Traditional practices of
this living culture, whose future is incessantly being impinged upon by the evolution of values continuously taking place, is now placed on dilemma.
As main focal point of the inscription centering on the rice terraces being a
product of the interaction of the works of man and nature, a master conservation
plan was developed in 1996 to address the needs of managing the tangible representations of the rice culture. Together with the efforts that focused on the conservation of the terraces, the Banaue Rice Terraces Task Force (BRTTF) was formed.
However, due to political reasons, the Banaue Rice Terraces Task Force (BRTTF)
was abolished on 17 September, 2002, by Presidential Executive Order No. 72,
which effectively transferred the responsibilities, functions, and assets of the Task
Force to the Ifugao Provincial Government. The Ifugao Rice Terrace and Cultural
Heritage Office is now the functional legal body under the Governor’s office to
organize and implement development on behalf of Ifugao as part of the rice terrace
and culture of the Philippine Cordillera World Heritage Site.
In answer to problems that the Ifugao rice culture have been facing, government programs have been identified to immediately arrest issues related to the
preservation of their traditional rice practices. Amongst these are the reforestation
of the surrounding watersheds; the immediate repair of communal irrigation systems; the restoration of collapsed terrace walls; the sourcing of alternative livelihood for terrace farmers in order to convince them to remain in the province and
cultivate the land; the building of road networks within terraced areas to intensify
economic activities; the use of tourism as a strategy for development, most
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the Urban development of Banaue district showing new buildings near the rice terraces and forested areas

especially the introduction of eco tourism programs; the strengthening in the
appreciation of the young generation to the values of the Ifugao culture; the
strengthening of institutional development of the community organizations; and
the augmentation to agricultural production of non-terraced lands that would help
economic growth.
And to address issues on the urbanization of rice-terraced areas, land use
plans are also currently being formulated on the grass roots (barangays) level of
government. Community members have been empowered through consultations
and participation in decision-making processes, especially on views related to the
development of their ancestral lands. In the land use plans currently being developed, conservation issues are being considered part of the working strategy.
Identification of proper zoning systems has also become an important component,
giving attention to the delineation of core heritage and buffer zones to ensure
preservation of the most significant areas of the Ifugao terraced landscapes.
Community based enforceable legislations are also being developed to effectively
ensure that land use and zoning ordinances will be properly implemented.
Though some of the identified solutions have conflicting effects to the
integrity of conservation efforts, for example the building of road networks which
has earlier been identified as a precursor for urban transformations taking place in
remote villages of the country, these have been weighed upon as positive instruments that would in a way help alleviate poor economic conditions of these remote
areas.
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In all these identified specific solutions, safeguarding of heritage values as
the essence to ensure the future of the Ifugao rice terrace and culture is seen, in
general, through the mitigation of future problems, and the impedance from further
development of presently experienced negative impacts. Factors causing all these
have been identified as those forces in the political, economic and social field.
However, together with the concerted rehabilitation efforts aimed at conserving the
Ifugao rice terraces and its culture, and the specific approaches to conservation that
have earlier been identified, the local government still feels that the cooperation
and support of the people is the main key to ensure success to these conservation
programs.
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Intangible Cultural Heritage in Taiwan:
A Comparison with Taketomi Island

CHAO Chi-Fang
Taiwan, National Dong-Hwa University

Introduction
The human societies are constantly facing the influences from the outer
world, whether natural or artificial. Different peoples under specific temporal and
spatial environments realize the outer influences and weave them into culturally
recognizable frameworks. Unraveling this framework then provides an approach
through which more light can be shed on the understanding of peoples’ identification of ‘the Self/ the Other’ and hence their cultures. In this paper, the author
intends to examine how the concept of ‘the Other’ of Saisiat people in Taiwan formulates the structure and details of their most important ritual, pasta ai.
The point from which the author starts the paper, however, is the ritual of
Tanadui of the Taketomi Island, which is also a very significant occasion for the
Taketomians to celebrate the blessings brought by ‘the Other’. In the doctoral
research which is concentrated on the ritual dance of the Taketomians, (CHAO
2001) the author has focused on the element of spatiality, which is central to the
understanding of the Taketomians ritualistic practices of the priestesses or the villagers. At the conceptual level, the author delves into the belief systems of the visiting God, nilai kanai, (which is called nilan in Taketomi) and Utaki (on or omiya
in Taketomi) to understand how various forms of ‘the Other’ in religious and political spheres have been connected historically. In practice, the complex identities
of ‘the Other’ have been given clearer forms in the process of the ritual of
Tanadui. Starting with the event of ‘yungai,’ which means ‘welcoming the yu,’
(yu connotes the good year of harvest) the process of the ritual of Tanadui reveals
the increasing awareness of ‘the Other’ of various forms, such as nilan and miluku.
The identification of ‘the Other’ in the ritual is largely through the moving in
space: the welcoming of nilan by the priestesses and the political leaders in yungai,
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the traveling around the three villages of the Island, worshiping in different Utaki,
and finally, dancing on the stage. The static and natural space of the Island has
become a dynamic sphere of interaction between the villagers and ‘the Other’.

Pasta ai of the Saisiat
For the author, the Taketomian example provides a framework to compare
with the situation in Taiwan. In the following part, the author shall focus on the
ritual of pasta ai of the Saisiat, which is also centred on the identity of ‘the Other’,
but with a very different cultural tone. The Saisiat live on the mountainous hills in
north-western Taiwan, between Shin-chu and Miao-li counties. Compared with
the other ethnic groups around their living area, such as the Atayal in the north and
the Hakka Chinese in the south, the Saisiat have a much less population. They
have developed an adaptive mode to cope with the ethnic ‘Others.’ The complex
of the Saisiat towards the indispensable ‘Other’ can be revealed in their traditional
ritual of pasta ai.
The ritual is closely connected with a legend explaining the complex relationship between the Saisiat and ta ai, which is the name of a group of short people. Unlike most of the other cases, ta ai has no ancestral relationship to the
Saisiat. According to the Saisiat, no body knows where the ta ai come from. A
cave in the mountain of Mabalay across the river of Balay, however, is believed to
be the location where ta ai used to live. Until today, the location is considered a
sacred spot and cannot be approached.
Without clear knowledge of where the ta ai came from, however, the Saisiat
have imposed the role of the importer of culture on the ta ai: ta ai taught the
Saisiat the way of planting the rice. They were also good at dancing and singing.
They taught the Saisiat the way of singing and dancing, but only the member of
the tition family got learned. Therefore, the Saisiat used to invite them to celebrate
the harvest. Nevertheless, ta ai did not behave themselves by insulting women of
the Saisiat. At the beginning, the Saisiat were angry but could only tolerate. One
day, however, the saisiat could no longer endure and decided to kill ta ai. The
Saisiat purposely invited the ta ai to the harvest ritual. On their way home, as
usual, ta ai rest on the tree which had been cut broken beforehand. All of them,
except for two, fell into the river and got drowned. Before the left male ta ai and
the female toway went eastward along the river, they warned that there would be
no harvest anymore because the boar, sparrow and snake would destroy all the
Saisiat. To comfort the angriness and curse of ta ai, the Saisiat decide to hold the
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ritual annually to memorize koko
ta ai (koko is the honorable form of
addressing a person) for harvest and
avoidance of ta ai’s punishment.
Today, the ritual of pasta ai is
held once every two years by two
subgroups of the Siasiat, the north
and the south. The family of tition,
who have been thought as the keeper
of the ritual knowledge, still play the
most important role in the ritual. The
ritual lasts six days. Several weeks
before its beginning, the event of
gagawas is held, in which groups of
ritual representatives from the south
and the north meet to decide the
dates and the details of the ritual. It
is a formal announce of the preparation of the ritual, including the pracReference: SEGAWA Takayoshi. 1983. Taiwan Takasago
Zoku no Fukushoku, Clothes of the Takasago Peoples in
tice of dancing and singing, which is
Taiwan, Shibuya, Tokyo: Matsunami Museum of Arts.
treated as highly tabooed and strictly
prohibited to practice except for the
period of the ritual. It is also noteworthy that a specific grass of esul must be tied
on the bodies and around the houses of the villagers to avoid attack by the evil
spirit in pasta ai.
A month after gagawas, the formal event of pasta ai starts on the middle of
the tenth lunar calendar month.* The south and north groups start the events a day
differently. The process of the ritual, however, is almost the same. The detailed
description of the ritual is out of the scope of the paper. The author shall focus on
several aspects, including the sequence and the dialogical performance of the ritual
to facilate the comparison.
Welcoming koko ta ai
The event is practiced by the tition and several other families under a rather
*Originally, the ritual was said to held on day of full moon after harvest. Under the Japanese-colonizing
period, the dates was moderated and followed until today.
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sacred atmosphere. Only the close members of the families can participate. On
the morning of the very day, the members of the tition family face east and start to
sing the song of rara ol, ‘song of welcoming and inviting’. Cake of glutinous rice
is then made by the female members. At noon, rice cake, along with other meat
and liquor is prepared for the koko ta ai to partake. They are believed to advent
while the incense is burning through the gate of the house.
Entertaining koko ta ai
Two nights of singing and dancing to entertain the ta ai. The Saisiat
believes that during these occasions, ta ai are dancing with them. The order of
songs, and hence the dances, are still followed under the instruction of the members of the tition family who lead the dancing line. In addition, since ta ai is considered to be at presence, the villagers pay much attention not to irritate ta ai and
make clear the path for ta ai to move.
Sending ta ai
Starting from the last night until the morning of the last day, the Saisiat hold
a series of events to send away ta ai. Female members of the tition family prepare
the rice cake for ta ai and throw it toward the east. The males then deposit the
plants used in the ritual to the east. A thin trunk of tree is cut for the males to
destroy and its pieces threw away to the east, which is reminiscent of the broken
tree that ta ai has been climbed and fallen from. For the Saisiat, this last event,
after ta ai has been sent away, symbolizes the Saisiat’s overcoming ta ai in the
end.
The sequence of the ritual is a narration of actions which manifests ta ai’s
existence and the Saisiat’s interaction with them. Unlike the Taketomian case, it is
clear that the Saisiat’s relationship with ta ai mixed with respect and fear, caution
and worry. The subtle emotion of the Saisiat’s feeling toward ta ai is bestly
expressed through the ritualistic songs. The ritualistic song suite in pasta ai is
composed of fifteen songs. The prohibition of the songs in usual period, its archaic language and complicated pattern of the verses all contribute to the difficulty of
their preservation and inheritance. The song suites, however, enjoy a status of
‘intangible cultural heritage’ nowadays because its highly metaphoric content and
complicated structure: each of the fifteen song is entitled with a species of plant,
and the song has to be sung in a repeated pattern. In the ritual, different verses are
sung on different occasions, and it takes four to five hours to complete the entire
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song suite.
The song suite hence enlivens the image of the legendary ta ai, who is
among the core subjects of the ritual. The seventh song ‘walowalon,’ which is
treated as the most sacred song by the Saisiat is an example of the complicated
feeling mixed with ta ai’s sadness and the Saisiat’s regret:
(verse one)
See if you leave us ‘ta ai’
To your place
Without a single noise
You have to pity us
You ‘ta ai’
(verse two)
......
We walked on the bridge of the tree
We fell down from the bridge, like being hung
Have you forgot the things of the past?
You have to care us
You ‘ta ai’
These two verses highlights the voices of both the ta ai and the Saisiat. The
Saisiat act out the lively scene and mood of their mutual relationship through
singing walowalon and other songs. The everlasting repetition of the dialogical
verses, accompanied with the circular dancing of the participants, provoke the collective memory and experience of the Saisiat toward ‘the Other’: who had brought
continuity as well as conflict to the community, but forcibly left at the end.

Conclusion: the Comparison
Compared the ritual of Tanadui in Taketomi and pasta ai in Saisiat, there
are several interesting points. First of all, at a general and phenomenal level, they
all have strong characteristics rooted in the millet, the use of the grass esul to avoid
the evil spirit and so on. The sequences of the ritual complex also share similarity,
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which can be seen as a gradually highlighting of the interaction between the villagers and ‘the Other,’ from the levels of community, family and individual.
Most importantly, these two rituals are centred on ‘the Other’. For the
Taketomians, their immigrant ancestors, nilan, and miluku can be seen as the historical, religious and cultural Other who not only influence but also formulate the
Taketomian culture largely. All together they form a reflective object with which
the Taketomians interact through the actions of praying, singing, traveling and
dancing. Seen from the actions, the relationship between the Taketomians and all
these forms of ‘the Other’ is harmonious. This may explain why there is not a
remarkable event of ‘sending away the coming deity’ in Tanadui.
On the contrary, the feeling toward the Otherness of ta ai, for the Saisiat, is
a complex mixed with dilemma: positive influence came along with negative outcome. Ta ai is a cultural importer, but also a plunderer to a certain degree. This
dilemma is best expressed through the reflexive tone and the dialogical word sung
in the ritual. The reversing of the subjects in the songs such as ‘walowalon’ constructs a very dynamic intersubjectivity between ‘the Self’ and ‘the Other’ for the
Saisiat. This ritualistic relationship between the Saisiat and the ta ai coincide
somehow with the Saisiat interactive experience with other ethnic groups around
them such as Atayal and Hakka.
In brief, the author shall argue that the two examples show two types of cultural encounters which a small ethnic group could have confronted with and adapted to. One is more harmonious and the other more disharmonious. Interestingly,
both these two rituals end in a similar kind of event of catharsis: yukkui of the
Taketomians and pate ‘so solaw of the Saisiat. In the former case, the
Taketomians priestesses and villagers tour around the families to give blessing for
the next year. The procession often show great creativity in their improvising performances. In most cases, the Taketomians will perform a subversive version of
the normal ritual performance, which often makes the sacred performance profane.
In the latter example, the Saisiat gather by the river to send away ta ai again. By
restaging the process of the ritual in a totally playful mood, they release themselves from the tension and caution during the ritual span and resume their interpretative power of experience of ‘the Other’.
The author shall argue that, after sending off ‘the Other,’ these two events
both reinforce the self-awareness as human beings and hence their right of interpreting the collective memory related with ‘the Other’. This is the creative process
of ‘between and betwixt’ before they reintegrate with the normal social life. The
creative sphere reverses finally the dominated position of the villagers by ‘the
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Other,’ no matter a peaceful one or a conflicting one, and allow ‘the Self,’ which
has been defined by the relationship with ‘the Other’, to be released from traditional convention and to find their subject exegeses in their contemporary situation.
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《 Session 1》

Ceremonial Spaces and
Traditional Performing Arts in Okinawa

OSHIRO Manabu
Okinawa, National Theatre Okinawa

To begin, I would like to give an outline of Utaki, which are ceremonial
spaces in Okinawa, and the shamans that preside over festivals at Utaki and other
ceremonial places.
Places where festivals are held in Okinawa (in other words, sacred areas), are
given such names as ugan, uganju, on, Gusuku, suku, mui, and wa. Together, they
are referred to as “Utaki”, written with the kanji characters 御嶽. While serving as
a place for festivals, the Utaki also serves as the core of the village’s religious
beliefs.
Utaki have a variety of personalities. They are places where the village honors its ancestors, places where deities descend to earth, and places where people
worship distant deities or sacred places. There are some areas where more than
one Utaki may exist in a single town. There may also be cases where, with focus
on the Utaki, a village may be a ceremonial unit comprised of several ceremonial
groups that are made up primarily of descendants of the village’s founding family.
On the main island of Okinawa, a village’s oldest founding family (or, in
other words, the head family) is called “niya”, and the head of the family (male) is
called “nitchu”. One of his sisters is called either “nigami” or “nigan”, and she
plays the leading role in the village’s festivals. On the main island, each group of
blood relations is referred to as “monchu”. The nigan forms ceremonial groups
that accompany female “shamans” that are selected from each monchu and manages the village’s festival. These shamans conduct rituals at ceremonial places
called Utaki or kami-ashagi (or sometimes called simply ashagi). Kami-ashagi
refers to ceremonial places in the northern part of the main island; ceremonial
places called “toun” are found in villages in the south.
On the other hand, on Miyako Island, there is a small hut near the Utaki
where the shamans pray all night and conduct rituals. On the Yaeyama Islands,
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there is a place within the Utaki where deities come to sit (called “ibi”, “ibe”, or
“ubu”) that is most sacred, and before this place stands a building that serves as an
altar. The shamans pray throughout the night in this building. In the cases of
Miyako Island and the Yaeyama Islands, there is a female shaman (called
“tsukasa”) for each of the several Utaki that exist in one village. A group of shrine
parishioners is formed for each Utaki, and each village resident has an Utaki to
which he or she belongs.
On the main island of Okinawa, a governing shaman system called the
“noro” system was established above the ceremonial organization of the village (at
the top of which stood the nigan and nitchu), as was a system of female priests. A
female shaman called the “noro”, who was appointed by the Ryukyu Kingdom,
reigned over these systems. Each Utaki on Miyako Island and the Yaeyama
Islands had a tsukasa who was commanded by an “oamo”.
Here, I would like to discuss the relationship between the “shaman” and the
“festival”. In small villages, the shaman must take responsibility for all parts of
the festival, whether it be large or small. In recent years, however, changes have
been made to the ceremonial process of festivals because of a lack of people who
can succeed as the shamans. Previously, the shamans had to pray all night in the
Utaki and conduct strict rituals when receiving the deities; however, due to the
lack of people who can serve as the shamans, the district leader or director of the
local town hall steps in to offer food and sake to the deities. In some villages this
ceremony is completed in a short period of time. And in many cases the persons
representing the shamans do not conduct the ceremony during the time for allnight prayer, but rather the next morning.
The mantras (prayers) and hymns (songs) that are part of ceremonies are
becoming lost. Because these mantras, hymns, and ceremonial procedures are
passed down from one shaman to the next, these important rituals will vanish if
there is no one to inherit this role.
There are many reasons behind the dwindling number of people able to
inherit the role of shaman. As I mentioned earlier, once a person becomes a
shaman, she must participate in and direct the village’s festivals. Villages hold
some 20 festivals each year, and participating in these festivals is burdensome;
thus, some people refuse to accept the role. There are also shamans who, due to
personal circumstances, do not live in their villages but rather on other islands.
Some of these people say that this makes participation quite taxing as they must
travel to their home island each time a festival is held. There are also cases where
people who should inherit the role of shaman live far away in mainland Japan.
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And there are other cases where these people cannot serve as shamans because
they have other religious beliefs.
Let us take one of the Yaeyama Islands as an example. There are five Utaki
on this island, and two of them have tsukasas. These two tsukasas cannot fill in at
the remaining three Utaki when no tsukasa is present. Consequently, for all practical purposes, these Utaki cannot function in village festivals if successors are not
born.
Under these circumstances, the lack of people to inherit the role of shaman is
truly becoming serious. And, together with this lack of successors, there is a tendency for the ceremonial organization (which is centered on the shamans) to
change and become a mere shell of its previous form. Thus, it is a fact that festival
ceremonies are in decay. As a result, when looking at festivals as a whole, we see
that their connection with religious matters is tending to become abbreviated or
simplified. On the other hand, performing arts programs of a lighthearted religious
nature are becoming more and more overblown.
Festivals create a time and space that only the particular village’s residents
can understand, and thus the festivals must remain in a form that is acceptable to
them.
However, as I have just explained, major changes are occurring in the connections among Utaki, shamans, festivals, and folk performing arts. How village
residents are acting to deal with these changes is something that requires attention.
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《 Session 2》

Utaki as Treasure for Okinawa and World:
Toward Community Development Based on Tangible
and Intangible Cultural Heritage
MASUDA Kanefusa
Japan, Tokyo Nat’l Univ. of Fine Arts and Music

1. Awareness of the Issues
In the Second Session of the International Okinawa Forum 2004 “Utaki in
Okinawa and Sacred Spaces in Asia: Community Development and Cultural
Heritage,” presentations were focused mainly on community development that
made use of cultural heritage. As was pointed out in the First Session, although
Utaki constitute cultural heritage indispensable to any consideration of the culture
and history of Okinawa, today they are in an extremely precarious condition. In
particular, in the more urbanized central and southern regions of the main island,
as a result of a sharp increase in the number and variety of public works projects
implemented in recent years, forests that housed Utaki have been lost in a short
period of time without even a survey being conducted to ascertain their value as
cultural heritage. Plastic play equipment, reinforced steel-frame buildings, and the
like have replaced Utaki. This consequence of development is repeated year after
year. Part of the blame for this can be placed on the regional communities that
have been transformed as a result of urbanization and modernization, causing festivals traditionally held in Utaki to decline and leaving Utaki ill managed and
unsightly. Also, while Utaki’s value as cultural heritage remains unappreciated,
the Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries and other government agencies
responsible for community development seem to lack the incentive to conduct preliminary surveys.
As in the case of the Tsuboya district in Naha City, however, regional communities where community center activities are popular with the local residents,
many Utaki are maintained and preserved. In such communities, Utaki have
become major attractions. As many analysts have pointed out, Utaki will prove
invaluable in implementing projects for “community development that capitalize
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on history,” which will become increasingly important for Okinawa in the years to
come. How are Utaki in Okinawa being viewed in regions that are spearheading
the efforts to protect Okinawa’s traditional culture, or in the government agencies
responsible for community development and preservation of cultural properties?
In considering the importance of Utaki as tangible and intangible cultural
heritage, which function to provide support for regional communities, it is not
enough to study them within the context of Okinawa but it is also important to
consider them from a broader international perspective. What roles do indigenous
sacred spaces based on animism found in communities of minority tribes in nearby Taiwan and Indochina, which seem to resemble Utaki in their character, play in
enabling regional communities to survive despite the harsh living conditions that
minority tribes in these countries? Also, how are Okinawa’s Utaki regarded in the
21st century when viewed from a broader perspective of international community?
Based on such an awareness and perspective, the panelists of the Okinawa
International Forum 2004 made a tour of Utaki sites in various parts of Okinawa.
On Taketomi Island, among other things, the residents performed traditional ritual
and dance for us in one of the local Utaki. The tour helped the panelists develop a
shared awareness of the issues, which was reflected in their presentations in the
Second Session. At the start of the session, a seven-minute long DVD was shown
to help the attendees understand the present state of Okinawa’s Utaki and the problems besetting efforts to preserve them. The DVD clip, titled “How can we now
protect Utaki in Okinawa?,” is an excerpt from “Utaki praying place and harvest
festival in Takitomi Island, Okinawa.” The latter was produced with the grant allocated for “A study on indigenous sacred spaces along the eastern border of Asia”
(headed by the author).

2. Issues the Panelists Addressed
Seven presentations were made in the Second Session. They represent the
following four standpoints:
2.1 The Standpoint of Minority Tribes in East Asia: Survival of Regional
Communities and Indigenous Sacred Places
Ms. HIGASHIDE Noriko read a paper based on her field study of, among
other things, the minority Akha tribe in Thailand, while Dr. CHEN Yong-Long
read his based on his study of Taiwan’s indigenous Thao people. Akha and Thao
are highland peoples living under very harsh conditions. From these two reports,
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we can see that, although they are unjustly treated by their respective central governments, their own cultural traditions, particularly their animistic tradition, provide both tribes with the will they need to keep their regional communities viable.
The two studies opened my eyes to the fact that, their relative proximity notwithstanding, preservation of regional communities and cultural heritage in Thailand and
Taiwan have quite a different meaning from what they mean in Japan proper and Okinawa.
2.2 Community Development Sites in Okinawa: Utaki, Regional Community,
Town Development for Enriching Life
Ms. UESEDO Tomoko, who administers Kihoin Shushukan on Taketomi
Island (the southernmost temple of the Jodo Shinshu sect of Buddhism), discussed,
among other things, the large part religious festivals play in maintaining the
utsugumi or cohesion of the island’s regional community. Ms. BISE Hiroko, the
president of the Okinawa Prefectural Association of Professional Engineers, has
helped preserve the townscapes in Okinawa including Taketomi Island. Drawing
on her vast experience in urban planning, Ms. BISE discussed, among other things,
the preservation of cultural heritage in Okinawa and the issues facing efforts to
implement town development projects. No doubt the two presentations drove
home the impression that women actually hold the power to protect and nurture
Okinawa’s tangible and intangible cultural heritage.
2.3 The Standpoint of Government Agencies Involved in Community
Development that Utilizes History: From Confrontation to Harmony
Mr. FUJIOKA Keitaro reported on the type of communication development
that makes use of history undertaken throughout Japan centering on the “Historical
Road Project.” Mr. FUJIOKA presented ideas much more malleable than one
might expect from an official of the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and
Transportation. Mr. HAGIO Toshiaki mainly discussed the present state of Utaki
preservation and the relevant issues from the standpoint of preserving cultural
properties in Okinawa Prefecture. A common element threading the two reports is
the shift that has been taking place over the past decade from a confrontational
scheme pitting development against preservation toward an age of harmony when
the will of the local community is respected.
2.4 From the Standpoint of International Organizations: The Issue of
Preserving Tangible and Intangible Cultural Heritage and Utaki
Dr. Herb STOVEL, who conducts surveys and manages tangible world her88
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itage at International Center for the Study of the Preservation and Restoration of
Cultural Property (ICCROM), evaluates the Utaki on Okinawa’s Taketomi Island
as excellent examples of preservation of tangible heritage being effectively integrated with preservation of intangible heritage. According to Dr. STOVEL in the
early 1970s the World Heritage Convention adopted a point of view that stressed
the importance of integrating nature and culture. Then after a review in 1994 of
the concept of authenticity, which is the basic principle on which preservation of
cultural heritage rests, in 2003 the Tangible Cultural Heritage Convention came
very close to adopting the position that supports the integration of tangible and
intangible cultural heritage.

3. Exchange of Opinions
In the Second Session, there was little time for discussion among the panelists because they took more time to give their presentations than they were allotted. However, during the rest period that followed the presentations, those attending the session submitted many questions. Some of the important ones were
selected and the panelists to whom the questions were directed answered them.
This took about 30 minutes. Every question selected addressed an essential aspect
of the issue of Utaki preservation. The 30-minute Q&A period provided an opportunity for exchange of opinions between the panelists and the people of Okinawa
who, in their questions demonstrated a deep understanding of the content of the
Okinawa International Forum 2004. Below are the main points of the Q&A period.
3.1 What are Utaki in Okinawa? Are they where ancestors are enshrined?
Are they the same as the grove of a village shrine found in Japan?
Answer: ASATO Susumu

The Utaki I took up in my presentation are mostly found in the main island
of Okinawa. Utaki on Sakishima region are slightly different; in fact, there are
various kinds of Utaki. Those in the main island region resemble the grove of a
village shrine found in Japan proper, but they are not identical. That from which
the grove of a village shrine evolved was transmitted to Okinawa and underwent
further transformation around the time the first Gusuku appeared in Okinawa as
the island came under the influence of Japan’s medieval culture. Thus, while it has
similarities with the grove of a village shrine found in Japan, the Utaki in
Okinawa, influenced by a different set of regional characteristics, evolved differ89
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ently and became something distinct from Gusuku. The official village Utaki mentioned in “Ryukyukoku Yuraiki” (Origin of the Ryukyu Nation) are named after
deities, but they generally refer to ancestral deities from the village’s distant past.
As such, there is no way to know their gender, and they are not necessarily associated with any particular ancestor.
3.2 What can we do to transmit Okinawa’s traditional performing arts to
children? How will the traditional performing arts evolve in the future?
Answer: OSHIRO Manabu

As I see it, children in Okinawa are more eager to take part in local festivals
and traditional performing arts than those in the rest of Japan. In Okinawa, people
of different ages take part in different kinds of programs. Thus, as members of the
local community, those in early childhood, those in primary school, those in junior
high school, and adults take part in different programs. Through this natural
process, children in Okinawa inherit the folk performing arts of the regional community they live in. In urban areas, although people aren’t able to participate in
community festivals, they have a chance to take part in activities offered at community centers. As a way of getting children to take more interest in traditional
performing arts, “Kumiodori Appreciation” is performed every year at anywhere
from 13 to 15 schools (primary and secondary) If enough children develop a taste
for Kumiodori, some of them may prove to be potential heirs to this traditional theater form unique to Okinawa.
For the time being, the National Theater Okinawa will concentrate on promoting Kumiodori, but it plans to train young people to be able to perform other
traditional performing arts. How should traditional performing arts evolve in the
future? Rather than adhering stubbornly to the classics, we should endeavor to
instill a new spirit into the performing arts so that the sense of beauty and musical
sense will be brought to life within the traditional forms of performing arts. The
old and the new are both necessary, for they are like the two wheels of a vehicle.
The belief that learning performing arts will enrich one’s life is what energizes the
spirit that dwells in them, so a tremendous amount of energy is required not only to
preserve what is traditional but also to nurture what is new.
3.3 What sort of financial assistance is provided to preserve living national
treasures and folklore culture?
Answer: KAMINO Yoshiharu

Since I am not in charge of financial assistance, I will limit my response to
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the current situation regarding question raised. Under the provisions set forth in
the Cultural Properties Protection Law, when designated a holder of important
intangible cultural property (living national treasure), one receives a special subsidy each year worth two million yen to hone one’s skills or to train successors.
However, this money is in no way granted to lessen the importance of self-help
efforts. Financial support is also given to cover the cost of repairing tangible tools
and musical instruments deemed necessary for maintaining intangible skills.
Similarly, assistance is provided to preserve the skills needed for producing, say,
the special strings used in koto (Japanese harp) indispensable for preserving and
repairing this tangible cultural property. In the case of folklore cultural property,
the local group that carries on the tradition is designated as the holder of that property. The guardian of a shrine who plays a leading role in a festival is not designated as an individual holder of this cultural property. Is his subsidy sufficient?
Probably not, but it seems useful to some extent.
3.4 Was it right or wrong that the traditional ritual and performance were held
out of their regular schedule and context in Taketomi Island for this forum?
Answer: MASUDA Kanefusa

That’s a tough question. True, when the panelists toured Taketomi Island, a
part of the ritual and performance of the Tanadui were held in Seimei Utaki, the
village Utaki located in a settlement that is a preservation zone. (The Tanadui is an
important intangible folklore cultural property that has been handed down to the
island.) For about an hour the panelists observed the ritual and the dance that was
performed to welcome the deities. The thrust of the question is: Since the Tanadui
is now held around November at Yomochi Utaki, which is located a short distance
from Seimei Utaki, was it really proper to hold the festival at a place and time it is
no longer held, even though the local residents agreed to the changes. In light of
the theme of this forum - confirmation of the importance of integrating Utaki, a
tangible cultural property, and a traditional festival like the Tanadui, which is an
intangible cultural property - it would have better to have the panelists see the festival at the usual time and place so that they would gain a proper understanding of
these cultural properties. But there were no festivals for them to see at the end of
March. The decision to welcome the tour by the panelists was adopted in a meeting held at the community center, which is a self-governing body of the island. It
is my understanding that the kamitsukasa who serves in the Utaki asked the deities
for permission to accept the panelists, and the deities gave a ready consent. We
were able to carry out such a tour for the first time ever thanks to the understand91
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ing and cooperation of the people of Taketomi Island. Thank you very much.
The Tanadui was held in Seimei Utaki until the Meiji period. The forest, the
place of worship, and the open space - the elements that, properly speaking, make
up an Utaki - are well preserved. The tour of the panelist, I believe, played a decisive role in promoting mutual understanding among the panelists at the Forum
regarding the value of Okinawa’s Utaki as a cultural property. In the past, when a
television company requested permission to cover a similar oblation event, they
asked the deities for guidance five times. Each time, the deities advised not to
accept the request. That’s what I heard. Utaki have the power to form the collective will of the island. The people of this island therefore must have given their
consent out of their curiosity to know what kind of evaluation the panelists of the
International Forum would give to the rich accumulation of the island’s tangible
and intangible cultural properties and through that evaluation hoped to foresee
what the island would look like in the coming years and to confirm their future
happiness. As was noted in one of the panelists, people like Dr. SMEETS, the
chief of UNESCO’s Intangible Cultural Heritage section, and ICCROM’s Dr.
STOVEL, who is responsible for the surveys that are conducted under the provisions of the World Heritage Convention, give Taketomi Island very high overall
mark. So I believe we must now boldly tackle the issues that have to be dealt with
successfully if the island hopes to realize its full potential.
3.5 Utaki are sacred spaces where a multitude of gods and deities reside. Is the
war between the gods the source of the conflicts flaring all over the world?
Answer: UESEDO Tomoko

Utaki are the source of people’s faith, spirit and mind. Is the war between
the gods the source of conflicts between people and the source of wars between
countries? This question is very hard to answer. What is the questioner’s definition of god? In Japan, the object of worship in a shrine is often a mirror. The
Japanese word for mirror is “kagami.” When you remove the “ga (selfness)”, you
get “kami (god)”, the Japanese word for god. There are different types of war:
religious wars, wars waged by terrorists, and wars of revenge. Wars are caused by
human beings insisting on getting their own way as in “Watashi ga (I am)” and
“Kuni ga (My country is)”. Peace will be restored if human beings removed this
“ga (selfness)” from their daily vocabulary, and the gods would become true “kami
(gods)” if and when this “ga” is removed. From birth, we possess the mind and
heart to respect and be grateful. It is the gods (or God or Buddha) who teach us
the joy of living. The word “justice” is anathema to religion; instead, religion
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preaches compassion. So there can never be a war pitting one god against another.
3.6 There are two criteria for designating something as an intangible cultural
property: its high value and importance. Why is that?
Answer: KONO Toshiyuki

The Director-General of the Agency for Cultural Affairs’ Cultural Properties
Department is in attendance today. I’m afraid I might be in violation of the no
trespassing sign, but in a word, the law governing this matter is badly conceived.
The criteria for designating something as important intangible cultural heritage
essentially do not distinguish what is valuable and what is not. Instead, the criteria
only evaluate things in terms of their importance. Since there are many things that
resemble each other, those that are not considered very important are merely
recorded. This approach is not so far-fetched. By contrast, original thinking
behind the important cultural properties (human national treasures) regime is the
notion that the person concerned is of high value and is in such danger of perishing
that he needs to be protected. But subsequently, the criterion of imminent peril
was dropped and replaced by the importance criterion, thus adding to the confusion. Consequently, a person being considered for designation of “human national
treasure” might be valuable but not important. This means the criteria for designing something or some person as important intangible ethnic cultural property cannot be brought in line with the criteria for human national treasures. The law is
poorly conceived.
3.7 How should regional communities approach the issue of balancing the
effects of modernization, urbanization, globalization, authenticity,
and totality in the days to come?
Answer: Herb STOVEL

Here I would like to address the conflict between two processes: the violence
perpetuated by of modernization (read development) and the wish to protect
authenticity (cultural heritage as something authentic). I think it’s a mistake to
regard “modernization” itself as evil. In fact, we have ourselves constantly pursued modernization. What we now call cultural properties are the fruits of past
modernization. Today we find modernization so disagreeable because the pace of
modernization and the pace of the changes modernization brings about have
become extremely fast over the past one hundred years.
Those of us on the side of preservation are apt to regard modernization as
dark clouds that loom over our heads, as if modernization was our destiny. But it
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is more reasonable to try to solve one problem at a time. Take the case where we
undertake a project to protect some cultural heritage. Now let us consider the conflict between the benefits that would be gained from modernization and our wish
to protect what is “authentic” by comparing the pros and cons at every stage of the
issue we are addressing. For what group are we trying to protect what is “authentic,” and what is the nature of that which we are trying to protect? For whose benefit are we advocating “modernization”? We need to consider the issue at hand in
these concrete terms. Those on the side that wishes to protect what is “authentic”
will clash with those on the side that promotes modernization when society as a
whole is still not aware of the situation. So once everything is revealed, such a
clash could be avoided. However, preservation of cultural heritage does not entail
stopping all forms of modernization (development). Rather than rejecting change,
the important thing is for the traditional side that wants to protect what is “authentic” and the side that wants to promote modernization” to look for some other
ways of resolving the difference or somehow come up with a solution.
The most respected preservation experts are patiently asking the question:
“Is there any other way of resolving the conflict that would least damage the
authenticity of cultural heritage and at the same time meet the needs of its modernization?” These experts are working hard to prevent the preservation side from
becoming the villain or the two sides from clashing with each other. The question
you pose is a very difficult one, so I cannot give you a simple answer. Still, I don’t
think your question is as hard to answer as the one about “wars and Utaki.”
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Activity to Record and Pass On the Oral Traditions
of the Akha and Hani Peoples

HIGASHIDE Noriko
Thailand, Director of MPCD/SEAMP-HRI

I would like to present this onsite report on efforts to record and pass on the
oral traditions of the Akha and Hani peoples, which are minority tribes in the
Southeast Asian continent.

About the Akha and Hani
The Akha and Hani peoples are highland minorities living in nations of the
Southeast Asian continent (eastern Burma, southern Yunnan Province of China,
northern Laos, northern Thailand, and northern Vietnam). Living in regions with
other minorities, they speak a language that is linked to Tibetan and Burmese.
Because their languages are similar and they share genealogy and histories, the
Akha and Hani are thought to be branches of the same tribe that divided several
hundreds of years ago.*
Geographically speaking, the two tribes have a combined population of some
1.5 million that lives in five countries: China, Thailand, Laos, Myanmar, and
Vietnam.
In this report, I would like to focus on the Akha tribe, and particularly the
Akha living in northern Thailand.
* The languages and lifestyles of the Akha and Hani differ significantly, and in general it is difficult to
conduct a conversation in the Akha and Hani languages. However, based on an ethnicity survey that
was conducted by China in the 1950s, it is understood that the Akha and Hani peoples had a shared
genealogy up to 14 generations ago, and that they are both branches of the Yi people. Among the 56
minority classifications in China, the Akha (阿 ) are included as one branch of the Hani (哈尼) people.
The Hani people live in Honghe Prefecture in Yunnan Province and in Lao Cai Province and Lai Chau
Province in northern Vietnam. They call themselves the Hani, Yani, or Uoni, and use a variety of
names to refer to genealogical branches. On the other hand, the Akha live in northern Thailand, eastern
Burma, northern Laos, and Xishuangbanna Prefecture in China’s Yunnan Province. The name Akha is
shared by all of these people.
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In addition to the Akha, there
are five other tribes living in the
northern mountainous region of
Thailand that have different languages, histories, and cultures.
These are the Karen, Yao, Hmong,
Lisu, and Lawa tribes. Due to such
reasons as wars and disputes, these
minorities moved from Yunnan
Province in China, Burma
(Myanmar), and Laos into northern
Thailand, and thus they are distinct
from the majority Thai tribes in terms
of language, history, and culture.
The Akha were the first to move into
the region some 150 years ago.
Because they are a nomadic people whose lives center on slash-and-burn
cultivation and hunting-and-gathering, they have a unique community organization
that is influenced by Chinese and Taoist cultures as well as the cultures of nearby
tribes, such as those in Thailand. Neither the Akha nor Hani tribes have writing,
which means they have extremely rich oral literary traditions.

The oral traditions of the Akha and Hani
The illiterate Akha and Hani peoples have preserved their identities through
worship of their ancestors and strict common laws.
Their ceremonies and festivals offer glimpses of their practices and Taoist
philosophy toward well-balanced coexistence between people and nature and of
their ancestor worship.
Neither the Akha nor Hani have created a national identity; rather, they are
tribes whose biggest unit is the village. Their community organization is as follows:
The position of the pirma is not based on heredity. Instead, a piya (person
who serves the pirma and who is being groomed to become the pirma in the
future) advances to take this position. The piya can be any boy coming from a
family that has not suffered dishonor. The piya lives with the pirma since early
childhood, and may become the pirma after gaining long years of experience in
daily routines that includes memorizing long texts through daily repetition and
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attending ceremonies. In general, the positions of dzoeqma and bajiq are based on
heredity, with children learning their skills by watching and helping their fathers
from an early age.
The people who maintain oral traditions through ceremonies and important
texts are primarily the pirma (reciter), dzoeqma (leader), and nyirpaq (shaman).
When compared, the texts of the pirma and nyirpaq are nearly the same in terms of
content. However, as opposed to the Pirma, who must be able to chant the texts
based on accurate memory and proper form, the nyirpaq enters into a trance and
chants the texts in the form of inspirations or messages from heaven, rather than

A ritual performed by the pirma

An Akha village
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from memory.
Examples of oral traditions include family trees reaching back over some 65
generations, texts of the pirma and nyirpaq, dancing and singing, adages found in
everyday life, and folktales and songs. This oral tradition-based culture has been
handed down to the present day through rituals that are held between nine and 12
times a year, religious services, festivals, important ceremonies, and special events
for relief from illness and natural disasters, as well as through such daily activities
as singing and dancing, talks between elderly members and children, and agricultural work.
The oral traditions of the Akha and Hani serve as the only means of passing
down the protocols of rituals and the knowledge that is deeply rooted in daily life.

A crisis facing the oral traditions of the Akha and Hani
Every day, the cultures of Southeast Asian minorities face the danger of
being lost due to insufficient recognition that each is a unique minority and a lack
of basic rights. Despite the fact that the Akha and Hani live in five countries and
under various political, social, and economic circumstances, they have more and
more difficulty passing on their oral traditions.
Let us take the situation in northern Thailand as an example. For hundreds
of years, the Akha have continually relocated to avoid conflict with the lowland
Thai tribes and to find agricultural land in the mountainous highlands. However,
as nation states were born and national borders drawn, the lifestyles of the Akha who until then had no interest in border security or the process of gaining nationality - began to feel the forces of change.
Then, during a period of worsening economic poverty that occurred in line
with changes in their lifestyles and agricultural practices (around the 1970s), the
Akha began to receive outside aid from Christian missionaries in exchange for
their giving up their rituals. This trend has been accelerating dramatically.
Furthermore, in Thailand, where the Akha do not have rights as minorities,
people who do not obtain Thai citizenship cannot live in the country.
Consequently, the Akha are under pressure to obtain Thai citizenship, and their
children are losing opportunities to learn their language and culture.
In the case of China, a country in which there was pressure to eliminate culture during the Cultural Revolution, there are outstanding efforts to revive cultures
that have been lost as a tourism resource.
Change is not occurring at such a rapid pace in Laos, Burma, and Vietnam
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because the Akha live in remote
mountainous regions. However, these
people are suffering from a high death
rate brought on by conflict, malaria,
and other causes. Thus, circumstances
have reached a critical stage as there is
a lack of people with cultural knowledge and elderly people who can pass
on their oral traditions to younger generations.

Handing down oral tradition

Recording, preservation, and succession activities pertaining to oral
traditions being implemented by an NGO (MPCD/SEAMP-HRI)
In the latter half of the 1970s, a Dutch cultural anthropologist by the name of
Dr. Leo Alting von Gesau stressed that not only were the pirma he had met losing
their rituals as a result of their conversion to Christianity, but also the Akha were
losing their traditional community organization and entire oral tradition-based culture. He proposed action to record these items, which led to the launching of an
NGO in 1981.
Over the course of 23 years, audio recording using tape recorders and 8 mm
video was initially begun in 72 villages. Audio recording mainly focused on the
pirma’s and shaman’s words during rituals and services as well as on songs sung
at various occasions. After these recordings were completed, a workshop to verify
their content was held over several years, as the oral traditions as remembered by
the primas and shamans did not always match. Work to edit and publish the
results began in the 1990s, with alphabetical notation being prepared for the Akha
language, which has no writing.
Since 2000, meetings that bring together the few remaining pirmas have
been held on a regular basis. These meetings are used for repeated discussions to
identify the most urgent tasks facing the pirmas and the activities needed to pass
on what they know. As Dr. Leo passed away in Dec. 2002, the author took over
the management of MPCD and projects have been going on.
Projects currently underway
- Unification and diffusion of alphabetic notation of the Akha language
- International Akha and Hani society (cross-border and cross-generational
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meetings on Akha culture)
- Establishment of a pirma committee
- Creation of a genealogical database for the Akha and Hani
- Survey on Akha and Hani subgroups and cultural levels
- Editing, translation, and publishing of pirma/nyirpaq texts (ancient Akha language, modern Akha language, Thai, Chinese, and English)
- Empowerment and training activities through production of VCDs and audiovisual equipment
- Chen Mai Akha Committee Law and mutual assistance pertaining to recording
problems, mutual assistance during times of illness or disaster, etc.
- Courses on Akha language and culture
- Chen Mai Akha scholarship system
When conducting activities to preserve and hand down oral traditions, the
most important factor is to establish the proper environment. Recognition from
surrounding society and efforts to understand the culture from both inside and outside the society lay the basic foundation that allows people to perform these tasks.
Akha society is currently finding it difficult to get its people to take an interest in
its language and culture. This is because it is still not necessary for young Akha
people that are educated in the Thai system to learn about Akha culture and language, and because it is difficult to maintain Akha morals due to discrimination in
Thai society. Furthermore, it will be impossible to engage in cultural activities if
stable living environments and means of earning income are not also firmly developed.
Bringing these two conditions in line can make it possible for individuals to
begin taking pride in their culture. However, in Southeast Asia, there are still
many people for which this is difficult. That is why the international community
must offer assistance based on an understanding of the social and political conditions.
Efforts are underway to empower the people of the Akha tribe - who have
been plagued by political, social, and economic “poverty” - a) based on a restoration of Akha morals through alphabetic notation of the Akha language and publication of oral traditions in said language, and b) preparation of databases and culture centers for the time when future members of the tribe gain opportunities to
learn about their own culture.
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Preserving Sacred Spaces for Cultural Survival:
Reconstruction of Thao People of Taiwan Aborigines
after 1999 Earthquake
CHEN Yong-Long
Taiwan, Workshop for Bio-Cultural Diversity

I would like to share with you the survival story of the Thao People which is
the smallest ethnic group of indigenous people in Taiwan. I think it is a good case
study for us to interpret the difficulties of indigenous people after the 1999 earthquake. Through self-awareness and some help of NGOs, they returned to their
original land to reconstruct their community and culture, and preserved their
sacred spaces for cultural survival.

蠢. Indigenous Peoples’ condition in Taiwan
Taiwan is 36,197.03 km2 large constitutes with the principal island of
Taiwan (about 35,879.32 km2 )and several small islands. The greater part of
Taiwan’s people are composed of the Chinese migrants (Han-People) and indigenous people. The majority of Han-People came from the southern part of Fukien
and Canton Province of mainland China from 400 years ago to the end of World
War II. The total official population statistics are 22,615,997 persons including
446,400 persons* of indigenous people. The proportion of aboriginal population is
about 1.97% of the whole country. There are more than 12 ethnic groups of
indigenous peoples in our country but just 9 races have been officially recognized
before 2001. These indigenous peoples have been living on the island for more
than three thousand years. It was not until four hundred years ago that they were
disturbed by Chinese settlers.
For the past four hundred years, most indigenous peoples have experienced
different regimes from Dutch’s Army and Company (1624-1662), Mr. ZHENG’s
Army of Min Dynasty (1662-1683), Chin Dynasty (1683-1895), Japan colonial
* This amount is quoted from the website of http://www.ris.gov.tw/ch4/static/st0-1-9302.xls.
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government (1895-1945), the KMT regime (1945-2000) until the present DPP
Government (2000- ).
After 1860’s, the late Chin regime changed the policy of mountain area
towards development to cut into a mountain for cultivating wasteland and to pacify
the indigenous people. These policies led most of indigenous people lived at plain
area to be assimilated into the Han-People’s society and gradually lost their land.
The colonial government of Japan began to move many indigenous tribes away
from the mountain area for the purpose of exploitation and economic interest.
Most lands of mountain area became the wealth which belongs to the colonial government. These exploitation policies of mountains also deprived many indigenous
people the living right and oppressed them to give up their traditional way of life.
After the end of World War II, the KMT regime inherited the cultural policy of
Japan government and continued to keep exploiting the mountain area.
Today, although the majority Taiwanese enjoyed the fruit of economic success, the indigenous people are not included in the power and money game. Due
to the arrogance of rulers, they were stigmatized as barbarians. The indigenous
people lived in distant mountains with the nature, open-hearted, joyful and highly
trust worthy. Unfortunately, they were not competitive enough in the market
economy and did not share the benefits of economic development. There are a
few schools and hospitals in remote mountains with scarce resources. For jobs,
most young indigenous people have to work in the city and leave the children to
grandparents which led to some problem of juvenile.

蠡. Introduction of the Thao People
Thao group is smaller in number than many protected endangered species in
Taiwan. They live in a beautiful mountain area in the central part of Taiwan, the
Sun-Moon Lake. Before Han-people move into these mountains at the time of
Chin Dynasty, Thao people were the master of this area which composed of thousand of people. They were dependent on the agriculture of dry cultivation and
fishing in lake. They also invented many ways for fishing and was the only group
to make a canoe just with one trunk of a tree.
During the time of late Chin Dynasty, a great quantity of Han-People
migrants took by force or swindle by contract to get the land of Thao people. The
infectious disease of the Han migrants led to the reduction of Thao people’s population. During the domination of Japan colonial government, Sun-Moon Lake
became the water reservoir with a dam for electric power to support the war indus102
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tries in Taiwan. This engineering made the water line rise up to the sacred space
of ancestry, where living places drowned. Most Thao people were moved to one
settlement beside the south of Sun-Moon Lake.
After the KMT regime which fled from mainland China, central and local
government cooperated to plan for tourism by redrawing the land. This policy
broke up the collective inhabitation of Thao people. Thao people no longer lived
close to each other, in a town where the majorities are Han-people settlers. Thao
people’s ancestral land became government owned or were sold to private business owners. Most Thao people must work in the urban hence or be employed in
the tourist business. Only a few of Thao people could live by traditional material
life.
Today, Sun-Moon Lake is known far and wide, at home and abroad, it
becomes a famous holiday resort. Millions of tourist come from Japan, America,
and the interior of Taiwan for leisure and recreation. Tourism has affected their
life tremendously. Only capitalists and Major Han-people took up the interest of
tourist, the Thao people did not really share with the benefits. It speeded up the
outward migration of Thao people and led their mother language to be rarely spoken. And their culture was reduced to performance for the enjoyment of tourists.
The Thao people used many tactics for survival by way of self-defense of
Society at least 150 years long. But only after the 1999 earthquake, did the Thao
people start their own movement and gave rebirth to their culture. The central part
of the island was hit violently. Sun-Moon Lake area, the houses, hotels, recreation
areas were hit heavily. At Thao People’s area, about eighty percent housings were
destroyed. The Thao people are not the only ones that suffered from this disaster.
But instead of waiting passively for the support from government, Thao people
decided to stand up and worked together with the help from grassroots organizations, managed to find their own way.

蠱. Social reconstruction of the Thao People
As I said before, there are only 9 ethnic groups of Taiwan Aborigines were
officially recognized by government before 2001. For many years, the Thao people was not recognized as a unique group, but was included in another group of
Tsou people. There were some members of the Thao people, who once denied
their identity as being Thao because of the stigmatization, but came back with their
religious symbols which have been long deserted somewhere by themselves.
Before 2001, the names of the different ethnic groups were given by the
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anthropologists to categorize, first academically, and then to socially, and now
politically. But in their mother languages, Thao, Tayal, Puyuma, Pangcah, and
Tsou, are words used to indicate themselves, which actually have the same meaning, and that is “Human Being”. As though others are called Tayal, Puyuma,
Pangcah or Tsou, These people call themselves “Ida-Thao” which means “we are
human”.
As a unique group but forgotten by government, the official resource could
not really get into Thao area for rebuilding after 1999 earthquake. The Thao people were not dependent on government and did not wait for the official rescue.
They spread a series of projects for self-reconstruction which combined two faces
of living community and Thao society. They tried to rebuild their own collective
housing for living, and to reconstruct the identity of Ida-Thao for cultural survival.*
On Oct. 24, 1999, Thao people went back to their ancestral living place,
named Puzi in Thao language. They claimed that the land belonged to them, and
hope they can come back to this site to live in the future. They also started to build
their new community on their ancestral land. With some resources and helps of
non-governmental workers, Thao people were gathered again in the community,
working cooperatively to build up the village. They use bamboos, the traditional
building materials, combined with woods and light steels to rebuild their houses
with their own hands. For cultural survival, they also struggled with local government for preserving their sacred spaces. With the rebuilding of their community
and the strengthening of consciousness as being Thao, they fight for their legal and
political status as being Thao and not someone else. After their continuously symbolic struggle, Thao people were finally officially recognized to be a unique people in a class on August 8, 2001 by DPP government.
But the real condition of the Thao people for survival was not changed after
official recognition. Because only very few elders of the Thao people still speak
their own language, and only very few of the elders still know the technique of traditional art. Since they lived far away from each other, and were all busy in jobs,
they didn’t have chances to teach the young generation before the earthquake.
Now they’ve gathered again in one community, and they started to have their own
education program. They began to recover their lost ritual practice and discover
the traditional craftsmanship linked to the lake culture.
Everything seems to work pretty well, except for the fact that their ancestral
* You can see the cultural projects of the Thao People in http://thao.tacocity.com.tw/
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land, where they rebuild their community, is still a government owned land. Thao
people lost this ancestral place in the project of land redrawing which dominated in
the hands of local government at 1980s. Local government imposed this land on
the excuse of ‘community center’ but changed the item of land use to be commercial pursuits for hotel. Most Thao people did not know why their ancestral places
become the properties of government one after another.
Even after the earthquake, Sun-Moon Lake also was appointed the national
scenic area by central government, where government would like to promote
tourism. Nowadays the Thao people is not yet live in security, although they are
living on their ancestral land, they are threatened to move away from time to time.
The decision makers, either local government or business owners, want to “take
back” the land for recreation purposes. The local government threatened the Thao
people that they’ll cut down the supply for water and electricity, if Thao people
would not return the land to the local government for development. With the supports of NGOs and media, the Thao people succeeded keeping their ancestral land
for the time being. The battle still goes on. The final decision is still unknown.
Though the future of the Thao people still are full of variation, but the Thao
people, with scarce material and human resources, still managed to achieve this
goal, to rebuild their community on their ancestral land and to breed their culture
again. And they’re not just helping themselves, but also set up a good model for
other indigenous groups to rebuild their communities as well. Some tribes of
another ethnic groups learnt from the Thao people to rebuild their own homes and
communities with themselves. So, I hope there are more supports to help the Thao
people to live on their ancestral land with full rights and dignity.

蠶. Preserving Sacred Spaces for Survival
Now I would like to interpret a story of the Thao people who preserved their
sacred spaces and struggled with government for cultural survival. Due to many
lands of the Thao people are submerged by the engineering of water power in SunMoon Lake, these drowned places included a sacred space where was named Lalu
in Thao’s language. Lalu was an ancestral place of the Thao people, its meaning is
the ‘island of lake’. Lalu originally was a natural island where had been lived with
the ancestries of the Thao people. One could not arrive at without boat even in the
past time. After the engineering of Sun-Moon Lake, the square measure of island
was greatly reduced and cannot be lived.
In Thao people’s belief, Lalu is the most sacred and inviolable space. From
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beginning to end, most Thao people still believe that their ancestral spirits live on
Lalu after death even now. In all their ritual practices, they must invite the ancestral souls from Lalu. But Lalu was full filled the struggles of ideology. Chin
Dynasty named this place ‘Pearl Island’ (or ‘Pearl Mountain’) and established an
academy of classical learning for assimilation. Japan colonial government named
it ‘Jade Island’ and planted a lot of cherry trees (Sakura; さくら) for nostalgia.
KMT regime named it ‘Kuan-Hua (means splendor) Island’ and built a bower of
god who unites persons in marriage for tourism. All of the ideologies by the governing class seriously infringed upon the dignity of the Thao people.
We can see the sacred meaning of Lalu in ritual space of the Thao people.
Fig. 1 is a sketch map of the Thao people’s ritual place in front of their home.
Most ritual practices were performed at this place. Masters of Ritual Practice sat
in the forecourt and sang the ritual songs to invite their ancestries. They put two
bamboo poles to mark off the ritual space. In the past research reports, all the
scholars think these bamboos are just for driving chickens or dogs out.
But in my recent research, I found these two bamboo poles not only for driving animals but drawing two lines which have more plentiful meaning in Thao’s
culture. It separated the sacred space from the lay space and had the distinct
between physical space and spirit world. The sacred space extends from their

Fig. 1 Imaged Map of Memory in Ritual Space of the Thao people
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home to Lalu in Sun-Moon Lake which combined the physical space of the forecourt and the spirit world of Lalu. If analysis the lyrics in the songs of their ritual
practice, we could find many cultural meanings in it which filled the historical
memory of the Thao people. Some ritual songs repeatedly remind their descendants not to believe the Han-people and Japanese. These lyrics also pointed out
the Japanese grabbed the lands of the Thao people. *
There are some symbolic meanings in the sacred space for offering sacrifices
to ancestors. By a point of view in Thao’s Lake culture, they indeed preserved the
historical memories in these ritual practices. From ancient times to the present,
most Thao people always like to wander unhurriedly on a boat. For this reason,
these two oblique lines signified the waves by a boat in the lake. It hinted the
image about the historical memory of the Thao people. When water drowned the
ancestral places of the Thao people, they were moved out from Lalu. Thao people
sat on the canoes to look back and call to mind of their homes. They missed the
living in lake and cherished the memory of Lalu. The memory of lake culture
made Lalu to become the most sacred space where tied with the spirit world of the
Thao people. **
Fortunately, the bower of matchmaker on Lalu was destroyed by the 1999
earthquake. Thao people thought it is the only opportunity for them to take back
the dominant power of Lalu. They made many efforts for symbolic struggles in
order to denominate back the original name Lalu. They also participated in the
reconstructive process vigorously. Thao people were successfully preserving their
sacred space finally for cultural survival. Now the name of Lalu is right in Thao’s
appellation. We can see some expositions about the short history of Lalu and the
Thao people on Lalu. They hoped the information can teach the tourists to esteem
the dignity of the Thao people. I think it is a good design which not only for
tourism but for conservation.

蠹. Some Reflection of the case study
For the part of minority groups within nation states, I suggest that we support
our indigenous peoples and our minority groups in our own countries. Any political parties are not really concerned with indigenous peoples but just for votes with
a formal expression of preference. There are no concrete policies for indigenous

* see (TANG Mei-Chun 1958/1996); (魏心怡: 2001)
** The detailed discourse was discussed in Chapter 6 of my dissertation, see (CHEN, 2003).
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peoples to improve their real living condition and to make a living for keeping
body and soul together.
In spite of the government’s action willing to recognize them as a separate
group, the road to future is still difficult and arduous of Thao people. Nowadays,
most Thao people live in the community. They try to recover their lost rites continuously and relearn traditional craft for holding with lake culture. Thao People
believe only they can make their future by themselves all the time. I think they
will create new conventions and certainly will have some invention of tradition.
In the Final part of my presentation, I’d like to share with you some personal
feeling and experiences as I have been working with my indigenous friends.
Because I have learned more and more things from my friends of Indigenous peoples in Taiwan, I perceive their local knowledge and traditional wisdom still is so
precious and valuable. As a non-indigenous member in indigenous society, I really appreciate the education they have given me, which is never provided by the
school. Every researchers and professionals should be self-effacing and learn in
other cultures. If there is some contribution of my research, I must thank for many
friends of NGOs and especially for the Thao people.
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Efforts to Pass Down the Traditional
Performing Arts of Taketomi Island

UESEDO Tomoko
Okinawa, Kihoin-shushukan Museum in Taketomi Island

Suuninjuu narioori shikaitou miihaiyuu. Kyuuya teedounnu Utaki tou shimahitounu kurashinu hanashiyu shissharunara. (In the Taketomi dialect)
[Hello, everyone. Thank you for coming today. I’d like to tell you about Utaki on Taketomi
Island and daily lives of residents of the island.]

There are 28 Utaki on Taketomi Island. Among these are those called
muuyama, yaayama, and kunuyama. Among these, the muuyama Utaki have particular spiritual importance for residents of the island. According to an ancient
legend, there once were six chieftains who built six villages on Taketomi Island,
and they are enshrined at each Utaki as ancestors of those villagers. All of us who
were born and raised on Taketomi Island have served as parishioners (called onbi
or yamaninju) at one of the muuyama Utaki. For us, they are places of inspiration
and comfort, and they serve to remind us that we were born on the island. Today’s
children are too busy, but when I was a child, we used to climb the trees and play
in the gardens of the Utaki, so they were a familiar part of our lives. However,
even now, they remain as places for prayer during such events as the “Harvest
Festival” (Pui) and “Tanedri Festival” (Tanadui) and as spaces we wish to revere
as sacred. As I said, today’s children are busy, but so are their parents, who these
days work in the tourist trade. But as a festival day approaches, everybody comes
together to prepare. The autumn Tanadui, in particular, is a time when many performing arts (offerings called kankumuchi) are presented, so the children must
undergo special training during their summer vacation. The adults, too, practice
every night from about one month prior to the festival. And even though the
island is overflowing with tourists during the two-day festival period, these adults
take a break from their usual tourism activities.
In Okinawa, women are said to be born with high spirituality (shijidasai).
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They are revered as bunarungan or bubamangan who use their spiritual force to
protect men. Women are the ones allowed to enter the rear of the Utaki (called
ubu). Food offerings, which are prepared by men, are placed in an “offerings
shed” at the side of the Utaki. The offerings are offered to the deities through a
female priest (called kantsukasa).
When the day of the Harvest Festival (“pui”) approaches, each family began
weaving. It is said that divine spirits reside within the women’s weavings. I always
looked forward to receiving a new kimono during this festival. The kantsukasa wears
an uchikake overgarment (called “toubishin”) over her that was woven from hemp
and banana plant. I know a Taketomi man who married a woman in Tokyo, and the
couple returned to Taketomi in their later years. The man’s wife studied this kind of
weaving very hard, and the first thing she made was a festival kimono for her husband. In this way, she has truly immersed herself in the Okinawan way.
The children occasionally (buimikizaru) see a world that differs from the
usual course of events in those lives of adults. During the festival, they follow
their grandparents and mothers to the Utaki, and before they know it, the Utaki
becomes part of them. Because the muuyama represents their own guardian
deities, they learn of the deep connection between their deities and their own birth,
and how they are allowed to live under their deities’ protection. While also existing as a sacred space, the Utaki is a place to become aware of history and to
become one with nature and the traditional culture.
Here, I would like to look at how this traditional culture is passed on in our
daily lives. By participating in rituals and events, people learn of the morals and
discipline involved in being a member of the island community. They also learn
responsibility and a sense of community. Although there are many parts of this
that are invisible to the eye, we believe that behind these invisible parts is great,
awesome, and unlimited power. We present dances in our festivals as proof of this
power. These offering dances are repeated several times every year. This repetition
signifies awe for the deities as well as delight and gratitude for being allowed to live.
For 35 years I have been working to preserve and pass on our folk performing arts. And 10 years ago I actually began teaching because I feel, as the number
of school children falls, we must take earlier steps to teach them. When I teach
children, I begin by putting them in the frame of mind that dancing is an offering
to the deities. Even if only vaguely, the children are mindful of this as they learn
how to dance. Of course, an understanding of the dialect is necessary if one is to
know the meanings of the songs. The offering is expressed in the movement of the
hands and feet, but if these acts are not done with a feeling of constant gratitude,
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the offering will not be communicated to the deities. I tell this not only to the children but also young wives who have come to Taketomi from mainland Japan.
However, there are some times when people are halfhearted about dancing
during practice. At times like these, communication in daily life becomes even
more important. The word “utsugumi” has been passed down on Taketomi since
ancient times. This word means to join arms, to join hearts, and to work together
toward a single goal. On Taketomi, we have a superb environment for fostering
the utsugumi spirit. The rows of houses with red tiles, the stone walls made of
coral limestone, the roads of white sand. We sweep and clean these roads every
morning. And we stand and chat (yuntaku) on these roads while admiring the
flowers blossoming on either side. In this way, we have heart-to-heart communication. Celebrating this daily environment and immersing ourselves in our performing arts gives us the power to live. In other words, nature and culture give
those of us who call this island home a reason to be in this world.
What is important is how we communicate these things to people who move
to the island from outside. Of Taketomi’s current population of 327 people, over
100 have come from outside. This means that one-third of the island’s residents
have married a local or are living in rented housing. And even these people have
become Utaki parishioners (onbi). For example, the wife of my neighbor, Mr.
NITTA, is from Fukuoka. The NITTAs belong to the Hariwaka Utaki (Baiya
On)*, so she became an onbi there. My husband is from Nagasaki, so he of course
entered the Utaki of the UESEDO family: Kumahara Utaki (Kumaara On)*. But a
carpenter from Kume Island who came to Taketomi 12 years ago to marry a local
woman did not enter his wife’s Utaki, but rather Kumahara Utaki (Kumaara On)*,
which represents the deity of trees.
While, in general, boys become onbi of their father’s Utaki, and girls become
onbi of their mother’s, people from outside the island are recognized as Taketomi
residents simply by becoming onbi. In recent years there has been a gradual
increase in the number of married couples from the Japanese mainland who, with
the intention of becoming true Taketomi residents, undergo training in our performing arts, take the stage, and enter an Utaki that suits their own philosophy. If
we bring in new people that identify with our lifestyle, and if islanders who have
left return, I have full confidence that our Utaki-centered prayers and performing
arts will survive for many years to come, and that the traditional culture of
Taketomi Island will be preserved.
* There are two types of names for Utaki. Ones in normal letters are used by mainlanders, while ones in
italics are used by people of Taketomi Island.
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A Message from Town Development
Sites in Okinawa

BISE Hiroko
Okinawa, Urban Science Associates

In the years since the end of World War II, Okinawa has seen areas turned
into US military bases and then subsequently returned to Okinawa. It has also witnessed an array of new developments. With these trends have come changes in
the makeup of regional communities, lifestyle transformations, and the disrepair of
sacred areas known as Utaki.
I am a planner involved in the work of town development. Because town
development is based on the concept of “public welfare: promoting happiness in
the community”, I make it a point to closely study the relationship between the
people living in a region and the region’s spaces and society when I do my work.
I believe that it is important to learn all you can from the region’s history.
Because this understanding is essential, I do not just consider whether or not the
region has important cultural properties. Instead, I pay attention to and learn from
the ways in which traditional cultural properties have meaning for the regional
society. By immersing myself in the local environment and seeing things in the
context of the region’s history, I can gain an understanding of how cultural properties that have developed through time are used, the mechanisms within which cultural properties are matched and harmonized with the regional society, and, to use
a modern term, the “balance of coexistence” between cultural properties and society.
Here, I would like to address the relationship between town development and
sacred spaces as seen from history-based town development efforts in Okinawa.
In 1987, Taketomi Town on the island of Taketomi was selected by the
national government as a district having an important village landscape. However,
this selection was not based on a government initiative. Rather, it was born from a
decision by the Taketomi community to establish an ordinance requiring protection of the area’s traditional landscape and subsequent efforts in this direction.
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Thirteen years later, Tonaki Town on Tonaki Island followed in Taketomi’s footsteps to pass a similar ordinance. Both of these ordinances clearly stipulate that it
is important to maintain and preserve not only rows of houses but also Utaki
(which are sacred areas) and other traditional aspects.
On the other hand, the prefectural capital of Naha established the “Naha City
Urban Landscape Ordinance” through which town development efforts are underway that clearly emphasize the importance of landscape creation. Similarly,
Okinawa Prefecture has established “Okinawa Prefectural Ordinance for Tourism
Promotion” that targets the entire prefecture. These tourism promotion ordinances
contain articles on the preservation of village landscapes that sparked the prefectural government to conduct a survey on this topic. This survey became linked to
the movement on Taketomi Island and ultimately led to the national government’s
selection of Taketomi Town as a protected village landscape. On top of this is the
“The Okinawa Prefecture Environment Impact Assessment Ordinance”.
Assuming that development is going to take place, this ordinance requires that the
environmental burden caused by development be predicted and that measures to
reduce this burden be implemented. In this way, protection through the establishment of rules (i.e., ordinances) and community determination is an effective tool in
town development. However, the landscape ordinances of Naha and Okinawa
Prefecture are not sufficiently detailed to preserve Utaki. And furthermore, the
Ordinance on Environmental Impact Evaluations does not serve to stop development. These ordinances only effectively cover their purposes and the items specifically stipulated within them.
As another method, we can clearly mention that this issue is important when
drawing up development or improvement plans and then implement projects that
are based on these plans. Unfortunately, however, such plans do not always stick.
While there are projects that firmly take preservation of historic culture into

Lots of small simple Utaki are seen at Kita-Nakagusuku village.
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Lots of large exquisite Utaki are seen on Taketomi
Island.

Torii (gateway), lantern or oak trees on roof symbolize
the people’s desire to beautify Utaki.

account, in many cases, only a certain degree of consideration is given to historic
aspects when social capital is constructed to make living environments more convenient and comfortable. Consequently, there are some projects in which the core
significance of these preservation efforts becomes lost.
At this point, I would like to present some examples of how the original
nature of Utaki as sacred places is being drastically changed.
1. Utaki are given various new functions, which changes their original appearance. For example, they are used as parks and “gateball” (a game similar to
croquet) facilities.
2. The original appearance of Utaki is changed due to landscaping projects or
addition of features that are born from a desire to beautify them or improve
ease of use. This includes the addition of lanterns, shrine pathways, halls of
worship, and plants.
3. The Utaki lose their original appearance because their forests are lost or cut
back due to development of surrounding areas. This development includes
installation of water pumps, development of agricultural lands, road
improvement, building of residential areas, and development of military
bases.
4. The Utaki lose their original appearance because their forests are sold to
make money for the community, or because the forests (including the Utaki)
are put to other regional uses. This includes their being used as regional athletic facilities, etc.
5. The Utaki themselves are lost because the connection between the Utaki and
local residents has been destroyed. This includes the abolition of festivals or
combination of Utaki.
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It would be impossible to conduct uniform evaluations and to take consistent
action toward solving the various problems that surround sacred places in regional
society. However, I would like to close my comments by expressing my own
opinions on how Utaki should be valued and used in town development.
First of all, I believe that it is most important to view Utaki as cultural property and to emphasize their status as such.
Secondly, we must review our method for achieving this. I believe that
regional entities must take steps toward creating ordinances that protect Utaki.
The new Landscape Act is just now taking effect, and I believe this means a
regional posture toward the action that considers appropriate ways of fully using
Utaki is required. Thus, I believe the third thing we must do is to remember that
an important part of utilizing Utaki is maintaining the idea that all parts of the
regional environment and all parts of daily life in the region have value, without
losing sight of the importance of incorporating historical aspects.
In order to achieve this, I would like to find a new meaning for Utaki that fits
the modern age - one that can sustain
Utaki as symbols of regional society.
I wish to emphasize this as the fourth
point. Originally, there was a system
in place where people made circuit
pilgrimages to Utaki. For today’s
world, I propose making a new network of items in the community that
should be valued. This network,
which would connect different places,
Lots of Utaki are included in a town development plan
of Ishigaki-city.
could include natural items, historical
Above: Play equipments are under construction beside
items, items that we value in our daily
Utaki.
lives, symbolic and “extraordinary”
items such as festivals, and items that
are important in terms of peace-ofmind and dignity. By incorporating
Utaki into this network and then considering them, I believe we will find
hints that will lead us toward discovering this new meaning.
And for the fifth point, I believe
Forests of Utaki were cut down into a large open area
we must expand this network in a
(playground) in Haebaru town.
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Spring water has been considered as sacred and
worshipped.

The improvement of a green park completely changed
the surrounding landscape.

way that links local residents with people in other areas so that we can share the
importance of sacred spaces. I hope to see more intensive academic research on
sacred places, and I am grateful that this international forum sets an excellent
model for steps in this direction.
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Support by the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure,
and Transport for History-Based Local Development

FUJIOKA Keitaro
Japan, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transportation, Government of Japan

1. Three assumed questions for MLIT
Question 1: Do urban planning and public works projects protect history and culture in regions (or do they actually destroy them)?
Response: It must be admitted that there are times when economic performance
and efficiency come into conflict with efforts to protect regional history
and culture. However, it can be also said that greater importance is
being placed on historical and cultural aspects in public works projects.
Question 2: Isn’t assistance from the national government uniform? Isn’t it the case
that it is provided without full consideration of regional conditions?
Response: It is certainly the case that government assistance has not been adequately based on regional historical contexts. However, the system for
this assistance (financial support, legal system-related support, etc.) has
changed dramatically. Looking at financial support, the government has
traditionally provided assistance for individual items, such as roads and
parks. However, over the past ten years, there has been a major shift
toward support that covers all areas of urban development from both single-faceted and comprehensive viewpoints. Furthermore, with the establishment of the “Community Renovation Grants” system in FY2004, it
has become possible for local residents to propose the very menus that
will guide assistance. And, looking at the legal system, rather flexible
employment of the Town Planning Law - which is closely connected
with development and preservation of cultural properties - based on
regional decisions has become possible over these past 10 years. There is
also the possibility that the Landscape Act (currently scheduled for Diet
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deliberations) will go beyond reinforcement of building-related regulations to include more stringent protection of all culturally-significant
landscapes, not just cultural properties and prominent buildings.
Question 3: Even if MLIT can provide support for tangible items, isn’t it true that it
can provide support for intangible items?
Response: In principle, it is the job of MLIT to develop areas (spaces). However, we
have experience in providing support for intangible items (fostering of leaders of cultural and regional activities, etc.) by developing excellent spaces.

2. Efforts through “Historical Roads Projects”
One example of town development efforts that make use of historical characteristics are the Historical District Environmental Improvement Streets Project
(“Historical Roads Project”). This project provides overall assistance that covers
both main roads and the familiar, narrow routes of historical districts. These projects have been implemented in some 80 districts for over 20 years.
Outline of a Historical Road Project
This is a concept whereby living convenience and environmental preservation in a district are ensured through response to vehicle traffic requirements
(improvement of surrounding main roads) and redevelopment of routes that are
linked to preservation of urban landscapes within the district.
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Examples of Historical Road Projects
Shuri Kinjo district (Naha City - One of the first Historical Roads Projects)
By combining new development of regional service roads with efforts to preserve traditional routes in the Kinjo district (a historical area known for its stonepaved lanes), this project is preserving the historical environment and ensuring living convenience. The project is also revitalizing the district by putting its historical assets (stone walls, wells, meeting facilities, etc.) to use.
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Shuri’s Kinjo district

Preservation of traditional route No.1

Preservation of traditional route No.2

New regional service road

Revitalization of stone walls

Revitalization of “Muragar” (well)

Traditional Ryukyu wooden building “Muraya” (village
house)
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Arita’s Uchiyama district (Arita Town in Saga Prefecture)
In Arita, a town famous for its pottery, this project is improving routes featuring the earthen walls made of tonbai (fire-resistant wall bricks) that are symbolic of the region.
Arita’s Uchiyama district

Arita’s Uchiyama district

Walls made of Tonbai

Tsuboya district (Naha City - National urban revitalization model survey district)
This project is aiming for town development that makes use of the region’s
valuable resources.
Tsuboya district

Yachimun Street

Sacred place in front of community center
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Yatsuo district (Yatsuo City, Toyama Prefecture)
This project is creating a space suitable for the city’s traditional “Owara
Kaze no Bon” festival.
Yatsuo district

Before development

After development

“Owara Kaze no Bon”

“Owara Kaze no Bon” (development area)
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Imai district (Kashihara Town, Nara Prefecture)
This project is modifying the alignment of city-planned roads in order to preserve urban landscapes that are based on this traditional moat village setting.
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3. Conclusion
The answers to the questions “what is important” and “what should be preserved” change as people’s attitudes change. We hope that this symposium will
help people gain a renewed recognition of the importance of town development
that makes use of historical characteristics.
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Support by the Local Government for
Handing Down of Tangible and
Intangible Cultural Heritage to Future Generations
HAGIO Toshiaki
Okinawa, Culture Section, Department of Education, Okinawa Prefecture Government

I would like to present a report on current conditions surrounding cultural
properties in Okinawa Prefecture and support measures from the standpoint of cultural property preservation policy.
The systems that support Okinawa Prefecture’s cultural property preservation policy are the Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties (1950); Okinawa
Prefectural Ordinance for the Protection of Cultural Properties (1972), which was
based on Ryukyu Government Law for the Protection of Cultural Properties
(enacted in 1954); and Ordinances for the Protection of Cultural Properties in each
municipality. The objectives of this policy are to designate cultural properties and
to safeguard, preserve, hand down, and utilize designated cultural properties.
I wish to begin by examining current conditions surrounding designated cultural properties and the measures that support those properties. I would like you to
understand that cultural properties in Okinawa Prefecture are designated on three
levels: cultural property that is designated by the national government, cultural
property that is designated by the prefectural government, and cultural property
that is designated by municipal governments.
Currently (as of July 31, 2003), 145 items in Okinawa Prefecture have been
designated as cultural properties by the national government, 263 items by the prefectural governments, and 831 items by municipal governments. This makes a
total of 1,239 items. Looking at these items by type, 296 items-including buildings, sculptures, and paintings-have been designated as tangible cultural properties.
Twenty-five items - including performing arts (kumiodori, traditional Okinawan
dance, etc.) and handicrafts (basho-fu, bingata, etc.) - have been designated as
intangible cultural properties. In addition, 191 items - such as folk performing arts
- have been designated as intangible folk cultural property and 118 items - such as
Utaki and kami-ashagi (ritual place) - have been designated as tangible folk cultur125
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al property. Furthermore, in addition to 346 historical sites (Gusuku, etc.), 31
areas of scenic beauty, and 204 natural treasures, 28 items have been designated as
adopted, selected, or registered cultural properties. However, despite the fact that
the number of items designated as cultural property is increasing every year, the
number of such items in Okinawa is still quite low compared to the national average.
Although many Utaki have not been selected as cultural properties, when
they are selected, they are designated as either “tangible folk cultural properties” or
“historical sites”, depending on the thinking behind their designation and regional
realities. Many of Okinawa’s Gusuku contain Utaki, and because Gusuku are generally designated as historical sites, Utaki are inevitably included in this designation. Also, Utaki are rich with vegetation, as they are located in forests, on small
hills, or in forest-covered areas, and because of this, there are instances where they
are designated and preserved from the national treasures standpoint.
If we estimate that the number of Utaki in Okinawa Prefecture is, say,
around 1,000, the total number of Utaki designated as cultural properties by the
national government, prefectural government, and municipal governments is 75.
This makes a total percentage of just 7.5%. It should be noted, however, that in
many cases Utaki are included in Gusuku. There are 29 such cases, and if we figure in Utaki that are seen as ceremonial sites, etc., and sacred spaces, we get a figure of 212 items.
Next, looking at support measures toward designation of cultural properties,
the national government, prefectural government, and municipal governments
implement all forms of activities to preserve and hand down nationally designated
cultural properties through the cultural properties subsidy system. The prefectural
government and municipal governments do the same for prefecturally designated
cultural properties and municipal governments do the same for municipally designated cultural properties. Furthermore, in cases where surveys or activities related
to cultural properties are to be implemented on a prefecture-wide basis, the prefecture takes on these activities as the project owner. I should mention that, when a
cultural property has an owner, the prefecture conducts preservation and repair
activities with the owner bearing a portion of the cost required.
The amount of support (subsidies) as funds related to cultural properties in
FY2002 totaled 623,815,000 yen. This figure includes government subsidies and
subsidy expenses to municipalities and organizations. A breakdown of support
(subsidies) shows that the main items included preservation and repair of tangible
cultural properties (buildings), improvement of historical sites, excavation of
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buried cultural properties,
training of persons to
pass on intangible cultural properties (performing
arts, handicraft skills,
etc.), projects to present
folk performing arts, and
surveys of cultural properties.
The size of these
budgets is extremely
“Kumishi Daki” (Utaki with a park in front)
small compared to budgAtta settlement in North Nakagusuku village (middle of Okinawa’s
ets for public works projmain island)
ects, etc. However, I do
not wish to imply that simply pouring in a great deal of money into these endeavors is sufficient. The maintenance of cultural properties also takes time. Among
the activities performed here are (depending on the situation) excavations to determine how an item originally appeared, establishment of maintenance committees,
collection of past materials, and studies on restoration methods. In the case of
buildings, the conduct of analyses during dismantling and repair work and collection of materials require time and labor, and thus these activities cannot be completed in a single year by allocating a large budget for that fiscal year. There are
many cases where work can extend over several years, or up to 10 or 20 years for
major maintenance projects.
On the other hand, in the case of intangible cultural properties (performing
arts, handicrafts, etc.), a major point is the passing on of skills to future generations. Thus, people and groups that preserve these skills train people who can pass
on them on to future generations.
Given the outline I have just presented, I believe there has been a change in
general attitudes toward cultural properties since the 1990s. In the 1960s, 1970s,
and 1980s, cultural properties often came into conflict with various types of development and construction. We have often heard from our predecessors that cultural
properties and construction are opposing concepts, as cultural properties obstruct
construction. Amid this situation, cultural properties were destroyed on the one
hand, while on the other a variety of preservation activities emerged as people concerned attempted to protect them.
However, as has been presented today, in recent years we have seen move127
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ments toward greater placement of value on cultural properties and toward their
utilization. This is evidenced in projects related to the preservation of historical
town landscapes. It is also seen in consideration for small animals that are natural
treasures by building tunnels under roads for them. And it is seen in efforts to
return rivers that have been covered with concrete to their natural states and to
remove tetrapods that separate people from the sea so as to bring coastlines closer
to their natural conditions. I am extremely pleased to see that not only cultural
property-related efforts but also public works projects are being structured so that
proper care is taken to ensure that cultural and natural properties are left to future
generations.
As is stated in the report on the current status of Utaki, awareness on the part
of local residents is key in addressing one of today’s themes - the preservation of
Utaki and their surroundings. We cannot preserve Utaki through simple government designation as cultural properties if local residents are uninterested in them
and do not have a mind to protect them. Diffusion and enlightenment on the need
for local people to become interested in the protection of tangible and intangible
cultural properties (including Utaki) in their daily lives, and on efforts in this area
by those in charge of administering cultural property, are essential. At the same
time, it is vital that local residents work hand and hand with the government. For
the intangible heritage that environ Utaki, as well, I believe that we have entered
an age in which unified approaches are of particular importance.
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The World Heritage Convention and the Convention
for Intangible Cultural Heritage: Implications
for Protection of Living Heritage at the Local Level
Herb STOVEL
ICCROM

(This is an edited version of a transcript prepared of the talk given by Herb STOVEL.)

Good afternoon, colleagues and fellow participants, members of the general
public and my new friends from Taketomi Island.
In preparing for this meeting in Okinawa, I had been asked initially to think
about the World Heritage Convention and the new Convention for the
Safeguarding of Intangible Cultural Heritage, both of which have been described
by Professor KONO this morning, and to talk about the relationship between them.
However, having visited the Utaki of Okinawa, and having now looked at
the heritage and Utaki of Taketomi Island, it also appears important to look at the
relationship between these two Conventions - both meant to work at the international level - and efforts to preserve this kind of local heritage in Okinawa and on
Taketomi Island.
If one looks at the Utaki on Taketomi Island, it is clear that they are perceived as valuable by the community, and are well cared for. If one looks at the
Utaki elsewhere in Okinawa Prefecture, a variety of situations may be found: some
Utaki are well cared for; some Utaki have suffered, where the rituals have in some
way been diminished by secular practices; and other Utaki have suffered where
their physical reality has been compromised. But in all cases, we’re looking at a
local heritage. What is the link between this living local heritage and these two
very abstract international Conventions, which function at the behest of governments?
As Professor KONO said this morning, the new Convention on Intangible
Cultural Heritage is meant very much to validate the local, and to support local
expression. In fact, it requires visible demonstration of that support within the
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process of recognizing important intangible heritage expression. But more generally, in my view, both of these Conventions are meant not just to create lists of
sites or places or objects or traditions, but in fact to provide examples of best practice, which we can refer to for guidance. It is perhaps in that sense that we can
begin to look for some links between the two Conventions and what exists on the
ground.
Now, I believe, in looking at the two Conventions, and with the benefit of
hind sight, there should have been only one Convention to cover the ground now
being covered by both. If we had been wise enough and able to look far enough
forward in time, instead of having a Convention for tangible heritage (The World
Heritage Convention) and a Convention for intangible heritage, we would have
been able to anticipate and recognize the inseparable and necessary links between
the two. However, at the end of the 1960s, when the World Heritage Convention
was developed, although we were wise enough to put culture and nature together,
we weren’t wise enough to include the intangible, and we have only come to deal
with this much later.
The logic supporting the idea of one Convention comes from more than
efforts to assure bureaucratic efficiency, rather from recognition that a common
goal lies behind both, if you go to a high-enough level. The common goal is in
some way to preserve the human memory: the human memory as a support for
fostering identity, the human memory as a support for fostering continuity in community life, and for sustaining community development. Both Conventions have
more in common than may be initially apparent. If you look at the operations of
the World Heritage Convention - the tangible Convention - you find that it
acknowledges the importance of the intangible in many ways: criteria six has
always been concerned uniquely with intangible associations, so much so, that the
WH Committee has generally insisted that criteria six when used should be linked
to at least one of the more tangible criteria which precede it. As well, the new definition of authenticity, emerging from the Nara document - the test of authenticity
is an important part of trying to assess whether sites should go on the World
Heritage List - has moved concern from the physical attributes of design, setting,
workmanship and material to attributes such as use and tradition, spirit and feeling,
and in so doing suggests that some sites placed on the World Heritage List - that is,
a list of the world’s tangible cultural and natural heritage - are most important
because of their intangible attributes. This a change in focus which has been
developing over the last ten years.
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In parallel, and as we saw this morning in Professor KONO’s presentation of
the language of the new Convention on the Intangible, that Convention refers not
only to practices and traditions and so on, but to the instruments, the objects, the
artifacts and the cultural spaces which are directly associated with those traditions.
So there’s also an effort on the part of the framers of that Convention, having
learned much from the operations of World Heritage Convention perhaps, to recognize the link between the tangible and intangible.
Thus one trusts that over time, it will be the goal of those responsible for the
implementation of these two Conventions, to find ways to integrate their operations. That may be a goal for those who work inside UNESCO and those who
work in organizations such as mine at ICCROM and those who work for ICOMOS
and IUCN. But that is a goal far from here, far from what we have been witnessing on Taketomi Island.
The most important lesson we can gain - and that’s what the chart (Figure 1;
p.135) shown here is all about - and perhaps apply to the situation here, is the way
in which these two Conventions think about protection. After all, both
Conventions have been put in place not just to recognize or celebrate heritage, but
to ensure the survival, the protection, the safeguarding of heritage. It’s useful to
ask, how is that actually done?
The World Heritage Convention itself gives little explicit guidance for protection. It’s only in the subsequent interpretation of the Convention over time that
how to protect has become clear. In fact, what the Operational Guidelines for the
World Heritage Convention demand is proof of the authenticity, proof of the
integrity of a site. These questions are part of an evaluation process which I won’t
go into in detail. But once the values which give significance to a site or a property are defined, then there is an effort to ensure that those values are credibly or
genuinely expressed by the attributes which carry those values. That’s what
authenticity is all about. More recently, there have been efforts to talk about the
completeness of the cultural heritage system which holds or contains those values,
that is, to talk about integrity. Thus, these “qualifying conditions” of authenticity
and integrity may be understood as filters through which decisions made about
what goes on the World Heritage List are looked at. But once things are on the
List, these qualifying conditions also become the conditions for protection, and
therefore a necessary part of management. They can be used to define goals which
those who have to think about the conservation of these places should keep in
mind: “how to maintain authenticity as defined at the time of inscription? how to
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maintain integrity as understood at the time of inscription?”
This kind of apparatus does not yet exist for the Intangible Convention, but
inevitably similar procedures and processes will be put in place where those
involved with that Convention are led through a similar set of questions. They will
be asking themselves, “What is the scope of the heritage that we’re talking about?
Are we talking about specific rituals or something larger, such as a belief system?”
The choices will be different every time. But having established the focus or the
scope, again, it will be necessary to say, “What are the conditions for the survival
of that belief system?” or “What are the conditions for the survival of that practice,
that ritual practice?” And so there will, in some sense, be a kind of parallelism in
the way these two Conventions work, at the level of assessment processes allowing
selection of important heritage, but also generating management conditions and
prescriptions.
Now, what does all this have to do with Taketomi Island or the Utaki here in
Okinawa? The first question asked by a visitor to Taketomi Island is: “Why or
how has this special place survived? This is unique; this is marvelous; this is wonderful. And why is it still here? How did, through time, through circumstances,
how did this special place survive?” My own intuition initially suggested to me
that the special qualities of this place have survived because there is a sense of
shared purpose among those who live and work on the island. There’s a sense of
belonging to something which gives individual efforts greater meaning and which
sustains their interest, their commitment to support the survival and the meaningful
use of the Utaki.
There’s a Japanese word I’ve learned since coming to taketomi Island,
“utsugumi”, which, if I understand well, means “trying to combine into one.” This
is a word which I think summarizes very well the essence of what the community
belief in Taketomi is all about.
This well-cared-for place is however, still threatened. In some ways, the
community, as part of its own survival strategy for the future, as part of a means to
generate income, has begun to externalize its heritage; that is, to define the heritage
as something beyond itself, something to which visitors can have limited access.
But nevertheless, by starting that process of giving visitors access, the heritage
becomes a product, and certain dangers come with that. Catering to visitors can
also bring positives. Consciousness of the nature of heritage can be a very useful
tool in the face of external threats, and indeed, change is normal. The managers of
this heritage are not trying to freeze these traditions or practices in time, but trying
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to manage the inevitable changes which they have to endure. So the question
becomes how to manage.
If we look back to this international system for heritage, its Conventions and
the abstractions, used to try and give overall coherence to decision-making, a couple of points can be drawn out which are important for Taketomi Island at least,
and perhaps for other Utaki which are part of the system here in Okinawa
Prefecture.
The first lesson is that, as with the two Conventions, we need to think of the
tangible and the intangible together; we cannot afford to separate them. To not
care for the physically tangible sensitively is to diminish the support necessary for
the related intangible practices; equally, to not worry about the integrity, or the
continuity of the ritual practices is to diminish the necessary support for the survival of the tangible heritage. These two concepts are inextricably linked and must
be thought about at all times in this way. This is sometimes difficult for governments, as we’ve heard in other presentations. It seems much easier to manage the
tangible than it is to manage the intangible. Nevertheless, conceptually, that’s
what the Utaki and the belief system is all about, a point where tangible and intangible exist together.
There’s a second point that can be learned from this kind of analysis; “what,
ultimately, are the conditions for protection necessary for the survival of the
Utaki?” And in asking that question, we’re not asking about the survival of what
we see, or what we experience alone. We’re asking about the essence of the place.
We have to be able to say - and I can’t answer this for Taketomi, because I’m not
an expert on conditions here - but we have to be able to say, “What is the essence
of life on this island which gives birth to the Utaki and the belief system?” Without
that focus we’re not going to go far enough in our protective measures. This
essence has something to do with this idea of utsugumi and it has something to do
also with what others have said today, that the Utaki and their use must be embedded in daily life. From the moment when the Utaki and the protection of the Utaki
are separated from daily life, those practices will have lost all meaning. So, perhaps that’s the real goal for protection: “How do we maintain the Utaki and their
ritual practices as an integral part of daily life within this community?” This is not
an easy challenge. But no matter how difficult, I think we have to aim at this lofty
challenge if we hope to come back here in 30 or 40 years and find the same qualities present on the island.
I think that the Utaki certainly merit the highest-level international attention
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and support and respect and appreciation. I’m not sure that the Conventions are
the best or the only means to offer that support, but I hope there will be an opportunity for these Conventions to support what the local people here already recognize to be of great significance. Their efforts deserve very, very strong support
here locally, but also at the international level.
Thank you very much for your attention, and in particular, thanks to our
hosts in the Japan Foundation and the organizing committee for their support, and
to our hosts on Taketomi Island for their special generosity in sharing their heritage with us all.

Next Page:
The figure 1 is an overhead transparency prepared and shown by Herb STOVEL during his talk, showing parallels
between the needs of the two Conventions to improve conditions for long term conservation.
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《 Concluding Speech》

Intangible Cultural Heritage and Its Link to
Tangible Cultural and Natural Heritage

Rieks SMEETS
UNESCO

1. Introduction
1.1 This Forum
Like the other participants in this Forum, I am very happy to be here and to
have experienced some wonderful days. We have not only been speaking and theoretising about the complex management of elements of the tangible and intangible heritage, we also had the privilege of seeing and witnessing manifestations of
the tangible and intangible heritage here on Okinawa, and, in great detail, on
Taketomi-jima. We heard local authorities and other stakeholders explaining
about the present day management of the sacred sites, the Utaki, and we were
informed about plans for their future management. We heard about challenges and
problems and we marveled at the way the inhabitants of Taketomi manage to sustain, to share and to put to advantage their heritage. As always, the Japanese experiences are telling. Furthermore, thanks to the participation in and the contributions to this Forum by experts in the field of the management of tangible and/or
intangible heritage in a variety of South-East Asian countries, we were given the
opportunity to place the Japanese experiences in the larger framework of the
regional approaches to the management and safeguarding of cultural heritage.
1.2 A new Convention
I would like to congratulate the Prefecture of Okinawa and the Japan
Foundation on the excellent organization of this timely and informative meeting
and to thank them for the invitation to participate in it, which allows me to learn a
great deal about Asian views on the link between tangible and intangible heritage
and related subjects. It also made it possible for me to convey here - on the other
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hand - views and experiences of experts, intergovernmental and other ones, that
were pronounced at meetings and sessions at UNESCO Headquarters, during the
preparation of the draft of the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible
Cultural Heritage. That Convention was adopted unanimously by the Member
States of UNESCO during the 32nd session of the Organization’s General
Conference in October 2003. Its adoption marked one of the highlights of last
year’s General Conference. The new Convention, which will enter into force three
months after thirty countries will have ratified or will have adhered otherwise to it,
is intended as the counterpart to UNESCO’s very successful 1972 Convention concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage. The already
mentioned experts stated time and again that overlap between the implementation
of the two Conventions is to be avoided and that good co-operation, where and
whenever possible is to be assured. This meeting is the more timely as UNESCO
has now started preparing the implementation of the new Convention, which is
often referred to as the 2003 Convention.
Mr. Mounir BOUCHENAKI, UNESCO’s Assistant Director-General for
Culture, regrets very much that he is not in a position to attend personally this
event which, indeed, is the more important, since the promotion and the preparation of the implementation of the new 2003 Convention developed into core tasks
of the Culture sector of UNESCO. However, he as well as UNESCO’s DirectorGeneral, Mr. MATSUURA Koichiro, who has often initiated and who always
intensely follows UNESCO’s activities relating to the safeguarding of the cultural
heritage, both send you their best wishes. You can be assured that they are looking
forward to the results of this meeting. The Organization considers this meeting as
yet another confirmation of the deep involvement of the Japanese authorities and
society in, and keen interest for the promotion and the safeguarding of the intangible as well as the tangible cultural heritage, both in Japan and worldwide.
1.3 Background of UNESCO’s activities in the domain of the intangible cultural
heritage
The 2003 Convention was not the first standard setting text prepared by
UNESCO in the field of the protection of the intangible cultural heritage. After
almost two decades of intermittent debates and preparations, during which the
attention often focused on the protection of intellectual property rights related to
intangible cultural heritage, the year 1989 saw the adoption of the
Recommendation on the Safeguarding of Traditional Culture and Folklore. That
recommendation proved to be less successful than hoped for in terms of follow-up
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activities in Member States. An obvious reason for this was the soft, non-binding
character that goes along with texts like recommendations and declarations.
However, in the decade following its adoption, the text of the Recommendation
was critically analyzed at a large number of regional meetings, culminating in a
major evaluatory meeting at the Smithsonian Institution (Washington, 1999). The
conclusions of these meetings resulted not only in a recommendation to prepare an
instrument of a more binding character, but also, while doing so, to rethink fundamentally goals, target groups, definitions and approaches in relation to the safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage.
UNESCO in the meantime created in 1992 a programme Intangible Cultural
Heritage, initiated in 1993 the Living Human Treasures project and established in
1997 the programme of the Proclamation of Masterpieces of the Oral and
Intangible Heritage of Humanity. After discussions at the 30th session of the
General Conference (1999), and after debates at the May 2001 Session of the
Executive Board, the 31st session of the General Conference decided in 2001 that a
new standard-setting instrument, preferably a convention, was to be prepared. Only
two years later, after a painstaking process of consultations, after three sessions,
plus an intersession, of a meeting of intergovernmental experts, and after a favorable debate in the September 2003 session of the Executive Board, UNESCO’s
General Conference adopted the Convention in October 2003, not without heated
debates, but still, without a dissenting vote. It did so two years before schedule.
1.4 UNESCO present-day activities in the field of Intangible Cultural Heritage
The section at Headquarters that specifically deals with matters relating to
the intangible cultural heritage manages various programmes; apart from traditional music and endangered languages the section also deals with a programme that
assists Member States in setting up systems for the protection of Living Human
Treasures and, most importantly, with the programme of the Proclamation of
Masterpieces of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity. I will come to
speak extensively about the Masterpieces programme.
A new task of our section is to contribute to the promotion of the 2003
Convention, that is to raise awareness about its importance and to encourage its
rapid ratification,* and to prepare its future implementation.

* By the end of August 2004 five States already ratified the 2003 Convention: Algeria, Mauritius, Japan,
Gabon and Panama.
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2. The 2003 Convention
2.1 Defining intangible cultural heritage
Article 2 of the 2003 Convention defines the intangible cultural heritage; the
second paragraph of that article presents a non-exhaustive but useful list of five
domains in which the intangible heritage is manifested:
(i) oral traditions and expressions, including language as a vehicle of the
intangible cultural heritage;
(ii) performing arts;
(iii) social practices, rituals and festive events;
(iv) knowledge and practices concerning nature and the universe;
(v) traditional craftsmanship.
It goes without saying that these domains show a great deal of overlap; a
musical expression belongs by definition to the performing arts, may form part of
an oral tradition, may be part of a ritual or festive event, may convey knowledge
about nature of the universe, whereas traditional craftsmanship may be involved in
the production of the necessary musical instrument.
The first paragraph of that same article is more of a descriptive nature. It
defines the intangible cultural heritage as:
“the practices, representations and expressions”, that is as a set of temporary
manifestations, “knowledge and skills”, that is people’s learned and evolving
capacities necessary for the enactment of those manifestations, “as well as the
instruments, objects, artifacts”, that is movable supporting elements, sometimes
resulting from traditional craftsmanship, “and cultural spaces associated
therewith”, that is built or natural settings, or specific junctures of time on a calendar, that may be indispensable for the enactment of a manifestation, “that communities, groups and, in some cases, individuals recognize as part of their cultural
heritage.”
Paragraph 2.1 states further that this intangible cultural heritage is transmitted from generation to generation, that it is constantly recreated and that it provides
its bearers with a sense of identity and continuity. The paragraph finally informs
the reader that, under this Convention:
“consideration will be given only to such intangible cultural heritage as is
compatible with international human rights instruments, as well as with requirements of mutual respect among communities, groups and individuals, and of sus140
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tainable development.”
2.2 Focus and accents of the 2003 Convention
The 2003 Convention intends to safeguard living intangible cultural heritage,
that is such manifestations that are spontaneously transmitted from generation to
generation, that are liable to change at every manifestation and that are characteristic for the groups and societies for whose sense of identity and continuity they are
of primary importance. This means among other things that the Convention cannot be called upon for the protection of decontextualised, frozen or staged forms of
intangible cultural heritage. Since the term “folklore” in quite some contexts is
used to denote staged and/or less spontaneous manifestations of the intangible cultural heritage, the intergovernmental experts preferred not to use this term in the
new Convention. This orientation of the Convention may also imply that, if choices have to be made, preference will have to be given to safeguarding measures in
situ, that is within the habitat of the communities concerned, rather than to representations outside the context of the community of the traditional enactors.
Article 2.3 of the Convention defines the term “safeguarding”, which in the
first place means “measures aimed at ensuring the viability of the intangible cultural heritage”. These measures are said to include “the identification, documentation, research, preservation, protection, promotion, enhancement, transmission,
particularly through formal and non-formal education, as well as the revitalization
of the various aspects of such heritage”. It draws the attention that a large part of
these measures aim at the protection or the creation of the conditions that ensure
continued enactment and transmission of intangible cultural heritage practices and
expressions. The Convention is primarily concerned with processes and it intends,
unlike the 1989 Recommendation to benefit in the first place performers and tradition bearers. The Convention explicitly expects States Parties to the Convention to
involve in their national safeguarding activities the groups and communities who
are the holders and transmitters of the elements that are to be safeguarded.
2.3 Safeguarding at the international level
The States Parties to the 2003 Convention will jointly constitute the
Convention’s General Assembly. That General Assembly will, immediately after
the entry into force of the 2003 Convention elect from their midst an 18 member
Intergovernmental Committee. Articles 16 and 17 of the 2003 Convention stipulate that the Intergovernmental Committee that will have to implement the 2003
Convention shall establish a Representative List of Intangible Cultural Heritage of
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Humanity and a List of Intangible Cultural Heritage in Need of Urgent
Safeguarding; it will also prepare criteria for the inscription of elements of the
intangible cultural heritage on those lists.
The Committee will further select for granting of international assistance
various activities for the safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage, focusing
on intangible cultural heritage inscribed on the List of Intangible Cultural Heritage
in Need of Urgent Safeguarding and on the preparation of inventories. The primary
source for these grants will be the Intangible Cultural Heritage Fund (article 25).
2.4 Operational Directives
Before the Intergovernmental Committee can start implementing the
Convention, it will have to prepare, for approval by the General Assembly, a series
of proposals that will guide the interpretation and the implementation of the 2003
Convention.
The Convention in this respect explicitly mentions a draft plan for the use of
the resources of the Fund, operational directives for the implementation of the
Convention, a proposal for the accreditation of non-governmental organizations
with recognized competence in the field of the intangible cultural heritage, and criteria for the establishment, updating and publication of the two Lists foreseen by
the Convention (articles 7.c, 7.e, 9, 16 and 17).
The Convention does not prescribe in great detail the system of world-wide
cooperation for the safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage it advocates.
This is not just due to the fact that, like any other international Convention, this
Convention contains elements of compromise. It has also to do with the novelty of
the subject - this is the first binding standard-setting text in this field. Another reason for occasional reticence in the Convention is the recognition by the intergovernmental experts who prepared the draft of this Convention, that not only the
intangible cultural heritage itself is evolving, but that also the views about it and
about its safeguarding, which already differ from region to region, are bound to
change over time. It may be expected that eventually, as is the case with the 1972
Convention, the operational directives will constitute a larger body of text than the
Convention itself and that they will be subject to regular updating and adjustment.
One may suppose that that Committee will need a full year to finalize the
draft documents in question, which would mean that, if the first Committee is
elected by early summer 2006, the General Assembly might convene a second
time during the General Conference of UNESCO of Autumn 2007 in order to discuss for adoption the proposals prepared by the Committee. The
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Intergovernmental Committee as well as the General Assembly will be able to
profit greatly by that time from the experiences the Jury of the Proclamation programme and the Secretariat of UNESCO will have gathered thanks to the implementation of the Masterpieces programme.

3. Masterpieces
3.1 Three proclamations
As said before, UNESCO’s main programme so far in the field of intangible
cultural heritage is that of the Proclamation of Masterpieces. The first
Proclamation took place in May 2001; then 19 out of 31 proposals were retained.
In November 2003 another 28, out of 56 proposals, were proclaimed a
Masterpiece of the Oral and Intangible Heritage of Humanity by UNESCO’s
Director-General. As you no doubt know, the Nohgaku Theatre was proclaimed a
Masterpiece during the first and the Ningyo Johruri Bunraku Puppet Theatre during the second proclamation. The third and, most probably, last Proclamation is
scheduled for 2005 - as the 2003 Convention regulates that no further
Proclamation will be made after the entry into force of the 2003 Convention. We
expect a large number of candidature files for the programme’s third round and we
are looking forward to receive Japan’s next proposal.
Article 31 of the 2003 Convention regulates that the Masterpieces proclaimed before the entry into force of the Convention will be incorporated in the
Representative List of the Intangible Cultural Heritage of Humanity. The
Masterpieces probably will not all be inserted in the Representative List in one go.
It seems to stand to reason that only the Masterpieces present on the territory of
States Parties to the Convention will be incorporated.
3.2 Outstanding versus Representative
The candidatures for proclamation as a masterpiece “are judged on their outstanding value as masterpieces of human creative genius, in that they represent: a
strong concentration of intangible cultural heritage of outstanding value and a popular and traditional cultural expression of outstanding value from a historical, artistic, ethnological, linguistic or literary point of view.” In order to be acceptable they
must further satisfy some six more criteria, one of them being the risk of disappearance.
The intergovernmental experts who prepared the draft of the 2003
Convention agreed that one cannot and should not make, within the realm of the
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intangible cultural heritage, distinctions between more and less outstanding, or
between outstanding and not outstanding items. The term was considered discriminatory for other elements of the intangible cultural heritage that are not proclaimed Masterpieces but are equally crucial for the identity of groups and communities. That is also the reason why, after heated debate, it was decided to speak
of a Representative List rather than, for instance, about a list of outstanding items
of the intangible cultural heritage, or of Masterpieces.
The implementation of the masterpieces programme allowed the programme’s Jury and the secretariat of UNESCO to acquire a lot of extremely valuable experience, not only concerning definitions and criteria, but also concerning
the priorities of States and, for instance, the drafting of action plans for safeguarding actions. Some of that experience is used in the next section in which I will try
to deal with differences and similarities between tangible and intangible heritage
and between approaches towards their safeguarding.

4. Intangible and Tangible Heritage: Differences and Similarities
4.1 One Heritage
It is common place to claim that all heritage is one. That claim may be true
for some purposes, it does not hold for all purposes, one reason being that prototypical elements of the tangible and the intangible heritage have quite different
characteristics, requiring different approaches to safeguarding. In certain cases,
however, integrated approaches may be appropriate and I’ll come back to that subject in section 4.5 of this contribution. I hope I am already here allowed to make a
comparison: patients who deeply feel that body and mind are one, still know when
to look for mental assistance, when to go to a dentist, and when to ask for mental
and physical assistance at the same time.
In UNESCO’s approach a main distinction is made, within the domain of the
tangible heritage, between cultural and natural heritage, which then as a whole is
opposed to intangible heritage. Elements of the cultural and natural heritage that
are recognized as being of outstanding universal value fall under the protection of
the World Heritage Convention of 1972, other elements of the tangible heritage do
not. For intangible heritage to fall under the protection of the 2003 Convention
outstanding universal value is not a prerequisite. We have to do here with a major
difference between the 1972 and the 2003 Conventions.
During the early preparation of what eventually would become known under
the name of the 2003 Convention, experts speaking in their personal capacity and
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intergovernmental experts devoted many hours of discussions to the necessity of
having a separate convention for the safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage, rather than, for instance, broaden the scope of the 1972 Convention. Their
conclusion was that, indeed, a separate instrument was needed. The main reason
for that opinion were not the huge technical and administrative difficulties that one
would have had to surmount in order to reformulate large parts of the 1972
Convention and getting them accepted, but rather the deeply felt understanding
that in spite of links and interdependencies there are major and fundamental differences between tangible and intangible heritage.
4.2 Links and Interdependencies
The 1972 World Heritage Convention quite understandably does not yet
speak about intangible heritage, or about associative elements, or values. Later on,
during reformulations of the operational guidelines that regulate the implementation of that Convention, associative elements have gradually been introduced.
The 2003 Convention does refer to the 1972 Convention: article 3 states that
nothing in the new Convention may be interpreted as “altering the status or diminishing the level of protection under the 1972 Convention ... of World Heritage
properties with which an item of the intangible cultural heritage is directly associated”. The Preamble of the 2003 Convention speaks about a “deep-seated interdependence between the intangible cultural heritage and the tangible cultural heritage”.
In the body of the text of the 2003 Convention this statement is substantiated: article 2.1 states that, for the purposes of the Convention, the intangible cultural heritage means not only manifestations and knowledge and skills, but also “the
instruments, objects, artifacts and cultural spaces associated therewith”. The substantiation is to be found in the expression “cultural spaces”. Cultural spaces are
not defined in the text of the Convention itself but may be understood as manmade or natural settings that are indispensable for the enactment of manifestations
of the intangible cultural heritage. Within the context of the Proclamation programme “cultural space” may also have temporal meaning, referring to a specific
juncture of time on a calendar. Often manifestations of the intangible cultural heritage take place at a specific time in a specific place; however, more often no specific location is needed for the enactment of elements of the intangible cultural heritage. The reference to “cultural spaces” also seems to be the motivation for the
insertion of the earlier quoted statement in article 3 of the 2003 Convention that
nothing in that Convention may be interpreted as altering the status or diminishing
the level of protection under the 1972 Convention.
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4.3 Characteristics of the Intangible Cultural Heritage
- Frequent absence of link with specific location

The statement that all heritage is one, is often substantiated by claiming that
all tangible heritage is associated with intangible elements and, vice versa, all
intangible heritage with tangible heritage. However, many, if not most manifestations of the intangible cultural heritage do not depend for their enactment on a specific building or, for that matter, on a specific place in the open air. This goes for
instance for most traditional music, for most oral traditions and knowledge about
nature and the universe. Georgian polyphonic songs may be sung any place where
those who have the performers together. In the same vein the Indonesian masters
who perform the Wayang theatre, to name another Masterpiece of the Oral and
Intangible Heritage of Humanity, can do so in any village, lest there is an audience. In cases where there is a special link, where the enactment of elements of
the intangible cultural heritage does depend on specific locations, the built or natural space that presents a condition for such enactment usually can not be characterized as being of outstanding universal value.
The other way around, there are also elements of the cultural or natural heritage that that do not have a direct link with manifestations of the intangible cultural heritage of modern communities and groups. This goes for instance for many
archeological sites and for a sizable number of historical monuments and natural
sites. Associative values of monuments and sites that once were relevant but that
do not belong to the living heritage of the people living in or near them, are not covered by the 2003 Convention, however interesting and well documented they may be.
- Human borne, hence mobile and ephemeral

The prototypical absence of a specific built or natural location for the enactment of elements of the intangible cultural heritage follows directly from a major
difference between tangible and intangible heritage: the intangible cultural heritage
is human borne and, therefore, mobile and ephemeral. The depository of the
knowledge required for enacting and recreating intangible cultural heritage elements, and the regulatory system from where the necessary skills are activated, are
located in the human mind, and the main means of expression of the intangible
cultural heritage is the human body. The intangible cultural heritage literally is
embodied. Pyramids, shrines, canals, castles and cathedrals stay where they were
created (the monuments of Abu Simbel form a rare exception) and once they are
declared monuments, or - better still - World Heritage, a deliberate choice is made
as to the authentic form in which they have to be preserved. Such monuments do
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not only have a fixed location, they are also always there, independently of the
presence of human beings. Elements of the intangible cultural heritage typically
do not have a historically correct form or a historically correct function or meaning.
- Limited in duration and evolving

Intangible expressions and representations have a limited duration partially
conditioned by the limits of memory and more physical limitations on the part of
the performers, and, of course, by the stamina of the audience. However, such
expressions, if they belong to the living heritage, can and will be enacted again and
again, but never exactly in the same way. No two manifestations of a specific element of the intangible cultural heritage are totally identical. The changes often
have a systematic character and are not only due to human creativity but also to
changes in the social context and the habitat of the tradition bearers. Both form
and function of intangible heritage manifestations may change, ultimately such
manifestations may change beyond recognition. If, in the process, the name of the
element changes it is common usage to say that we have to do with different elements; if the name is not changed, we will rather say that the element still is the same.
This particular aspect of the intangible cultural heritage has led some experts
to ask themselves whether it would not be appropriate to introduce a sunset clause,
limiting the duration of the inscription of elements in the Representative List of the
intangible cultural heritage, foreseen under article 16 of the 2003 Convention. An
additional advantage of such a sunset clause might be that a Representative List
that would never encompass more than, for instance, 300 elements, would remain
easily manageable.
- To be transmitted from generation to generation

Mortality sees to it that the intangible heritage, or rather the knowledge and
the skills required for intangible heritage items, together with the often tacit presumptions about their function in the social texture of a community, have to be
transmitted from generation to generation; needless to say that the process of transmission in itself is a guarantee for development and renewal.
This means, that authenticity in relation to intangible cultural heritage is a
moot point; the future will tell whether it is a useful notion in the context of the
safeguarding of that part of our heritage. We know by now that it cannot mean
“historically correct” as intangible cultural heritage by definition is evolving.
The main remark to be made here, however, concerns transmission: the
intangible cultural heritage is prototypically transmitted orally from generation to
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generation and is mainly acquired by means of mimetic techniques by the younger
generations. When it comes to safeguarding the intangible cultural heritage, it is
the protection or the revitalization of traditional transmission systems and/or the
development of new transmission systems that is in order.
- Often spread over large areas or dispersed

Since human beings, who are the carriers of the intangible cultural heritage,
tend to live in groups, often in large groups, and since cultural manifestations are
easily borrowed between groups, many elements of the intangible cultural heritage
can be found spread over large territories, often belonging to different States.
What is more, since people are inclined to travel and often to migrate, many elements of the intangible cultural heritage can also be found in non contiguous areas
and in non contiguous States. The safeguarding of intangible heritage manifestations that, due to migrations, find themselves on the territory of more than one state
ask for specific approaches, including arrangements between the states concerned.
- Not safeguarded as living heritage by means of documentation

The definition of safeguarding of the intangible cultural heritage given in the
2003 Convention includes inter alia documentation and archiving. Time and again
one can read that documentation implies making the intangible tangible; this, however, is not a happy way of saying things. Documentation means that one discrete
enactment of an intangible item, or a series of them, is put down on paper, or on
another, for instance, audiovisual bearer. If the element lives, it will continue to
develop and its documentation will have historical value. Such documentation is
important; it may be necessary for research, it contributes to the memory of a
group or community, which is especially important if the element in question is
threatened in its continued existence. Finally, when the transmission of intangible
cultural heritage is in danger, due to sharp changes in social conditions, documentation may be instrumental in finding new ways of transmission.
4.4 Safeguarding the Intangible Cultural Heritage
From the above we may conclude that the safeguarding of intangible cultural
heritage essentially asks for two idiosyncratic types of actions that are not shared
with the tangible heritage: on the one hand material and societal conditions for
continued enactment have to be secured, whereas on the other hand the intergenerational transmission is to be furthered. The material conditions may include the
protection of a cultural space, the societal conditions may include awareness rais148
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ing among the communities concerned and/or the authorities and institutions they
have to deal with. Special measures and international cooperation will be needed
in the case of elements that are located in different states.
The intergenerational transmission nowadays is seriously threatened by modernization or globalization processes. The introduction of general education, the
world-wide penetration of cultural products that are mainly produced in a restricted number of economically dominant countries, and their influence on youth in
large parts of the world, individualization and new forms of governance, all see to
it that the traditional, usually oral transmission systems of the intangible cultural
heritage are disrupted. New ways of transmission will have to be sought, besides
methods to reinforce or reintroduce more traditional forms of transmission.
The specific characteristics of the intangible cultural heritage do not only ask
for rethinking, for the purposes of its safeguarding, of such concepts as authenticity and integrity, or questions like commercialization and tourism (many elements
of the intangible cultural heritage cannot stand large numbers of tourists) they also
ask for a careful study of management of safeguarding projects. In that management the groups, communities and - in some cases - the individuals who are the
bearers of that part of the heritage will have to be involved as main actors. The
intergovernmental experts who prepared the draft of the Convention made it also
perfectly clear that regional differences in understanding the intangible cultural
heritage, and in safeguarding approaches have to be taken into account by the
intergovernmental Committee that will have to implement the 2003 Convention.
What is more, the wording of the Convention leaves individual States Parties a
large margin of maneuver in determining its policies for the safeguarding of the
intangible cultural heritage present on its territory.
4.5 Integrated Management
Once the characteristics of elements of the tangible heritage and of the intangible heritage that can be found in one location, and/or in one community, are
known, it has to be established whether the continued existence of the one is a condition for the continued existence of the other. If that appears to be the case, an
integrated safeguarding project is in order.
One group of such cases was already mentioned, that of the cultural spaces,
i.e. built or natural environments that are essential for the enactment of one or
more intangible cultural heritage elements. If a cultural space appears to be
inscribed on the World Heritage List, and if the intangible heritage element that is
narrowly associated to it, is protected under the 2003 Convention, then the two
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Committees concerned will have to cooperate. This does not seem to be a frequent
type of case: among the 47 Masterpieces proclaimed up till now, there is one such
case: the Hudhud Chants of the Ifugao community (Philippines), proclaimed a
Masterpiece in 2001, are strongly related to rice growing as practiced on the rice
terraces of the Ifugao that already were listed as a World Heritage site. Taketomi
Island in fact is another case in point: the preservation of the Utaki is a major condition for the continued existence and development of the traditional performances
and rituals as they are still practiced on the island today. The open attitude of the
islanders towards outsiders in general and newcomers in particular and their sense
of community, called utsugumi as we were told, are of course other major factors
that contribute to the continuation of traditional social and cultural practices on the
island and to the very preservation of the Utaki.
Traditional knowledge about nature and traditional craftsmanship do not just
fall under the domains of intangible cultural heritage as mentioned in the 2003
Convention, they are often essential for the protection or the traditional management of elements of the built or natural heritage. However, whereas the 2003
Convention will wish to safeguard such knowledge as it develops, the experts
interested in using traditional methods for the protection of restoration of tangible
heritage elements, will more often than not be interested in knowing and documenting specific frozen versions of such knowledge.
In the case of interdependent sites that are inscribed on the World Heritage
List and intangible heritage elements that are going to be safeguarded under the
2003 Convention, common and integrated approaches will have to be developed.
Integrated approaches should start from an inventory of both the tangible and the
intangible heritage present within the specific setting of a region or a community.
A final remark should be made about Cultural Landscapes that are inscribed
on the World Heritage List not because of cultural material evidence, but because
of manifestations that belong to one or more of the domains of the intangible cultural heritage and that are enacted by traditional societies and local communities
living on or near the sites in question. It will not be difficult to assure in such
cases, too, if necessary, integrated management plans. However, if these plans
have to be prepared and monitored under the cooperating 1972 and 2003
Conventions, then the two Committees concerned will have to study, and may be
to bring in line, definitions and criteria as used in the operational guidelines that go
with these Conventions, while at the same time assuring that these guidelines are
not in contradiction with the texts of the Conventions themselves.
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Adoption of “Okinawa Declaration on Intangible
and Tangible Cultural Heritage”

MASUDA Kanefusa
Japan, Tokyo Nat’l Univ. of Fine Arts and Music

The “Okinawa Declaration on Intangible and Tangible Cultural Heritage”
(hereinafter “the Declaration”) was adopted at the close of the International
Okinawa Forum 2004 “Utaki in Okinawa and Sacred Spaces in Asia: Community
Development and Cultural Heritage” (hereafter “the Forum”) with all participants
present. Below we trace the process through which this Declaration was adopted.
Many of the Forum’s foreign participants, including researchers from
Western European countries, had never seen Okinawa’s Utaki. However, during
the three-day tour of the Utaki sites, starting March 24, they developed an appreciation for Utaki’ appeal as places of worship in harmony with nature. On the other
hand, they also came to share with their Japanese counterparts an understanding of
the universal threat that development poses to indigenous sacred spaces in Asia
and the rest of the world.
On the main island of Okinawa, the participants toured various Utaki, including the Utaki associated with Shuri Castle, which is historically linked to the
Kingdom of Ryukyu, and Sefa Utaki. Both Utaki are protected as cultural properties. The participants also visited Utaki in rural areas whose appearance has been
mercilessly altered by, among other things, public works projects undertaken for
the sake of rural development and Utaki in the Tsuboya district of Naha city,
which, despite its inner-city location, is protected by the local community. While
the inhabitants of Taketomi Island are striving to preserve the cultural heritage of
the island including the beautiful red tile rooftops of houses in their traditional settlements, various kinds of Utaki are helping to protect the island’s lush forests.
Even today, in every parish, an Utaki is carefully protected as a place of worship.
Thanks to the cooperation of the local residents, the participants had a chance to
witness for themselves the essence of Utaki, which is demonstrated when splendid
performances and traditional shrine festivals are held.
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In particular, the participants were moved by the high quality of the cultural
heritage on Taketomi Island, which is on par with the quality of cultural properties
designated as world heritage, and thus developed an awareness of the importance
of Utaki in Okinawa as places where tangible and intangible cultural heritage converge. The participants also deepened their mutual understanding of the importance of utilizing Utaki in implementing town development projects. These eyeopening experiences came to fruition with the adoption of the Declaration on the
last day of the Forum.
Nevertheless, the Declaration was not something that came about spontaneously during the three-day tour of the Utaki sites, for the drafting of the proposed Declaration had already started several months earlier. A small working
group of core members of the Forum frequently exchanged e-mail with each other
to determine the key issues and discussed the wording to be used in the
Declaration. The progress of those discussions and e-mail exchanges is outlined in
the postscript to the Declaration, but it was at the planning stage that the organizers
recognized the need to let the world know about the Forum.
I began conducting scientific surveys of Utaki in Okinawa five years ago.
After confirming their value as cultural heritage in East Asia, I began studying
ways to protect and revitalize them more effectively in the future. The Forum
itself, with its strong message to the world, was an important means of rather ethical exerting pressure on Japan itself and Okinawa to do more to preserve the Utaki.
In the meantime, for UNESCO, ICCROM and ICOMOS, the adoption of the
Declaration after the Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural
Heritage was adopted in October of the previous year could not have come at a
more opportune time, for it was the first international declaration to address the
overlap between tangible and intangible heritage.
Drafting the Declaration was by no means an easy task. The unsparing
encouragement by Ms. YAMAMOTO Masako of the Japan Foundation, who
approved of its aims, supported us throughout the drafting process. Also, we were
supported by the enthusiasm of Okinawa’s Ms. BISE Hiroko, who had persuaded
Ms. YAMAMOTO to get the Japan Foundation to sponsor the Okinawa
International Forum 2004. From the outset, there were a number of hurdles that
had to be cleared, such as the distrust that experts of tangible heritage and those of
intangible heritage harbored toward each other and the procedural argument as to
whether all members of the working group should be invited to take part in the
drafting process from the start. Despite these differences, all members were
allowed to take part in the discussion on the elements to be included in the
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Declaration. The discussion continued until late in the evening prior to the final
day of the Forum. What tipped the scale in favor of allowing all members to participate was the respect each participant exhibited for the tremendous efforts that
the inhabitants of Taketomi Island had made and were still making to preserve the
island’s heritage and the enthusiasm of Mr. UESEDO Yoshinori and others of the
preservation committee, which deeply moved all of the participants.
At the Forum, the original English text of the Declaration was translated into
Japanese, which was then projected onto the giant screen a few lines at a time. A
coordinator slowly read the lines aloud. The Forum was brought to a close with
the endorsement and adoption of the Declaration amid a rousing round of applause
from the participants and all others in attendance.
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Okinawa Declaration on Intangible
and Tangible Cultural Heritage
March 27th, 2004

Realizing the importance of the Utaki* as the venue for rituals of the
communities in Okinawa and the dual character of its intangible and
tangible heritage;
Inspired by the rituals presented to us by the people on Taketomi Island,
but concerned by the actual state of many Utaki elsewhere in Okinawa;
Confirming that such rituals, characteristic of the Utaki belief system,
are an invaluable example of cultural diversity in the world;
Reaffirming that the international community recognizes that cultural
diversity is as necessary for humankind as biodiversity is for nature, as
expressed by UNESCO’s Universal Declaration on Cultural Diversity
(2001), the Nara Document on Authenticity (1994) and many other
international and regional documents;
Acknowledging that traditional belief systems and their associated “cultural spaces” are increasingly under threat in Okinawa and elsewhere in
the world;
* Utaki are sacred spaces characteristic of the Okinawa islands, the southernmost islands of
Japan. Many of these sacred spaces are small forests or woods where tropical trees and plants
grow. In the Utaki, are ancestors, divinities from nature such as trees and cereals, or founders
of villages are worshipped. Many ceremonies take place here throughout the year. It is the
place to which local people feel that their heart belongs, and at the same time it serves as the
repository of common memory, and diverse intangible cultural heritages such as songs or
dances.
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Recognizing that these threats include
(1) rapidly changing social and political environments and consequent
changes of cultural values, particularly in the younger generations,
(2) lack of awareness among decision-makers, which can lead to insensitive development programs,
(3) exposure to unsustainable tourism, and
(4) conservation measures which give undue weight to material aspects
of heritage, without adequate attention to the meaning of associated
traditions, rituals, and practices for the community;
Therefore
We, the participants of the Okinawa International Forum 2004, “Utaki
in Okinawa and Sacred Spaces in Asia: Community Development and
Cultural Heritage” hereby declare that
1 Awareness-raising, community involvement, local capacity building,
and documentation are necessary conditions to ensure the sustainability
of the intangible cultural heritage;
2 Awareness-raising is best fostered by recognition of the importance
of intangible cultural heritage by, among others, the international community, as this recognition empowers local communities to protect and
further develop their intangible cultural heritage;
3 The built and/or natural environment (including cultural landscapes)
often plays an irreplaceable role for the manifestation of intangible cultural heritage;
4 Integrated actions aiming at safeguarding simultaneously elements
of the intangible cultural heritage and associated “cultural spaces” need
to be rooted in the values and wishes of communities or groups concerned,
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And consequently,
We, the participants, strongly urge all governments and concerned institutions to organize meetings of experts and all those concerned both in
the various domains of the intangible and tangible heritage, to explore
future cooperation among those responsible for implementation of the
Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible Cultural Heritage and
the Convention Concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and
Natural Heritage.
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The “Okinawa Declaration on Intangible and Tangible Cultural Heritage”
(herein after the Okinawa Declaration) was adopted at the Okinawa
International Forum 2004 “UTAKI in Okinawa and Sacred Spaces in Asia:
Community Development and Cultural Heritage” held at the National
Theatre Okinawa on March 27th, 2004, organized by the Japan Foundation
and Okinawa Prefectural Government, and supported by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, and the
Agency of Cultural Affairs. The drafting of the Okinawa Declaration began
as a discussion in a small working group called by Mr. MASUDA Kanefusa,
who acted as a coordinator of the Okinawa International Forum 2004. This
working group consisted of Mr. KAMINO Yoshiharu, Mr. KONO
Toshiyuki, Mr. Rieks SMEETS, Mr. Herb STOVEL, and Mr. MASUDA
himself. Under the leadership of Mr. KONO, the working group discussed
the elements to be included in the Okinawa Declaration for three months
prior to the Forum. The outcome of the working group’s discussion was presented at the meeting of panelists held on March 26th, and after this discussion to which all present panelists participated, the draft of the Okinawa
Declaration was produced. This draft of the Okinawa Declaration was presented at the public Forum on the following day, and adopted by agreement
of all those present.
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The panelists who participated in the drafting and adoption of the “Okinawa Declaration
of Intangible and Tangible Cultural Heritage” are as follows (in alphabetical order).

ANG Choulean (Director of the Department of Culture and Research, the Authority for
the Protection and the Management of Angkor and the Region of Siemreap,
Cambodia)
ASATO Susumu (Director of the Department of Culture, the Board of Education, UrasoeCity, Japan)
BISE Hiroko (President, Urban Science Associates, Japan)
Joycelyn BOLHAYON-MANANGHAYA (Heritage Conservation Officer, National
Commission for Culture and the Arts, the Philippines)
CHAO Chi-Fang (Assistant Professor, National Dong Hwa University, Taiwan)
CHEN Yong-Long (Director, Workshop for Bio-Cultural Diversity, Taiwan)
FUJIOKA Keitaro (Assistant Manager, Streets Section, City and Regional Development
Bureau, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure and Transport, Japan)
HAGIO Toshiaki (Head, Cultural Property Section, Culture Department, Okinawa
Prefecture Agency of Education, Japan)
HIGASHIDE Noriko (Acting Director, South East Asian Mountain People’s Culture and
Development Highland Research Institute, Thailand)
KAMINO Yoshiharu (Professor, Musashino Art University, Japan)
KONO Toshiyuki (Professor, Kyushu University, Japan)
MASUDA Kanefusa (Professor, Tokyo National University of Fine Arts and Music,
Visiting Professor, Ritsumeikan University, Japan)
OSHIRO Manabu (Director of Planning and Production, National Theatre Okinawa,
Japan)
Rieks SMEETS (Chief, Intangible Heritage Section, Division of Cultural Heritage,
UNESCO)
Herb STOVEL (Coordinator, World Heritage Convention, ICCROM)
UESEDO Tomoko (Head Priest, Kihoin Temple in Taketomi Island, Japan)

*The information above is as of March, 2004.
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Editorial Postscript
All what happened during the Okinawa International Forum 2004, especially the
evening of Tanadui offerings on Taketomi Island knowing how the people of this
Island had become to accept our request to carry out this event, become an unforgettable experience to me, and I am still thinking of the true meaning of this
experience after several months returning from Okinawa. I hope this report
brings courage to our friends and fellows who devote themselves to the preservation of Utaki in various communities in Okinawa, and of their own cultural heritage in elsewhere in this world. (M Y )
This report is filled with various elements. You can see the current situations,
related problems and activities to solve them regarding the preservation and inheritance of cultural heritage at Okinawa’s, Asian and international level.
I wish this report creates the interest in the preservation and inheritance of cultural heritage in, and brings the passion of participants of this forum and people in
Okinawa who put many efforts on them to, the hearts of many people.
I’d like to take this opportunity to extend my deepest appreciation to authors who
contributed fruitful articles for this report and staffs of the publication company for
their big support. (M F )

